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DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Adolescent and Young Adult English of Vietnamese Refugees

I

This study examines the sociolinguistic context and the emerging

linguistic structure of English in a Vietnamese community in Northern

Virginia. 3ape-recorded interviews were conducted with 93 subjects from-
'

this community, representing the'following age ranges: 10-12, 15-18,

20-25, 35-55; in addition, subjects were divided by length of residency

(1-3 years and 4-7 years) in the United States and by sex. Writing sam-

ples were also collected for 39 subjects in the 10-18 year-old range.

The community is first described from a broad-based sociolinguistic

perspective, since community values and attitudes are inextricably in-

volved in linguistic behavior and thus essential information for under-

standing it. An overview of the phonological and gramr4cal structure

of the English variety is then given, along with a detailed linguistic

analysis of the structural category of tense marking. While Vietnamese

English is highly divergent from some varieties of English, it is found

that it does not generally align itself with surrounding non-mainstream

varieties of English.

Based on the results of the sociolinguistic descrOtion, a set of

principles for teaching English as a second language within this context

is suggested. The study of select samples of written language shows that

writing problems stem largely from habituated patterns of spoken language

divergence frcim standard norms, as opposed to mechanical

problems. This pattern seems to be consonant with underlying sociolinguistic

values and attitudes within the community.
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The reseach reported here was carried
4

out under contract. number '

^

NIE-Q-81-0122 with with National Institute of Education, from September 29, 1981,
4

to September 30, 1983. The aim of the project wa.) to,describe the variety of

English. developing wi,thind011e Vietnamese refugee community settling in North rn

d

Virginia and to examine the implications of this language, divergence on educ

Lion.

I

The study reported here Must be considered a team effort, which combined

several different kinds of interests and backgrounds. For the Cen for
) 0

Applied Linguistics (CAL), it brought together concerns from the Language and

Orientation Resource Center, with its ccxltin ; interest in refugee matters,

and the Research Program, with its research themes of language variation and

Language Learning. Barbara Robson bridged the two programs neatly and was an

integral part of the project preparation, the organization of aata collection,

and the provision of essential background materials in the initial. stages. In

addition, she commented on sections hf the final, report. Gwendolyn Sadler was

resPOnsible for the preliminary analysis of the %writing samples :cud lso

typescripted interviews for the project. Rebecca hills and Ruby Berkemeyer

mit

typescripted the majority af the interviews. Ms. 8erkemeyer also typed the

final report, and special consider4ion is given to, her high Level of perfor-
.

mance under stringent time limitations in the final hours of its eomptetion.

A number of individuals outside CAL also contributed to the team effnrt in

significant ways. We received assistance from many people to locating subjects

for the study, both for the spoken Language and written langua7;e Hun.;

T1, Do was esPectaily hetpfu1 in making crtaets with iutervjew sujec and

initiative and persistence in this endeavor were exemplry. Jane Sadler, Helen



ate

Prange, Inaam Mansoor, ,Joyce Schuman) Yvonne McCall, Tran-Qui Phiet, Mobleen

$

Chew and Mrs. Vu also pr6Vided assis ante in c9ntacting'subjects and, arranging

interviews. The significance of this contribution should not be diminished by

_ .

the names appearing in a list like this; it is a tribute to the many people who
.

t5ok tifie to help us.

f

Ind viduals who helped in obt,Ihtning the writing samples reported on in the

study inc e Kat,0 Panfil, of Arlington County'Public Schools, Rita .Frank,. of

.Fairfax County PubliC Schools, Jeanette Herbert of Glen Forest Elementary

School, and Mrs. Kulsick of sleepy. Rollout' Elementary SchOorl. k special thanks

is due to these individuals for adjusting their extremely busy schedules to

e.

accrmodat our research project.

Finally, we must cite the community members who provided a social and

cultural picture of the community.' Pho Ba Log, Hoang Quynh-Hoa, Tri Khac Pham

and Quang Hy Nguyen provided much htlpful data about the community which cantri-
*

buted to our understanding of the sCcio-cultural coftext. To this list Of spe-

cial interviews, we add all of our subjects who so willingly accommodated our

IP
Intrusion into their everyday world.

Thy interviews for this study were conducted by Hong-Phong Pho and Deborah

Hatfield, botli of whom alto had an impo4ant part in other aspects of the pro-

ject. Mr. Pho provided assistance on n
'1.
merous occasions, translating Letters to

,
'\

parents into Vietnamese identifying community resources, and giving valt b

0 MO,

informationormation and insight as a member of the; community, Ms. Ilat.fteLd was also

responsOle for writing the ethnographic! background and analysis tor the study

contained in Chapters T,,ao and Three of this repOrt. Donna. iristiAn WA,4 retip0K-

sible for writing the introduction (Chapter One), the grammatical overview

(Chapter Four), and the sociolitlgutstic profile of the coMmnnit v (e;11,tpfer

Seven). Walt Wolfram wrote the phonological overview (ChapterFiq,), the



analysis of tense marking (Chapter Six), and the educational it;lications'

Chapter Eight). ,On, avery layel, then, this res trch qualifies as a team effort,

and we hope the report reflect; the fact that the team emjoyed working together

in this project. 4
i`v

ReactTo'ns and on the final report are welcomed yid encouraged.

There i certainly much more to be said about this emerging variety of English,

and the possible effects oto such language diversity on education. There are

\1.Iso some speculations found in this report`thaf no doubt we will have to revise

as we continue our sociolinguistic Study. We make no pretense of having the

final word, but Ahope that we have added to socioLingu -ticttc and educational

nderstanding in some smafl way.

/

401

Walt Wolfram
Donna Christian,

i Co-Principal Investigators
December 1983
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CHAPTER ONE

InCroduction

The study of social and ethnic varieties of English has been a developing

interest within sociolinguistics for).elmost two decades now. During this time
X

major descriptions have enriched our knowledge of the social dialect throughout
"waft% W

J*.

the United States, including Vernacular Black English (Wolfram 1969;

Mitchell-Kernan 1970; Labov 1972; Dillard 1972; Fasold 1972), non-mainstream

White varieties in nortin metropolitan areas (Labov 1966; Shuy, Wolfram and

Riley 1967) and rural southern varieties (Hackenberg 1972;0Summerlin 1972;

Wolfram 1974b; Wolfram andtChristian 1975). In addition, some descriptive stu-

n

dies have looked aC tte English'varieties spoken in bilingual communities as

well, including Spanish-influenced English (Fishman et al 1971; Wolfram 1974a;

Penalosa 1980), Italian-influenced English (Biondi 1975)and various varieties

of English spoken in Amertean Indian communities (Leap 1977; Wolfram, Christian,

Leap and Potter 1979).

. ,

Sociolinguistic studies over this period have been significant on both

theoretical and practical levels. On a theoretical level, these studies have

provided an important base for investigating the nature of language variation

and important new insights relevant to.linguistic description, such as the use

of variable rules and implicational analysis, have emerged from these studies

(' Labov 1969; Bickerton 1971; Cedergren and Sankoff 1974; Sankoff 1978).

On a practical level, sociolinguistic studies have provided an important

descriptive base for investigating the relationship between educational achieve-

ment and linguistic diversity. It has been shown that important educational

tasks such as reading and mTiting cannot be understood without considering the

potential role of linguistid-diversity (Laffey and Shuy 1973; Whiteman 1900).



1.estion of language differences and educational achievement remains one of

the most significyht qUestions facing the American/educational system in its

attempt lo prov de educational equity for students from culturally diverse

n,..

backgrounds.

The kinds 6f studies cited above represent a range of established varieties

within American English, including groups from traditional monolingual and

bilingual backgvunds. Recent settlement patterns of refugees within the United

States, however, suggest that it is appropriate to extend the investigation to a

less traditional situation, *namely, the emerging English varieties spoken by

refugees. The current study is an attempt to investigate one of the varieties

that may be developing from the recent development of refugee communitiesthe

English spoken by Vietnamese refugee adolescents and young adults.

The acquisition of English among recent refugee groups is, of course, a

matter of serious concern as these communities attempt to acclimate themselves

to life in the United States. For, the most part, many adults in these com-

mpitieS limit their use of English exclusively to those interactions where

their native language cannot be used. Within the community of refugee contacts,

the native language remains the dominant means of communication'. Adolescents
. .

and young adults, however, may not adopt sqch a restricted context for the use

of English, and often are observed to use English with their ethnic community

peers. For the youth, then, English is becoming the dominant' language, but the

bvariety they are acquiring often still reflects Vietnamese features and origins.

While the structural details of adult English in these communities may be

explaihed largely in terms of traditional models of second language acquisition,

including specific language transfer from the native language (WeinreiCh 1964;

Pam Trung Phap 11 980).or generalized language learning strategies (Corder 1967;

Dulay and Burt 1972; Taylor 1974), adolescents and young' adults are developing a

4



variety of English which is a product of these and o er forces. In e)fect,

their English must be seen as an emerging variety to be considered along with

the othe'r dialects of the language: It is well-Itnown that other varieties of

English (Marckwardt 1958; Shuy 1967; Metcalf'1979) have dynamfcalAy integrated

influence from other languages into an English framework to 4sult in unique

ethnic and social varieties.- -\\

The processes bywhich such varieties emerge and stabilise are,- of course,

important to st'udy for a number of reasons. Theoretically, the study of

emerging dialects can be used to document the way in which various influences

can be combined in unique ways, to arrive at a particular variety of English.

For example, our previous studies of varieties of English spoken among selected

American Indian grdups in the Southwest (Wolfram et al 1979) demonstrated that

direct and indirect assimilation from surrounding non-mainstream varieties of

English had to be considered along with both direct and indirect influences from

ancestral languages and generalized second ,language learning strategiesin order

to account for the resultant variety of "Indian English".

In the absence of ddperiptive data on "Vietnamese English", a number of

assumptions might erroneously be made about such a variety. One popular assump-

tion is that a speaker of such a variety might simply fossilize an exror-filled

type of "broken English", an unworthy approximation of Standard English. From

this perspective, rule-governed patterns related to the linguistic backgrounds

of the speakers are dismissed as random and haphazard mistakes which are to be

remedied by instruction in "basic English". From a sociolinguistic perspective,

this assumption /must be challenged on the basis of a fundamental understanding

of the nature of linguistic diversity. tt has been amply demonstrated (cf.

Labov 1970) that all language varieties are rule-governed and systematic,

regardless of their history or relative social position.

3 15
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There are, however, other assumptions about such a variety which can only be

challenged on the basis of a rigor6us descriptive account of some representative

,

varieties of "Vietnamese English". i example,xample, it may be assumed that this
,--

\

variety is simply identical to surrounding mainstream or non-mainstream
4"

varieties.of English described in the literature. This viewpoint does not allow

for unique aspects which may occur in Vietnamese English. It pr ludes the

possibility that there.are surface forms which may appear to be like items

described for other dialects, but which actually have an nderlying source or

function quite different from the same surface form.fou d elsewhere. For

example, Wolfram et al (1979) showed that the absence of tense marking in Pueblo

Indian English (as in In those days, we live in the Pueblo), while superficially

appearing to be similar to processes in other non-mainstream varieties, actually

functioned in a distinct way structurally.

Finally, divergence in this system might be considered simplistically as the

result of language learning strategies, whether generalized acquisitional stra-

tegies or language transfer or "interference". We have already commented above

that such a simplistic solution must be viewed with suspicion, since previous

descriptive work in this area suggests a selective integrati9n of influences
. .

from various sources.

Differing perspectives on the nature of an emerging variety such as

Vietnamese .English are not simply matters of theoretical and descriptive

interest; they have essential educational and social im;iiC-5.11-ons. Thus, stra-

tegies for teaching English may be determined by an assumption about the nature

of the variety. Quite clearly, practical considerations for teaching Standard

English demand that the nature of Vietnamese English be undergtood from an

empirical, descriptive rather than a speCulative, assumed perspective.

16
4



One of they most significant educational problems which can be addressqd by

the study, of social varieties is the effect that dialect diversity might have on

basic skills such as reading and writing. Studies of writing skills and dialect

diversity have indicated that there is certainly potential tor influence from

spoken language in writing, but that the exact role of such influence is

unclear. Studies of writing among speakers from non-mainstream groups in the

/early 1970's i

r
entified dialect differences as a major and unique source of

(/%riing problems (Wolfram and Whiteman 1971; Crystal 1972). More recent studies

(e.g. Whiteman 197,6) have called the uniqueness of the contribution of dialect

divergence into question, thus leaving the significance of spoken language

, influence in writing still a matter of considerable debate. A substantive

answer to the role of spoken language influence on writing can only be answered

on the basis of an expanded empirical base, one which combines the detailed

study of the spoken with the written code.

In order to provide the kind of information needed to address concerns like

those outlined above, we have undertaken an ethnographic and sociolinguistic

study of a community of Vietnamese English speakers. In the, following sections

we will describe the sample which forms the basis for this investigation and the 4

procedures used to gather our data. Th remaining chapters of this report

discuss in detail the results of our investigation.

The Sample

The Northern Virginia Vietnakese community, located-in the greater

Washington, DC, metropolitan area, was chosen as the site for this study.

Geographically, the region is situated directly across the Potomac River from

the city of Washington, DC, and includes Arlington County, Fairfax County and

the cities of Alexandria and Falls Church. Although there are a number of dif-

ferent locales rn which Vietnamese English might be examined, this location

5 17



seems to be ideal for the initial investigation of such an emerging variety of

English. It is the oldest and most stable Vietnamese community in the United

States and-one which is-still growing and receiving new refugees, In 1975, when

the first wave of refugees left Vietnam, there was a small cohesive group of

Vietnamese alreqdy living in the area which worked for various international andtN\

federal government organizations like the World Bank, the Agency for

International Development and the Vorce of AMerica. They served as the first

set of sponsors for the refugees. The ptoximity of Washington, DC, to

Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania (the site of a large refugee camp), also encouraged
,

a number of refugees to settle in the area. Today there are over 15,000

Vietnamese living in Northern Virginia, and Arlington Comty serves as the

cultural and social' cent r for all the Vielnamese in the-greater Washington area

(and in some cases, beyond). There are a large number of Vietnamese businesses

in Arlington County, the most Vietnamese "self-help" groups in the country, and

youth groups, business groups and religio gr ups which meet regularly.

The community continues to grow, a§ members of families-Migrate from other

parts of the country to join their families in Northern Virginia, as secondary

migration by refugees who originally settled elsewhere takes place, and as new
`

refugees continue to arrive. What we see, then, is an emerging Vietnamese com-

munity which is reminiscent of the kinds of ethnic communities which have arisen

historically in many metropolitan areas of the United States at different points

in time. A more detailed description of the community and its historical deve.-

lopment is provided in Chapter Two.

A major source of data for our study comes from a set of tape-recorded

interviews with member of this community. This sample includes several dif-

ferent age levels of adolescents and young adults who haVe acquired English sub-

sequent to their initial language acquisition of Vietnamese. In addition, there

618
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isie group of adults whose spoken language might represent the kind of 4Aglish

or
wt would expect from the parents of these adolescents and young adults.

The sample is divided into four categories according to age. The first age

group; adolescents (10-12), xepresents a stage o anguage msage in which a

great deal of flexibility in terms of language adaptation can be expected. The

second stage, teen-agers,(15-18)., represents a period -during which there is

increasing awareness of language diversity and a strong tendency towards adap-

P

tation of norms in compliance with peer group language. The third group, young

adults (20-25), represents a stage beyond.secondary education, a period when

adult norms and uses of language are becoming fully formed and stabilized. The

fourth group, mature adul. (35-55), is included to give an indication of the

kind of English model provided by parents, one in which English is expected to

have a much more restricted role when compared with the other groups, given the

dominance of Vietnamese for most individuals in this age group. While the

structures and fuses of English for the parental group might be quite different,

it is, nonetheless, important to compare their language patterns with those

being acquired by the adolescents and young adults. One fact should be men-

tioned im contilectiTon with this oldest group. Since many of the older Vietnamese

-speak little or no English, subjects in this category are not truly reflective

of the wider population in that age range. Rather theyepresent the subset of
-14

the population who speak English and who feel secure enough to submit to being

interviewed.

Another dimension to he'recogniied in studying Vietnamese English is the

length of time each subject has been in the United States,. since this typically

correlates with significant exposure to English. For our purposes, we

'distinguish between those who have been in the United States 4 to 7 years and

those who have been here 1 to 3 years. The first group represents the initial

19
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wave of Vietnamese refugees following the fall of Saigon, and the more recent

arrivals represent the steady flow of Vietnamese refugeestin later waves of

migration. It shouad be noted here that all classifications into these two

categories reflect the length of residence in the U.S. at the time the subjects

Were actually interviewed, most during calendar year 1982. The third parameter
I

:reflected in the sample is sex, and a balance ofjoale and female subj ects was
411h;

obtained ff each category mentioned above.

A total of 93 members of the community were interviewed. Appendix C gives a'

full list 'of, the subjects with the'age,'sex and length 'of time in this country

for each. A further factor which is noted is what other languages, if any, In

addition to Vietnamese and English, 'the subject reported knowing. We obtained
. .

114.

this information so' that we could assess more completely.the forces contributing

to features in the English variety spoken. e ma languages Teported were

French and Chinese.

('The

Da a Base

The research is based

described in the previous

on tape-recorded interviews with the sub

section, with eachinEeriiew ranging from 45 to 60

minutes in length.' dome of the subjects Were contacted through English-as-a-
'

Second-Language (ESL) classes in the schools and adt t education centers, but

)17.
most were contacted through the network of friends and relat es of those pre-

*

viously interviewed. This proved to be a much more effective method of

obtaining subjects compared to that of contactilthem ourselves. Two inter-.

viewers were used, one indigenous to the community, and one a native English-

speaking Anglo. The interviewer from the community did most of the interviews

with the two younger age groups.

The interviews followed the format used by Labov, Wolfram and others in

sociolinguistic studies, where the goal of data collection is to obtain samples

820
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of casual speech. The major portion of the interview consisted of relatively

free conversatidb. The interviewers had certain topicq and basic questions that

could be pursued, but they were encouraged to be as flexible as possible and to

focus on whatever topics the subject seemed interested in talking about. In

addition,& some of each interview was devoted to specific questions designed to

particularparticular social and ethnographic information. A typescript of a typi -.

cal interview is included as Appendix B, to illustrate the nature of the data

obtained.

The questionnaire for thg more structured part of the interview was stan-

dardly administered at the end of each session. One section contained a number
b.

of questions about the refugee's life in the United States, life iq Vietnam and

compa s of the Iwo. Among these were questions about relatives living close

by, friendships, neighbors and religious or community activities which were

designed to elicit information about-the social networks in which each subject

participates. Often, many of these topics came up spontaneously during the free

conversation, so much of the infarmation was obtained without formally asking

the prescribed questions from this section. The other pat of the questionnaire.

was concerned with the language choices made according to interlocutors, setting

and topic, and with eliciting comments that revealed language attitudes.

Questions in this part included: "Do you want to continue to speak Vietnamese?"

and "Do parents worry about their chi dren not learning or keeping'up

Vietnamese ? ". The full forms of the questionnaire are given in Appendix A. Two

versions were constructed, one for adolescents and teenagers, and one for

adultd:

In addition to the interviews described above, several interviews were con-

ducted solely to obtain ethnographic information, with members of the community

who are especially sensitive to issues of language and cultural maintenance. We

wet also able to observe patterns of language usage in a number of different
4, 4
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subjects' homes where interviews were conducted as well as during various public

'community affairs. This wide array of data on the ethnography of language usage

complements our renorded language samples.

Once the ,tape-recorded interviews were collected, a subset was identified to

serve as the primary' sample fir detailed analyses of langbage features. The

.4ubset was chosen on the basis of technical quality of the recording and suit-

ability for the analytic sample (according to amount of speech from the subject,

h\

t e :rapport between the subject and the fieldworker, and so on). Fufther,

interviews were

earlier for the sample:

selected to maintain a balance along the dimensions identified

age, sex, and length of residence the United States.

Table\1.1 lists the subjects included in the analytic sample according to those

\

categoicies. Each ihtery ew chosen for this sample was then typescripted. It'is

important to note here th typescripts are not intended to serve as data

themselves; they are representations in ordinary orthography of the contents.of

a tape that'may be used as a guide (see Appendix B for an illustration). For

all data extraction, the recordipgs themselves are consulted in conjunction with

the typescipts. The remainder of the interviews, those

retained as

In addi

from adolesc

ken language

formats -f re

not typescripted, were

a secondary corpus, to be consulted as needed.

ion to the tape-recorded interviews, writing samples were obtained

nt and teen-aged members of the community, so that written and spo-
*

atterne could be compared. These samples include a variety of

e narrative, paragraphs on assigned topics, book reports--since they

_were wiitten i response to normal classrooM assignments. A total of 39 sub-

jects, ranging in age from 10 to 18, were included in this group, and the amount

of writing per- bject ranged from one paragraph to several pages. Many of the

v
students in thi: group wore also 'subjects in the sample of tape-recorded inter-

views. Extracts of the wt\iting samples obtained are given in (1) and (2) as

4

I
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Age Group Length of Residence

4 7 Years in US

Subject
Number Age/Sex

1 3 Years iri US

Subject
Number Age/Sex

10 12 2 10M

11 10M

16 ,,,1,2M

17' 11M

3 11F

9 11F

18 12F

33 12F

34 1OF

18 37 17M

48 15M

52 N. 17M

84 1 16M

28 16F

39 15F

46 17F

47 17F

68 15F

20 - 25 26 24M

27 .20M

58 24M

83 25F

87 25F

35 -55 24 ,45M

67 40F

91 36F

Table 1.1 Analytic Sample

4 13M

5 12M
19 . 11M

92 10M

1 13F

42 11F

. 44 11F

57 12F

7Q 1OF

29 15M

.43 16M

53 17M

54 17M

59 17M

49 16F

50 15F

51 16F

60 18F

77 24M

80 20M

89 23M

65 22F

69 20F

76 20F

20 .50M. ,

74 .39M

79 40M

32 37F

78 33F



illustrations of this segment of the data base:

1. (Subject #9) Discovering Outer Space.

One night Beth, Jane and me were playing outside, a
spaceship landed. A martian came out. We were surprised.

The Martian ask us if we want to go to outer space. We

say yes. The Martian took us the mars. Beth collect
many kind of rocks. I was looking star. The star was so

big and bright. And Jane was going holes to holes with a

Space dog. The Martiay said she is going to pring us to
Pluto.. So we get in the spaceship. Then we landed in

Pluto. The Martian took us to walk around. We found A
lots of strange things. After five hours we go back home
to thanked th16 artian. At, the morning we get up up. We

feel like drew g but we still have our collections. We

put the collect ons in a glass box. So everybody can,see
it.

2. (Subject #19) tory! Putt'" the Sun to Work

This book is very good. It tells you that the sun does

lots of Work. The sun can make weather stations work. It

heat houses. It can do almost anything. If you live near

a body of water you would be warmer in the winter, because

when the sun shines on the water in the summer it stores
water. This book tells you how to-cook eggs. You would ,

have to get foil paper. Tape it oh the inside of the box

and put the eggs in the box. The sun will shine on the
foil paper. The foil paper will deflect the heat on the

eggs.

The Stu

In the remaining chapters, the ()flour investigation of Vietnamese

English in the Northern Virginia Vietnamese cgmmunity are rep$rted.. Chapter Two
r .1,

sets the scene for the research, by describing the comiunity and its develop-
,

ment.' This description not only makes it c ear why the Northern Virginia region

is an ideal site for this study, but it also gives important background infor-

motion to understanding the factors contributing to the `patterns of language

usage and language forms observed. In Chapter Three, we report on an eth-

nographic analysis of Vietnamese culture and language maintenance and the shift

to English within the community. In particular, the language behavior, attitu-

,

desvalues and social networks of 1-on representative families in the community"

_ice
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are examined to uncover the relationships among these factors as they contribute

to the establishment of the roles and functions of English and Vietnamese within,

the community. Both Chapters Two and Three also 'provide valuable insight for

our later consideration of educational concerns.

The next four chapters take up the question of the variety of English

which is emerging within this Vietnamese community (Vietnamese English or VE).

Chapter Four examines selected grammatical features involving the noun phrase,

verb phrase and sentenctructure, while ctlaracteristics of the phonology of

VE, including syllable structure differences and consonant and vowel modifica

tions, are described in Chapter Five. In 'both descriptions, attention is given

to the underlying sources of divergence from standard English patterns. Then,

in Chapter Six, a careful and systematic investigation of a single prominent VE

feature, unmarked tense, reveals the intricate interplay of forces that are pro

ducing the spoken language patterns of this variety. Chapter Seven discusses

the findings of the earlier chpaters on language form, Summarizing them in order

to compose an overall picture of VE and the direction in which it is developing.

Comparisons of VE to other nonmainstream varieties are also drawn.

The final section, Chapter Eight, discusses the educational implications of

the study. A set of principles for working with students from the Vietnamese

cmmunity are suggested, and questions relating to spoken and written English for

this population are addressed.

13 25
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CHAPTER TWO
, e.

The Community Setting: The Vietnamese ComMuni4 in .Northern Virginia

Data Sources of Ethnographic Inforthatibn

The following ethnographic description of the Vietnamese community in
-

Northern Virginia is based on three types of data sources. These are:

(1) journal articles, newspaper and magazine articles, and books;

(2) tape-recorded interviews done with the subjects who participated in our

study, and a few conversations which were not taped; and (3) first-hand obser-

vation of the community in various settings. Concerning the language data

interviews, although the interview sesspns,were basically free conversations,

there was much ethnographic infOrmation which could be extracted since certain

topics were typically discussed at some'point during the interviews. As

o

described previously, the subjects in our study vary in age from ten to fifty-

five years, and in length of residence in'the United States from one to seven

years. A wide variety of experiences is represented, setving as good input for

an ethnographic description of the community% In addition, several interviews

were conducted-with particular individuals specifically-for information-

gathering purposes. These individuals were knowledgeable about the;Vietnamese
tC

community and have all been heavily involved in activities in the- community,

such as the Vietnamese Parents Association., All have been in the United States

since 1975 or befoye. They were asked specific questions about such topics as

the history of immigration of the Vietnamese, organizations in the community,

languagemaintonance and shift, customs and cultural traits, and extended family

situations.

The observations that follow are naturally subject to the limitations of

studies based on self7eporting and subjective observation. Nonetheless, therp,

L

414,
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emerges a picture of a community in which.language use comprises an essential

role in its definition. The setting of this community is the point at which

sucha study of language use must be initiated.

History of Vietnam

-An order to better describe and understand the Vietnamese community in

Northern Virginia, it is necessary to give a brief history

description of events which led to the mass migration of refugees from Vietnam,

and a description of the resettlement prqcess.

North and South Vietnam (now unified) cover, a small area of the world, but-

one in which there is much diversity. The total land area of North and South

Vietnam is about 127,000 square miles, rouhly the size of New Mexico, with a

population of about. 43 million (Dam 1980). In al], of Southeast Asia approxi-

mately eight out of ten people ay villagers, and one out of twenty people are

from an ethnic minority. In 1971 it was estimated that there were between

650,000 and one million people in South Vietnam who were from an ethnic

minority. The population of Saigon, now Ho Chi Minh City, was 3.5 million.

Approximately one tout of twenty people in North VietnaP")were Catholics, and one

out of ten in South Vietnam, altilbugh there was evidence of syncretism with
. .

Confucianist traditions (White 1971).

Vietnam has a recorded history of about 2000 years and a semi-legendary

yenitprd prior to that of another 2000 years (History and Culture of Vietnam). It

was ruled by China for 1000 years between 111 B.C. and 939 A.C. ring that

"
ttme.the Vietnamese -were greatly influenced by the Chinese in terms of clothing,

customt, and, forms of government, but they were not assimilated. They main-

tained their own language and culture throughout that time of Chinese doMina-,

tion. That period was. followed by 900 years of independence and-territorial

expansion (History and Culture of Vietnam), interrupted only by a ten-year



period'of Chinese rule-tMontero 197,9), referred to as the ten-year war. At the

beginning of this period, in 1407, the Chinese armies of the Ming dynasty

defeated the Vietnamese. However, thiq-were forced to evacuate in 1418 by the

movement of national resistance which had developed under the leadership of Le

Loi, a wealthy landowner (Center for Applied Linguisti-cs Ms). The cruel treat-

ment which the Vietnamese received from the'Chinese during that period, however,

t `

led tka hatred of the Chinese,, as well as aJtesurgence of-national pride

(Montero 19711)'. Some,who have researched the history of Vietnam say that it was

theit strong sense of national identity and independence which helped the

Vietnamese avoid assimilation 1:17t4 the Chinese throughout the centuries of con-
. pp

tact (History and Culture f Vietnam). This Same sense of pride in their

country and sense.of-±4eavity.as Ittnamese'is seen among the Vietnamese today.
1.

Following the te4-year war, two powerful_feudal families eventually emerged,

the Trinh in thie North and the 1)uyen in., South, which essentially split the

country. The downfall of tReir run'began in 1772 when the Tay Son rebellion,

with the support of the peasants middle-class .merchants, was initiated. It
CI,

was named after they three brothAl who led the revolt which overthrew the Nguyen

and the Trinh and unitadAy etnam once.again by-1787., The last remaining sur-

vivor of the Nguyen family (Nguyen Anh)overthrew these brothers in 1802 and

founded the last Vietnamese dynaSty, the Nguyen. They re ained in.poWer until

October 1955 when Emperor and Chief of /State Bao Dai was dismissed (Montero

i1979).

. In the meantime Westerners had arrived in Vietnam. The papal decree of 1493

diAded the known world between Portugal and Spain to Christianize, and by this

decree Portugal became responsible for Vietnam. Their merchants and

missionaries began arriving in 1535, followed in the next century by the Dutch,

English and French traders. Because the. governmentof Vietnam was relatively

16
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strong, it was able to handle outside threats rather well, so Vietnamese trade

was not very profitable for the Europeans. After the 'English and Dutch

merchants left, the French and Portuguese missionaries increased their efforts.

The missionaries were sometimes tolerated, but for the most part were treated

hostilely by the various Vietnamese leaders. This was partially due to general

suspicion and hostility toward the West (Montero 1979). In 1857 the bishop

(Msgr. Diaz) in charge of missionary work in the northern part of Vietnam was

put to death by the Vietnamese emperor. This led to France's actions to colo-

nize Vietnam, and they landed in Da Nang in 1858 (History and Culture of

Vietnam). The conquest stretched out until, the signing of the Treaty of

Protectorate on August 25, 1883, which made Vietnam a French colony (Montero

1979).

..

The conquest by France humiliated the Vietnamese, and they made plans to

regain their independence and to seek revenge from the beginning of the period

of French rule (Montero 1979). By trying to establish in,Vietnam a society pat-

terned after France, and demanding submission to their colonial rule, the

French disruptePthe stabilizi g forces of the Vietnamese traditional order and

created stresses and tensions Vietnamese society. Historians feel that it

was these stresses and tensions which opened the way for the political awakening

of the Vietnamese, which itself led to the resurgence of Vietnamese nationalism

(History and Culture of Vietnam).

This nationalistic spirit was expressed in the form of conspiracies, secret

or izations with clandestine revolutionary activities, and some open mutinies

and rebellions beginning around 1905. In the 1920's several groups were formed.

Among them was a nationalistic group with Ckinesk Kuomintang support, and a com-

munist group under Ho Chi Minh called Viet Minh, an abbreviation for "League for

the Independence of Vietnam". In 1945 the Japanese took over control of,



Indochina from the French, and Bac) Dal declared Vietnam to be an independent

country under the "protection" of Japan. But Ho Chi Minh would not recognize

1(the Vietnamese emperor's power, .and he seized Hanoi and his cadres ass med power

in Saigon shortly after the surrender of the Japanese in August 1945. Vietnam

was unified under the name of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam after Ho Chi

Minh'proclaimed its independence dm September 1946 .(History and Culture of

Vietnam; Montero 1979).

The French tried to return to Vietnam,.but never regained complete control.

On March 6,1946, they signed an agreement with the Viet Minh which recognized

it as the only "legitimate native political regime for all of Vietnam", but-at

the same time they received the right to move their troops into the North. At a

later meeting between the two.sides, no agreement was reached and the conference

broke down (Montero 1979). The Vietnamese then began to attack Frehch troops in

Tonkin, and the first Indochina War (1946 -1954) began (History and Culture of

Vietnam). This war combined the factors of nationalism and colonialism, and of

communism and democracy. In response to this confuSion the Front of National

Union was founded ift.Saigon on May 28, 1947, composed of anti-communist modera-

tes (Montero 1979).

The United.States, fearful that all-of Asia would come under the control of

the Communists-after the. takeover in North Korea, began to supply aid to the

French during the French-Indochina War. After the Korean Armistice in 1951 the

United States increased the amount of aid it was giving to France. However,

France was defeated'in 1954 at Dien Bien Phu (Montero 1979). During the period

of declining French influence after .the Geneva Agreement in 1954, the United

States gradually became involved In the Vietnamese conflict (History and Culture

of Vietnam).

The Geneva Agreements of 1954 made Vietnam an independent but divided



country, along the 17th parallel. The northern half came under the control of

Ho .Chi Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam. In the southern part of, the

country Bao Dai was persuaded by non-communist nationalists to return from exile

and become Chief of State of "The State of Vietnam". Bao Dai appointed Ngo Dinh

Diem as prim% minister, and Diem later won a referendum to become Chief of State

himself. In October 1955 he proclaimed that the South was the Republic of
4

Vietnam, and the United States became military advisor to South Vietnam' at thA

time.

-The Geneva Agreements gave the Vietnamese people six months to duide

whether to choose North or South Vietnam as their residence. Approximately one

million people from the N rth chose to be settled in the SOuth (Nhan 1979), and

me of the subjects in our study moved to the South during that period.

Although the Geneva Agreements provided for national elections to be held in

1956, the elections were nevebsheld. Diem was overthrown in 1963, and a series

of military and civilian governments followed.e, The Vietcong were fighting in

the South along with battalions and divisions of the North Vietnamese army which

had moved south. In response, United States military istance increased, and

by 1966 it equaled full-scale military involvement ro 1979). The war con-

tinued until 1975.
et

Migrationand Resettlement

In April 1975 Saigon came under the control of the North Vietnamese troops,

and United States troops pulled out orVietnam. The plan for evacuatiq,which

ad been made could not be carried out because the Communists took over Saigon

m re quickly than had been expected.. Those included in the evacuation plan were

family members of United States citizens, those Vietnamese and their families

who were employed by the American government or American and high-

risc cases who could expect their lives to be in danger when the Communists
1.
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arrived in Saigon. Relatively few of these people were able -to leave. However,

thousands did escape at that time. Some were airlifted, some fled by sea, and

others went overland to Laos or Cambodia (Montero 1979).

Temporary refugee camps were set-up in Asian Pacific areas., su54...as Guam,

6.
the Philippines, Thailand, and Wake Island. The United States and France

accepted the most refugees during that time, along with Canada, Australia,

--Malaysia, West Germany,' Belgium, the United Kingdom, Dentark, and Austria

(Montero 1979).

The first refugees arrived in the United States in May 1975. 'After a brief,

period of processing, the refugees went to camps in Camp Pendleton, CA,

Indiantown''Gap,PAr-,Fort Chaffee, AK, and Eglin Air Force Base, FL. These camps

operated from May through December 1975. Under the Justice Department's parole

authority the refugees were permitted to'bypass the regular requirements for

immigration. 011 October 28, 1977 the Congress passed Public Law 95-145 which

authorized the refugees to become permanent residents upon request, and it

.
allowed them to apply for citizenship five years after' their date of arrival in

the United States (Nhan 1979; Montero 197.9).

In the first few years after April 1975 there. was only a small trickle of

"boat people";..only a .few could escape from.Vietnam. But in the. fall of 19713

the flow of "boat people" increased dramatically, and it is estimated that more

than 85,000 left durifethe last months of that year (Montero 1979). Since

then, they have continued to arrive at the various refugee camps in Thailand,

Malaysia, Hong Kong and Indonesia. As of January 1983,' approximately 555,000

"boat people" had left Vietnam and arrived at refugee camps in Southeast Adia

(Branigin,1983). In addition, a 1981 estimate placed the number of those who

had perished at sea in their-attempt to escape ata Oarter of a million (Blake

1981). One of our interviewees expressed the opinion that it is a process that
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cannot be stopped, that people continue to escape in spite of the danger and

risk involved.

During the years since 1975 many groups have helped with the resettlement of

the refugees. These include an Interagency Task Force which was initiated by

President Ford during April 1975, voluntary agencies (referred to as VOLAGS),

and private sponsors. Vocational training projects and public assistance

programs were also set up to provide help during the resettlement period (Nhan

1979; Montero 1979). The United States Immigration and Naturalization Service

is the agency that decides which-refugees are resettled in the United Sta es.

Volunteer agencies have taken charge of the actual resettlement process of the

refugees and they secure direct placement for the refugees. They first remain

in a camp in Southeast Asia for six aonths to two years, depending on a number

of factors. Except for those who arrived in 1975 who were in the temporary

camps in the United States for up to nine months, the refugees have been put'

directly into American life from their moment of arrival in this country (Blake

198,14s.

At first the refugees were accepted into the United States en masse. After

the 1980 Refugee Act, however, the refugees had-to-prove individually that they

had a genuine fear of persecution at home in grder to gain entry into the United

States (Shawcross 1983). The Act defined refugees as anyone outside his/her

1

country who is unwilling or unable to return because of persecution, or a well

founded fear of it, because of religion, race, politics or nationality (Segal

1983).

By January 1981 185,000 Vietnamese "boat people", 142,000 other Indochinese,

plus the J23,000 Vietnamese brought out in the airlift of 1975 had arrived in

the United States. Of the other countries which resettled refugees, Canada had

accepted 4+6,000 "boat people", Australia had taken in 38,000, and France had



+received 9,000 "boat people" plus 62,000 other Southeast Asian-refugees by

January 1981 (Blake 1981). In 1982 President Reagan cut back on the number of

Southeast Asians allowed into the United States, in response to lawmakers'

requests (Chaze 1982). It is estimated that approximately 162,000 Vietnamese,

Laotians, and Cambodians were still in camps in Southeast Asia in August 1983

(Shawcross, 1983).

The Vietnamese who have come to the United States have settled mainly in

California, Florida, the Houston, Texas, area, and the Washington, DC, area. In

lk

June 1983, 64,400 Vietnamese were living in Southern California. (Camp

Pendleton, one of the temporary refugee camps that operated. in 1975, is in that

area.) (Anderson 1983) Those in Orange County represent the largest group of

Vietnamese in the United States. Except for Asians of Indian descent, the West

is the most popular area of residence for all Asians, shown Mrthe fact that of

the 3.5 million Asian-Americans or non-citizen Asians counted in the 1980 cen-

sus, more than one-half lived in California or one of the twelve western states.

They are drawn there because of the mild climate, the large immigrant com-

munities already present, and job opportunities. The Asian population in the

West is expected to continue to grow because-of-a.high birth rate among the

immigrants as .`a- group,. secondary migration from other parts of the country, and
7

the refugees' ability to bring family members to this country once they gain

c tizenship (Lindsey 1983).

here are various opinions as to why the "boat people" left. One inter-

viewee thought
*/
that thos who have left Vietnam by boat have done so because of

political, not economic, reasons; that they could not live in Vietnam, that they

understood the risk it'would be
A

to escape, and that they have not left prin-

cipally because of hunget or for occupational reasons. For example, one family

left because they did not want their second child to be born in Vietnam and grow



up there undEir the present political system. They left even thoughlthey did not

need to for financial reasons family members in the United,States were sending

them money. Another interviewee reported that those who are in the United

States came here because of Communism. kthird interviewee felt that those-who

have left 041ce,1977.and 197_8 have left more for economic reasons than for poli

tical ones. He thought that those who had political motivations for esca ing

either di so befdre .that time or have given up hope of doing so. This tariety

of opinion's shows varied reasons for leaving, with politics and/or econ ics as

the basis fOr most decisions to leave.

Americans have had mixed opinions about the arrival of the Vietnamese on

their soil. The refugees began to arrive at a period when the rate of

unemployment was almost nine percent, and many Americans feared'that the arrival

of the refugees would add to the already existing problemb of the public

assistance rolls. A Gallup Poll taken in 1975 reported that 54 percent of

Americans thought that the Vietnamese should not be allowed to remain in the

United States (Montero 1979).

In addition to negative feelings about the Vietnamese in particular, in the

last few years-there has been animosity -aboutimmigrants in general. For

example, a recent article (1982) reported-on a Roper Poll in which 80 percent of

those questioned said that immigration quotas should be slashed, and 91 percent

backed a crackdown on illegal. aliens. Most of this animosity Nis directed at the

Indochinese and the illegal aliens from Latin America. Some of the negative

feelings are a reaction to the Cuban riots in camps in Arkansas,, lorida and

elsewhere, and some are due to a fear that the United States is becoming a

"dumping ground" for the world's poor. Some people are afraid of a longterm

impact on natural resources. Also, because the economy has been suffering,

Americans have resented being forced to compete with noncitizens for jobs. Of
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all of the.foreign rs in the United States, about 81 percent are Latin Americans

or Asians, and both groups are readily identifiable. They do not blend in as

did the Eastern Eu opean immigrants. This changing ethnic character of America

worries some people, who fear that if language and cultural separation rise

above a certain 1 vel, the political stability and unity of the United States

would be "serious y eroded".(Chaze 1982).

Other factors which could potentially cause problems and negative feelings

toward immigrants are the -"language problem" and lack of marketable skills. For

their part, most immigrants say that they just want help to learn English and to

learn-a skill with which they can earn a living (Lindsey 1983).

The resettlement of refugees is endangered by atiother problem, which relief

workers have called "compassinn fatigue ". This refers to the fact that the con

cern of those in the West for the Indochinese refugees has been largely

exhausted (Shawcoss 1983).

The Vietnamese who come to the United States now, after escaping Vietnam and

arriving at a refugee camp, may have to deal first with long periods of stay in

t,kt camps, and then possibly with hostility once they reach this country. But

even though there seems to be aohigh degree of-animosity among mericans toward

immigrants, one-interviewee expressed.the-opinion that unless they have had a

bad experience with refugees, Americans will not make it hard for them, that

they ultimately have more compassion than jealousy. Overall, he believed, the

resettlement process has been relatively successful, and there has been' progress

against the odds which were inherent in the situation. Perhaps when interacting.

with the refugees on an 'individual basis, Americans do not express animosity to

the degree that the factors described above would imply.

ti
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Establishment of the Vietnamese Community in Northern Virginia

The Vietnamese refugee community which we have chosen to use for our study

is the one which has been established in Northern Virginia. This area, directly

across the PotomaC River from Washington, DC, includes Arlington County, Fairfax

County, and the cities of Falls Church and Alexandria.

Prior to 1975 there were only a few Vietnamese in the United States, and

there was virtually no established community of,Vietnamese (Haines 1981). Of

those Vietnamese who-were in the United States, a number of them were in the

Washington, DC, area working for Voice of America, the World Bank, Agency for

International Development, the Pentagon, and the Vietnamese Embassy. Many of

the Vietnamese who first came to the Washington, DC, area had previous ties

there. Some had friends or relatiyes, who worked at the places' mentioned above,

while others had lowiness or government contacts with Americans. Most of those

who came to the area in 1975 were sponsored by Americans.

The number of Vietnamese living in the Washington, DC, area has grown

steadily since 1975. It was estimated that in 1982 there were approximately 500

Vietnamese in Washington, DC, 2000 in Maryland (in the area bordering

Washington), and 15,000 to 19,000 in Northern-Virginia. An August 1983 article

in The Washingtou Tost estimated that there were 18,000 to 20,000 Vietnamese in

the whole Washington area'4(Moore and Dumas 1983).

Within the Northern Virginia area, Arlington County.has been the county with

the largest influx of Vietnamese refugees, as well as other refugees. By

February 1982 over 8,000 Indochinese refugees, most of them Vietnamese, had .

migrated to Arlington and sought help from the county government services, which

gave Arlington the highest per ca concentration of Indochinese in the nation

(Scannell 1982). An October 1981 article stated that Arlington is the county

that has felt proportionately the second largest impact of refugee migration in
#4,



the United States, after only San Francisco (Bohlen 1981). Arlington County has

a total of.about 153,000 residents, and at least one out of every twenty is a

refugee (Glaser 1982). Large numbers of Vietnamese have also settled in other

areas of Northern Virginia such as Fairfax City, Falls Church, Burke, Manassas

and Sptingfield (Moore and Dumas 1983).

The Vietnamesetn the Northern Virginia area tend to be from a more privi-

leged.background (educationally, socially, and economically) than the Vietnamese

who have settled in other parts of the country. This is particularly true of

those who came here in 1975. Most of those Vietnamese who arrived in the United

4.

States at that time had been among the "upper crust" in South Vietnam offi-

ers, doctors, lawyers, senior civil servants. Many of them spoke and read

English to some degree (Segal.1983).. As mentioned above, many Who tame in 1975

either had friends or relatives in the area, of had business or government ties.

Others were highly educated,and had studied in the United States previously.

Arlington County is one of the most densely populated communities of pro-

fessional Vietnamese in proportion to the rest of the population.

Those who have left Vietnam since 1978 and moved to the area have been more

economically motivated and less educated that .those who-came earlier. Another

difference between the earlier and later arrivals is that 90 percent of the

refugees ho arrived in Arlington County between 1975 and 1978 were off of the

public assistance rolls after their first eighteen months in the United States.

i//Thoseentering in more recent years lack the education and skills to enable them

to get off relief that quickly, and they are more likely prospects for continued

welfare assistance. Sponsorship is another difference between those who first

came to the Washington area,,and those who came after 1977. Those in the first

igroup were mostly sponsored by Americans, whereas those in the second group were4

mostly sponsored by other Vietnamese and. left Vietnam because they knew someone



in the United States. As a result, the first group, in general, had morecon-.

tadt,with Americans from the beginning than did those in the second group.

Often they lived with, or at least saw, their American sponsors during the ini7

tial phase of resettlement. This meant direct contact with American culture, as

well as more exposure to English. In contrast, some newer arrivals now live in

areas where the Vietnamese population is so dense that there are some who never'

speak to native English-speaking Americans, or do so as seldom as possible.

Another factor to consider in describing the Vietnamese communities in the

United States in general is their ethnic make-up. While there are many who are

ethnic Vietnamese, them-4s also a large proportion who are ethnic Chinese. In

the spring of 1978 there was an outburst of anti-Chinese racism by the Hanoi

government which caused many ethnic Chinese in Vietnam to flee as "boat people"

at thaw time (Blake 1981). Many of them arrived in the United States after that

period. (This does not necessarily correlate with the economic and educational

differences described previously:)'

As mentioned above, the wholerVietnamese population in the Washington area

tends to be from a more privileged background compared to those groups in

Houston, Texas-or Calfornia, who.tend.to be from aless-privileged background.

The majority of-Indochinese (including many.Lhotians and Cambodians) in Texas

are from rural,areas or are fishermen. 'Many of the Vietnamese fisherman are

Catholics, and they and their families live together in an area and have their

own chapel. However, there are many children from these families who have now

gone to universities in New Orleans because their parents have told them that

they want them to go to college and have a better life. They may be moving into

the more privileged classes, and this may also be evidence .of changing values on

4 the part of the parents. Or'perhaps, college education is more accessible for
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them in the Unitka States.
,

The Vietnamege_community in the Washington area is a much more close-knit

one than, for example, the one in Paris.. The community in Paris is composed

Vietnamese who atriyed at different periods of time, and who hold differing

political views.1 his has created a divisive element in the community in Paris

that has not been ,a problem in the Vietnamese communities in the United States.
0

There are a number of reasons why the Vietnamese have resettled in large

numbers in Northern Virginia. First, there were the previous contacts with

other Vietnamese or Americans which brought many to the Washington area.

HoweVer, not many Vietnamese have remained in the city of WastillIgton. One

Vietnamese woman speculated that the reasons were the high expense of liVing

there, the poor housing, and theirdesire for better schooling for their

Children, i.e. in schools in the suburbs.

Northern Virginia,'Jespecially. Arlington County, has been seen by the

Vietnamese as a favorable place to live because of a number of factors, one of .

which is housing. There is, for .example, a'large number of Vietnamese who live

near Glen Carlyn Elementary School'and Wakefield High School because the apart-
,

ment buildings. nearby are cheaper Lhan many of- the - others in the area.

Arlington County.as a whole seems to have-housing that is more affordable than

that in other locations near Washington because much of it is older and more

run-down (Moore and Dumas 1983). The refugees also.tend to go where the

landlords are-more lenient so that more people will be able to move into a

single apartment than would be allowed if there were restrictions on the maximum

number of residents within an apartment. This has caused problems with some

American residents who are offended by the numbers of people living in some of

the single apartments. Another factor is the availability of transportation.
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The refugees tend tomove close to public trandportatiop, presumably because

many 4o not own cars. Arlington County is also favored by the refugees because

the schools are often'close to the housing that is available (Bohlen 1981).

for many of the Vietnamese Who are living Ain Northern,Virginia, it was their

first place of residence in the United States, butfor others ft is their

second. Arlington County, 'Fairfax County and the Maryland suburbs of

Washington, DC have been receiving areas for the secondary migration of some of

the Vietnamese refugees those Who have chosen not to remain in the first loca-

0

tion where they were resettled. It wasestimated in September 1982 that secon-

dary migration accounted for almost 50 percent of the refugees coming into

Arlington at that time (Glaser 1982). Out-migration must also be recoihized and

a number of families-who originally, settled in the Washington area have now

moved elsewhere.

. There are a number of reasons far this phenomenonof secondary migration,

whichever geographical directiO it takes. A number of refugees move from one

area of the United States to another tJa reisig friends or relatives from whoM

they were separated during the process of resettlement. The initial strategy of

dispersion, which is sometimes referred-to as .the- dia4pora, made it diffidult to

maintain already-existing social relationships (Haines et al 1981), and many

Vietnamese hav moved' in order th're-establish these relationships. The impor-

tance of these social-relationships is shown by ,the fact that 'Many who came

after 1975 first Settled in the.Northern Virginias area;,for example, because

their relatives were already in the area and theycould help them in resettle-
._

.0

ment. Others move because they hear that another, area has better job oppor-

., 'tunities, weather, or welfare heneflts, OccasionallyOople"will.move, find the

-econd area n'bemer, and then move back!-or Trove again Wyet another location.
n _

n
. nr

. Thus,awhile thany,AT.LTA Vietnamese refugees have remained.in:theit area of first
.
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settlement, there has still been a good deal of mdVement, particularly between

the various areas with high concentrations of Vietnamese residents.

Although there are a number of neighborhoods in Northern Virginia in which

large groups of Vietnamese refugees reside, there is one main area for

Vietnamese business, where a number of restaurants, clothing shops and depart-.

ment stores are located. This shopping district has come to be known'as "Little

Saigon" by Washington area residents. It is a three-block stretch on one of the
1.1

main roads in Arlington County (Wilson Boulevard). The stores there cater
o

6

almost exclusively to other Vietnamese, selling Asian food, a wide variety of

Vietnamese published materials, cassette tapes of Vietnamese music, among Other

indigenous ,commodities. When subjects in our study were questioned as to where,

they. were able to buy Vietnamese reading material, food, or tapes, most of them

specifically mentioned that location. Some Vietnamese have been reported

come from as far away as New York to buy items there that they could not-0 her-
( ,

wise obtain, and there are two restaurants /clubs in that area which draw .

Vietnamese performers from as far away as.Califotnia (Haines et al 1981).

Overall,,, "Little Saigon" play& a central role in the community aS14t provides-4

continual setting for.both formal andinformalsocial interaction among members,

who may actually.Iive .in fairly distant.ndighborhoods.. As the primary gatheri

place for the Vietnamese in the area, many of the young Vietnamese men who are
.

,,uneducated and unemployed go there to seek comfort from others who are in simi-

lar situations, acording to a Vietnamese social worker (Moore and Dumas 1980.

The Vietnamese are not the only refugees or feign -born residents who

1.;.have chosen to live in Northern Virginia. As ntioned, above, roughly five-per7

cent of the population in'Arlington County are refugees (Glaser 1982); but, in

fact, an estimated fifteen to twenty percent of the residents are actually

foreign born. This figure includes illegal aliens and immigrants as well as

n
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refugees. Many speak little or no English.; The Hispanic community increased,by

about ten percent 4tVeen 1972 and 1982, and there are now approkimately 10,000

Hispanics iri'Arlingtai County. Other countries represented are India, Pakistan,

Afghanistan, Turkey, Greece, Hungary, Ethiopia, Iran, Poland, and the Soviet

Union. The Asian population increased 250 percent .from ,1972 to 1982 (Scanell

1982).
r

.Since the Indochinese began to arrive in Arlington County, many.more new

immigrants have been attracted there. The influi of refugees into Arlington is

6
not expected to be as large as it has been, but it will most likely continue to

some degree. Based on the number of refugees who sought help from the county

services, it was estimated in February 1982 that approximately 100 Indochinese

were entering the county each.month. (It was not known how man were coming in

and not seeking aid (Scannell 1982).)

-The attitudes, of native-born Americans in Northern Virginia have been mixed

toward the refugees who have moved there, as have the attitudes of Americans

toward refugees in general. On the one hand, thy have been welcomed as hard-

working, exceptionally polite people with great respect for authprity (Scannell.,

982). On the other hand there have been some negative- reactions. Some of

these have to do -with the general economic ptress whichlas been felt all over

the country and which has caused some people to feel that the refugees are.

receiving too much. Another factor is the influx of refugee children into the
0

schools in Northern Virginia which has made some parents feel tha; 'their native-

born children are pot receiving the attention they need because the teachers are

too busy dealing with students who are not native English speakers (Scannell

1982). Northern Virginia-residents have also been bothered by the large numbers

of refugees who haVe,moved into some apartment bUiIdings, And the crowding of

many nople into a single apartment (Johlen 1981). Just recently, there have

k '
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been some outbreaks of violence, between Vietnamese, six reported cases in June

and July of 1983-(Moore and Dumas 1983), which contribute further to the uneasi-

ness felt by native-born residentsalth"'related problems are also a source,

of concern, since, for example, there. hag been an increase in the incidence of

tuberculosis (Glaser 1982). Finally, there hake been some problems between the

Black residents in Northern Virginia and thendochinese refugees, due to the

Blacks' feeling of displacement by refugee minorities. Even though some native-
_

born Americans have negative feelings toward the Vietnamese due to a number of

factors,,pexhaps the attitudes of the refugees toward work and their politeness

and respect for authority will enhance positive attitudes which will outweigh

the negative ones, particularly when there is interaction on a one-to-one

basis.

This description of the Vietnamese commilnity shows some reasons why Northern

Virginia is a good site for our study of Vietnamese English. The large number'

'.of Vietnamese and the business district of "Little Saigon" assure formal and

tt.

informal interaction among Vietnamese, and therefore maintenance of the

Vietnamese language to some degree, at least at this time. Therefore we have

been able to see'the-effects of Maintenance of.- Vietnamese on the acquisition of

English. However;. because thecVietnamesedo not live in just one area of

Northern Virginia but are living in various locations, i teraction with native

English-speaking residents is also guaranteed. A number on-mainstream

dialects of English are represented in the area, including Verjacular lack

English accented-English,spoken by native Spanish speakers, and some varieties

of S thern English, and therefore the location of Northern Virginia provides a

good setting in which to examine the effects of these varieties of English on

second language acquisition of an entire group. Another reason for choosing

this community of Vietnamese is that it began to form in 1975 and:has c tinued
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to grow ever since, so we have been able to examine the effect various

lengths of residence in the United States on language and cultural maintenance.

Also, Vietnamese from various backgrounds have settled in Northern Virginia,

although in general they are from more privileged backgrounds than those

tnamese living in other locations around the United States. This factor may,

in fact, be one of the disadvantages in choosing this community, since our
abb

findings may not be entirely applicable to all of the Vietnamese now in the

United States. However, much of what we report holds true independent of 'the

social status of the particular individuals involved and, with minor adjust

.

ments, would be expected.to reflect tendencies present in other communities

Vietnamese. That is, the forces that mold the emerging variety of English, that

influence the Communication patterns among members of the community, and that in

general shape the development of the Vietnamese as an ethnic group within

American culture may well be quite similar from one community to another. Any

conclusions along those lines must, of course, await empirical evidence to sup

port them.

The CommOnity, Today

Residential Patterns. .
We have already discussed to some extent the residential

patterns of the Vietnamese refugees in Northern Virginia; 1where they have

resettled and why they have chosen Northern Virginia. 'The role of the family,

or the extended family, is an important factor to consider in understanding

residential patterns. In a study done by Haines and others (1981) it was fo n

that the family and community are extremely important in providing the ttpes of

practical aid, and social and emotional support that the refugees need during

the process of resettlement. This central role which the extended family con

tinues to play &incides with its value in Vietnamese culture. As we mentioned



above, many people have moved within the ynited States (secondary migration) to

rejoin family and friends. In some cases large numbers of refugees are livin§

in single apartments ("large", at least, in terms of American values). In some

cases there are as many as thirteen people in a three-bedroom apartmentor six

people in a one-bedroom apartment. This may be a result of economic necessity,

or may come about because of the extended family situation, or be a combination

of both factors. Evenwhen not actually residing in the same apartment, members

of extended families may still live quite-CI-68e together, as in the case of a

woman and her child living in an apartment building which' also foes her

'parents and in-laws (B8hlen 1981). We also found that in many cases members of

a family outside the nuclear family were living together, and sometimes non-

related friends were included.in a_household. In other cases a'number of single.

men were living together as roommates or housemates.

Many times, families that are here do not include the grandparents. Some

left Vietnam, but many did not want to leave because they were too old and they

wanted to die in Vietnam4 Those whO. did come to the United. States for the most

part live with their childrep and/or grandchildren. However, some (3 or 4

couples) have been known to be livingin aosenior.citizens' housing project in

the Washington,. DC, area. They have found that they enjoy it there because

there are people with whom they can talk. When living with pltir children there

was often no one to talk to because their children were too busy workThg. There

are also some older Vietnamese people who arein nursing homei, but his number

is probably fairly low.

In some areas of Northern Virginia the concentration of Vietnamese, and

Indochinese in general, residents is very high. One example of this'is an

apartment complex in Arlington County called Park Warren Towers. In the 1980

census there were over 400 Asians out of a total of 1010 residents in the area
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near the apartmehts, a concentration that was one of the highest in Arlington

County. Most of the refugees there are ethnic hinese from Vietnam, but there

are also Laotians and Cambodians (Bohlen 1981).x.

The example of Park Warren Towers is a good illuitration of the type of

cultural mixing that exists in Northern Virginia among the refugees and other

residents there. Bohlen (1981) gave.an example of a teenager from Park Warren

Towers who spoke only Chinese when she lived in Vietnam, but since moving to the

United States has learned both Vietnamese and English to be able to communicate

with her neighbors and classmates. The refugees from various backgrounds have

also worked together in the school system, for example to hold a multicultural

conference. Some organizations have also held Oaticultural festivals. Because

of the Olose proximity in Northern_Virginia of people from various backgrounds,

there have been cross cyfltural contacts among the residents there that would not

have occurred otherwise.

Employment. In general, more of the Vietnamese in Northern Virginia are from

technical and professional backgrounds than those who have settled in other

areas of the United States. Their economic adjustment has been fairly good-,-

although there are many cases of underemployment. The early refugees, at least,

had rates 0 employment which were similar to the whole nation, and their level

of median in ome has gradually risen (Haines et al 1981). It was estimated that

for those wh shad degrees from the United States, most obtained jobs which were

in line with their training. Many other Vietnamese were trained in American

businesses which were established in Vietnam, or by American military and civi

lian advisors Many military personnel had been sent to the United States to be

trained.

The first, Vietnamebe to come to the United States arrived at a time when the

0
economic situation was not very good, and many of their previous American
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advisors wore out of jobs, a-fact which was hard for them to understand. Some

who arrived in the Northern Virginia area had sponsors who helped them obtain

housing and jobs, and who were a model to them of the attitude of Americans

toward work, mobility and advancement. Some of these refugees are now leaders

in the Vietnamese community.'

Even though many of the Vietnamese ar _doing work that is similar to what

they did in Vietnam, most are nderemployed or over-qualified for the jobs they

have._ This is consistent with.the process of downward occupatiOnal mobility

that has been noted among refugees in general (Haines et al 1981). This pattern

in the Vietnamese case is due to a number of factors. The refugees must adapt

socially and culturally to American life, and learn English well enclugh to

obtain a job commensurate with their training and background. They often face

the problem of not being acquainted with all of the facets of a particular job,

because of inevitable differences in ways of performing tasks, or differences in

required background knowledge. In addition, an employer may not be willing to

allow a refugee to take on some of the responsibilities inherent in a specific

job position, thinking that because he or she is a refugee they will be unable

to handle some. aspects of the job.

In recent years there has been more-unemployment and a tighter job market in

general, and funding for job retraining programs has been cut back. This has

unfortunately coincided with the resettlement in the Northern Virginia area of

Vietnamese who have not had as much education and previous job training as those

refugees who came earlier. In 1982 there were about 9,000 refugees among the

unemployed in Northern Virginia, and they were mo tly Laotians, Cambodians, and

Vietnamese. The Director of Arlington's CETA (Com sive Employment and

Training Act) was reported as .stating that the Asian r fugees are known to be

diligent, hard workers, but their problem in obtaining a job lies in their lack



of English and cultural barriers (Young 1982).

Of those who are employed, many work in Service owaniiations, such as

county government; social services, VEPCO, gas companies, and cafeterias at

Dulles and National Airports. The most visible jobs are the small businesses

grocery stores, restaurants, clothing stores, and department stores, many in

"Little ftigon"i Many of the Vietnamese are self-employed in businesses like

these, or work as doctors and dentists, and a few are lawyers, insurance agents,

and real estate agents. Some Vietnamese have another job, but work out of their

homes during their free time. They may do tailoring,' paint houses, fix cars, or

prepare food for catering.

The importance of the community can be seen again in the example of some of

these jobs. Members of the community are able to call on one another to fix

their cars, or do catering for a party, as well as go to doctors or dentists

with whom they can communicate in Vietnamese. Word about job openings seems to

'spread within the community; it is known among the residents who would be able

to fill a job slot. For those who work as, 'for example, counselors, the respon-

sibilities are greater that those just implied by the position. Thjob entails

a commitment to the community. Those-working-with-other refugees are accoun-

table for whether they will be successful-or not. A final aspect of coimmitment

to the community is the way in which some are involved in community- related

businesses, fbr example,. the publication of newsletters'or printing books from

Vietnam.

In terms of the future employment of the Vietnamese youth, many are going

into technical fields with the desire of obtaining a career quickly, with good

pay... Because of their difficulty with English many choose the technical fields,

few choose business or management, and fewer choose social service careerst(Pho
P

1982). Many of the young people we interviewed planned to study or were
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studying mathematics, electronics or Computer technology, and they often said

that these fields were easier for them than many others because while studying

them they did not have to deal with-English. that much.

One of the most striking facts about the employment situation which was

expressed during a number of the interviews that we did, is that many of the

Vietnamese have two jobs, spend -most of their time at work, and have
OV

little

leisure time. For many it is necessary for economic survival, rather than a

-matter of desiring to have a lot of money. Also, for those who need to study

English as well as work, all of their time is often consumed by working, English

classes, and studying at home.

Community organizations. Hainea et al (1981) reported that in 1980 there were

260 Vietnamese organizations nationwide, with 43 in the Washington'metropolitan

area, most of which were in Northern Virginia.

In both Virginia and Maryland there are Mutual Assistance Associations.

These are consortiums of refugee assistance programs which sponsor various acti

vities. One example of such an activity was a Tet (Vietnamese New Year)

celebration, to which Americans who had worked with the Vietnamese community were

invited, as well as many of the leaders -in the Vietnamese community.

Another active organized is the Vietnamese Parents Association (VPA).

The organization was f in November 1980, and in 1982 approximately 250

parents were involved. More than ten percent of the students in Arlington

County schools are Vietnamese.- The VPA tries to provide a link between the

Vietnamese and the Arlington Public School System, because they understand what

the Vietnamese parents want, what the problem ist.and what the parents and stu

dents really need. The parents can go through the VPA to talk with the schbol

system, and vice versa. The VPA meets with school, county ,And government offi

cials, for example, in order to request more Vietnamesespeaking workers, n the



schoOls, and express their concerns for the Vietnamesestudents. It also meets

with Vietnamese students on various topics. For eiample, the association held a

meeting with two of the area's high school Vietnamese .clubs to discuss the'role

and responsibility of Vietnamese students living overseas. The VPA is seen by

those within it as working for the benefit of all of the children living in

Arlington County, not just the'Vietnamese, and it has been working with other

language grolps as well. A Multi-Cultural Conference was held in February 1982

in conjunction with the Arlington School System, and plans have been made to

organize a committee with represer atives from the Vietnamese, Cambodian,

Laotian, Korean, Hispanic, and nat nglish speaking American communities.

There are a number of Vietnamese udent groups in the high schools, col-

leges and universities in the.Northern Virginia area(for example, Washington

Lee, Wakefield and Jeb Stuart High Schools, Northern Virginia Community College,

George Mason University), and other groups not centered in a particular school

(Vietnamese Catholic Student and Professional Association, Vietnamese Youth

Association, and Vietnamese Students Association). One of the interesting func-
.,

a tions of the Vietnam Clubs at the schools has been that of tutoring other

,Vietnamese who. have not been in the United States very long, and who need help

p

with linderstanding the school system and class work. Another function of some

of these groups is that they Jittempt to maintain Vietnamese traditions. For

example, one of these groups'held an autumn festival for the children (similar

to Halloween in the United States). During the festival a contest was held for

r
the children. Those who entered were required to tell a story in Vietnamese,

and their pronunciation was judged. The Vietnam Club at Wakefield High School

puts out a magazine with articles by students and teachers. One of the issues

published in 1982 described the Club's activities for the year which included

two picnics with students and teachers, a Vietnamese dance group which performed
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at a community college and folk festivals in the area, a tutoring program which

enrolled 60 students and was supervised by Vietnamese teachers, participation in

a Tet Fair, and a sports team which competed with Vietnamese teams in other high

schools in the area. Such activities, by promoting the use of the Vietnamese

language by yopng people, as well as the maintenance of tradition and cultural

values., provide an important mechanism for handing down and preserving community

values and the Vietnamese langurage within the younger generations.

Some of the other organizations in the area include a very active Senior

Citizens Association which sponsors many activities (for-example, a Vietnamese

fair), a group from a particular high school in Vietnam which, has its own.

newsletter and reunions, and agroup from a town in Vietnam which has held a

reunion for those who are now.living in the Washington, DC, area. There are

other community activities that are held as well, including celebrations_of_
0

feast days, book fairs, and movies. These too contribute to the maintenance of
N

community identity.

Religious organizations. .There are two Vietnamese Buddhist temples in the

Washington area, one in Washington and one in Northern Virginia. There are also

two Vietnamese Catholid Churches, also in Washington and Northern Virginia. A

number of the subjects whom°we interviewed attend the Vietnaiese Catholic Chutch

in Vaxginia, whose members joined together "to buy the building Haines et al

1981): There are daily masses, :Sunday school classes in both Vietnamese and.

English, a choir, and Vietnamese language and history classes at the chigch.
4

Social activities which provide an opportunity for people-to join together are

also held, such as dinners and holiday celebratiOns. One of the Catholic

women's organizations found both in' Vietnam and in the United Stateii is the

Legion of Mary, Participants spend several hours during the weekend visiting

other women who are ill, and basically helping those who are in need.
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In talking with community members about these various activities and reli-'

gious and community organizations tutoring, visiting those in need, acting as

medAtors between the Vietnamese parents and the school system, reunions of

alumni from a high school in Vietnam, providing,Vietnamese catering services,

and so on - one senses an actual feeling of cd6u ity,oand a desire to help each
.

other adjust' and be stqaccessful in the United States. Others assist on an indi-

vidual basis, for example, One of the women interviewed in our study *had taken

upon herself the responsibility of greeting new refugees moving into the apart-
11

ment complex where she lives, and helping them understand the bus system, among

many other details needed for daily life.
4
An Arlington County board member

reported that the refugees in general seem to be'able to work well within their

own networks, and know who to,contact at staff levels when they'have problems
11

with housing or health-related problems (Scannell 1982).

One also senses real pressure which the Vietnamese feel in terms of pre:r

viding support for their families (both parents to children, and children to

parents) and learning English-well enough to obtain a job that enables them to

do that. This pressure is related both to the availability of time to do these

things and to social andmoral responsibility..--The time pressure often competes

with the desire, to maintain the Vietnamese language, and Vietnamese cu4toms, and

to help more within the Community.

Social Services. Besides the organizations, aid associations, and so on which.

draw their membership from the Vietnamese community, there are also ountr agen-

cies which serve the Vietnamese and other refugees. The counties wt} re the

refugees resettle have the responsibility of assimilating them into' the mew

culture. It is the first place where many of them will receive regular health

care, the job skills they need, and an opportunity 03 learn English (Scannell

1982). In recent years, due to cuts ion federal lunding, the economic resources



that go to these agencies whidh assist'the refugees have been difficult to

obtain. Northern Virginia has had particular difficulty because the funding

which comes to the counties that make up Northern Virginia is funneled through

the State, even though the northern ,section of Virginia is the only 'part that

has.behn significantly impacted by refugees (Glaser 1982).

The Department of Human Resources is a multi-disciplinary agency in
o

Arlington'County that has the responsibility_of handling the health and welfare

needs, of the residents in the county. The average length of welfare dependency

for the refugees in Arlington County is eighteen months, but seems to be

A

declining. However, the newer arrivals may, in reality, need to be onthe

welfare rolls for longer periods than those who came earlier (Scannell 1982;

Glaser 1982).

Arlington County also has a centralized intake project, the Central Entry

for Refugees (CER), which-provides health and psycho-social screening, and

short-term services for refugees (Glaser 1982). There is at least one

Vietnamese social worker with the Arlington County.Social Services Division,

although as of the summer of 1983 the local police department had no Vietnamese-

speaking officers and provided no fotTal training to officers for dealing with

the Vietnamese-community (Moore and Dumas 1983).

There are-also other. groups, which are not associated with the county

governments
5

in Northern Virginia, that help the refugees.- One is World Relief,

which helps the incoming refugees find housing and employment. A number of

churches in the area also help by providing material needs such as clothing.

There is an organization sponsored by the Catholic Family ar4ChildreWsService

of Richmond, Virginia, called the Refugee Unaccompanied Minors'Program which

operates on a federal grant. The people involved in this organlzatiom work to

find foster homes for smile of the thousands of abandoned refugee children who '6
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are now in the*Untted States. There is a-branch office in Fang' Church.(in

Northern Virginia), and,,a number of refugee chill n been placed in homes

in Northern Virginia. The program provides emotional support for the children

.

and their families througiv:social workers, interpreters, and vocational and edu-
.

cational coordinators. The'foster parents also receive training, cultural

orientation, And hatie monthly group. meetings (Lantor 1983). Another organize-
-

tion working with Vietnamese children is the New York-based International Rescue

Committee (IR0 which works to bring Amerasian children left in Vietnam to the

United States (Melton 1982).'

So theKe are both county-agencies and private agencies which influence

and aid the resettlement of the refugees. Unforttyately, the budgets are often

.low, or the personnel are too.few,..and the res
/
rces that are available are

strained.

Schools.

4.

During tie, 1981 -1982 school year in ten out of:,Arlington County's

thirty-three public schools the minorities (including blacks) constituted a

majority of the student population. Thereare Asians and Hispanics in all of

the schools in Arlington, but their combined enrollment accounted for 30 to 60

percent of the .t.ptal enrollment in these ten schools. Eight Were elementary .

schools,. one an intermediate school (Kenmore Intermediate), and one a high

school (Wakefield High School). In the fall of 1981 Asians represented 14.3

percent of the student population there. In one elementary school (Glencarlyn),

Asians constituted 51.6 percent of the student population (Scanne11,1981, 1982).

Not'all Asians in Arlington County are refugees, and not!all of the refugees are

Asians. Approximately, eleven percent of the students in public schools in

n

Arlington in 1982 were refugees (Glaser 1982).

Much of the responsibility for the orientakion of the refugees has been
,

placed on the schools. English was not the native language of nearly 20 percent

Ga.
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of the public school students-in Arlington in 1982, and approximately 12 percent

of these students froM kinderga'rten through twelth grade were in need of extra

English instruction. About.30 percent of the 23,000 students in adult education

programs in 1982 had limited or no kno09edge'of English (Scannell 1982). The

county schools in Northern Virginia have English classes for those in elementary

and high schoolg-,as well as those in county-sponsored adult education classes.

There is also some vocational training offered]through the adult training cen-

ters, as well as in the high school programs.

6

Community Attitudes. Up to this point, we have reported a number of facts about

the Vietnamese community. However, the notion of community ultimately entails

the perceptions of the community about themselves as well as the view from the

outside.

The Vietnamese, in general, see themselves as permanent, not temporary,

' immigrants to the United:States. 14any'of our subjects said that they would like

to go back to..114tnam for -a visit, but they do not want to go back to live there

unless the. Communists leave. Typically, it is only the older people who desire

to 'return to Vietnam.° Often they have been unable to learn very much English,

and so cannot communicate with the English-speakers around them.

For some, becoming a United States-ft-iz'en is viewed as becoming ail
6

"insider", and it places a person in a position to be able, to see-both sides of

what is referred to as "the common problem". at is also reported that becoming

a citizen of the United States is inefitable, that families cannot go back ,to:

Vietnam, and they do not want to ook back at the past. While there is this

sense of permanent change, many \those we interviewed-spoke about how the ! ie

wanted to maintain some Vietnamese traditions, whiie adopting some American tra-
, _ '7

ditions, rather than Aesiriggto throw off everything that has to do with '

Vietnam (Mulligan 1982):

56.
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Onelordblem confronting the community is that many Americans expect the

Vietnameagrefugees to adapt to life in the United States too quickly. If they

do adapt very quickly, that adaptation; can cause difficulties in their family,

their wot'kplhce, and in themselves. Another problem is that there does not seem

to be enough planning for community development nor enough information given out

about the situation in Northern Virginia. Some family members have been

separated and then have'to move again to rejoin each other. Sometimesor people

are not told that there are too many Orientals in the Northern Virginia area for

.

.,

0

rhthe job positions that are available, or that there is much more competit %on

with Latin Americanssforjobs-in California than in Northern Virginia. They
0

find out only after they have moved there. Many factors are left to chance that

could be planne4 well. One interviewee felt that the Vietnamese community laCks

recognition,,in that there is not the mix between Vietnamese and American

leaders. that..is necessary to diVert or handle problems that may arise. Another

\JL

%...

problem is that here appears to be discrimination in jobs and housing.

The refugees do not know how to comalain about, issues like these, and their

nature is to accept the situation and not aompLain.

ti

For the most, part, hoWever,

the refugees themselves seem to see thelanguage barrier as their biggest

problem, at least for thoge,who have recently- arrived.
4

It is reported' Chae the igsue that concerns. the Vietnamese parents most is
IP

their children's education. TheT wantto he able to regain control: of their

education,' and to be able to participate actively in it. While the Vietnamese

children need the support of their p ents and their school, becallse the parents

are in a new environment, they do not know how they can help (Mulligan 1982).

The educational system in,the United States makes higher education available to
,

some of the refugees who would not have access to it in other places_. The cre-

dit system and the possibility, of working part-time and studying part-time have

O
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allowed some of the refugees to spread out their study programs over time while

still being able to support themselves. Also, the availability df scholarships

for those who do well in high school has been helpful to some:

Because of the tremendous changes and pressures inherent in the resettlement

process of the refugees, some have suffered severe social problems such as:

marital conflicts; drug, alcohol or gambling problems; problematic parent-child

relationships in which the Children are'being Americanized too quickly and their

parents are losing control of them and are not able to guide them; and the con-

tinuation of cultural practices that are inappropriate or perhaps illegal.

Another problem is that poor health has affected the motivation and ability of

some of the refugees to gain and keep employment (Glaser 1982).

While there is discussiom.by TheeVietnaMese community leaders about what

they desire for the community and what they perceive as their needs, there is

also the sense that they desire to give something back to the community in which

they are now living. As reported by one observer, one day the. Vietnamese would

- like to do something in return for Arlington County, which has been so generOus

to the refugees (Scannell 1982).

In summary, the Vietnamese community in Northern Virginia is a fairly cohe-

sive one, and.one in which the people.atestruggling to support themselves, to

lean English, to adapt to the culture in which they have resettled, and to sur-

.vive in the midst of animosity direC'ted at immigrants in general. The

Vietnamese are a people who have a history of surviving during adverse cir-

'cumstances, and of resitting assimilation with dominant cultures. Their sense

of history and characteristics of unity and independence should assist them in

adapting to the American culture, while not totall'assimilating with it.
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CHAPTER THREE

Language Usage and)Language Attitudes

Vietnamese Culture

In order to better comprehend language usage and language attitudes in the

Vietnamese community, it is necessary to examine them within the larger context

of the Vietnamese cultural system, and in reference to its maintenance among the

Vietnapese who have resettled in this country. Some aspects of Vietnamese

culture -have been discussed in Chapter Two but will be further developed bere.

One of the primary components of Vietnamese culture, and one which in-

fluences behavior and lifestyle to a great degree, is the value placed on the

extended family. In.a study done by Haines et al (1981) in the Vietnamese com=

munity in Northern Virginia, all of the respondents stressed that their ability

to act together as coherent family units was the most important cultural charac-

teristic of the Vietn'amese. The litotion of working together occurs in contexts/

extending beyond those typical fortor American families. For instance, family mem-
,

bers assist each other in their economic adjustment in this country, and when

possible the family provides unconditional help. As discussed in Chapter Two,

often family members live wJ,th one another or. geographically doge to each

other, and they have discovered that by pooling their monetary resources they

are able to economically manage more effectively than when they operate alone.

The primacy of relationships between parents and children, as well as be-
44

tween siblings (both brothers and sisters) was. made evident in the comments made

by the refugees who were interviewed in the project done by Haines et al (1981),

4

as well as those interviewed in our study. The importance- of family members

(parents, siblings and others) who may living elsewhere in the United States,

in resettlement areas in other countrie , or who ha've remained.in Vietnam, is

shown by the high volume of packages of material goods and money which are
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shipped to these family members on a regular basis.

This emphasis on family has been maintained, although in some cases

threatened, in the Vietnamese communities in the United States. As-will be exa-
.

mined below,At is one of the primary influences on the maintenance of the

Vietnamese language.

Another component of the Vietnamese cultural system is the set of values

which are inherent in Confucianism. As described by White (1971):

Confticianism is essentially a code of behavior, stressing
order and decorum and based on a sincere wish for social
harmony. At its core is filial piety and the well-ordered
family; its ideal is a well-ordered state and, i well-ordered
world. (p. 313)

The five virtues which are upheld as a guide for daily conduct by Confucianism

are humAnity, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, and faithfulness. Peace and

harmony are valued in all relationships (History and Culture of Vietnam).

We have already seen how this ethical system has influenced the way in which

the extended family is valued. However it also affects the way in which all

interpersonal relationships are viewed. These relationships are much mire for-

mal for the Vietnamese than they are in American culture, because of the

Confucian concept of propriety. In general,. -the Vietnamese place a high value

on decorum, protocol and ceremoniousness iporelationships (Dam 1980). Another

well-known aspect of Confucianism is r spect for elders, which has a strong

effect on maintenance of Vietnamese language and culture in the United States.

A fins' component of the Confucianist ethical system which is particularly

relevant for this study is the value placed on learning and the reverence for

teachers. In Vietnam, Confucianism has been synonymous with learning (Dam

1980). When Vietnamese are asked to comment on characteristics of Vietnamese

culture, "love -of learning" is a trait which is frequently mentioned (Hiptory

and Cultu of Vietnam). This love of learning is characterized by a deep
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respect for the learned and their learning, and causes the Vietnamese student to

be industrious and dedicated. However, the Indochinese learning style tends to

be passive and is based on learning friim books rather than practical experience.

It has typically consisted of taking notes, memorizing them and reciting them

verbatim in class (Dam 1980; History and Culture of Vietnam). The Vietnamese

students in this country must therefore not only acquire English but adapt to a

new learning system as well. The learning method may also affect how English is

acquired,qaith an emphasis on rote learning over the habituation of patterns.

Teachers areireveredoand respected by'both parents and children, and are

ranked just below kings and above fathers in the Confucianist system. In the

Vietnamese schools students rarely volunteered answers to teachers' questiOns,

either because of fear of "losing face" or because they did not'wish to "show

off". Even after some schools in Vietnam had adopted French or American educa-

tional'systems, teachers were still authoritarian and kept their distance from

the students. Whatever the teacher said was considered correct, and student

disagreement was not an option (Dam 1980).

The emphasis on learning and on respect for teachers has, for most

Vietnamese students, been maintained in -this country. The Vietnamese are dili-

gent students,aad many have made thehonor.rolls in the high schools in the

Washington WZ Statements by a Vietnamese student reported in an article in

Education Daily (September /3, 1983) exemplify the-attitudes toward education

which are part of the Vietnamese mindsets) In his opinion, many of his fellow

students (in Maryland), both native-bocn-Arid foreign, do not take advantage of

the opportunities which are available
O

to them in school; they'do not care about

A

school, they do noP pay attention and are not prepared in class, and they con-:

sider school a place to be with their friends rather than a place to study.

Reflected in this student's opinions are the values regarding school typically
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held by the Vietnamese. Other indications of how Vietnamese students are coping

in the American school system are reported in an article entitled "A Teacher's

View of Vietnamese Students", which was printed in one of the issues of the

magazine which is published by the Vietnamese Club at Wakefidid High School in

Arlington, Virginia (Wittenburg 1982). The teacher reported that the Vietnamese

are conscientious students, and that many of them succeed in their studies as a

result of their efforts. He also commented on their desire to learn the

language not only in order to obtain social, cultural, educational or vocational

success, but because of a "sincere interest in academic learning". Obviously

the Vietnamese students, in general, consider their schooling to be extremely

important, and behave accordingly. The parentsa.lso consider it to be extremely

important and, it is reported, desire control of their childrens education.

Learning is important not only to those in elementary and high school, but

also to older Vietnamese. Those who are older than high school age, and are

employed as well as attend school to learn English, spend much of their time

studying their English texts at home, when not in school or at work. Two

further demonstrations of the value placed on learning occurred in our inter-

views. One woman, who was a student at .a college in Virginia, was grateful for

being able to.take part in the interview 'because it provided her with an oppor-
.

tunity to practice her English, and a husband and wife Who were both interviewed

expressed appreciation because the interview sessions helped them to learn

appropriate behavior in interviews.

The Vietnamese students' respect for teachers is a very noticeable charac-

teristic in a typical American schOO1, as it promotes behavior which is in

'contrast to that of some American students. The Vietnamese students, in

general, are well-behaved, quiet and polite in the classroom,. and some of our

interviewees reported being horrified at some of the behaviors of their fellow
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classmates, such as talking back to teachers, telling 'a teacher to "shut up",

11. talking in 'class, and putting their feet on a desk.

The maintenance of some of these Confucianist values will, of course, be

threatened as the Vietnamese in the United States camelinto contact with

conflicting values held by some of their peers, in patticular, or Amerirns in

general. In some cases, conflicts within families ave already resulted from

inroads made by other value systems. It remains to be seen how the Vietnamese

values will be maintained in the time to come.

Further, the Vietnamese culture regards hard work as extremely important,

not only for students, but for all members. They are, in general, industrious

and willing to do things "the hard way" (Dam 1980). As Vietnamese themselves

report, they see the unique and positive aspects of their character to be

reliance on family, and the ability to work hard (Haines et al 1981).

The value of hard work was expressed in several ways during the interviews

done for our study. Some of the subjects reported how much they-disliked being

forced to depend on welfare assistance at all, even when they first arrived in

the United States. They were very anxious to obtain jobs and not be dependent

on the government. Many held two jobs .and some were going to school and

working as well.. Often high school students work while in school. Most impor

tantly for our study of language usage, the Vietnamese generally are diligent in

their'study of English, reflecting both the importance of hard work and the

value on learning.

A final aspect of the Vietnamese character which apparently affects the

their attitude toward the maintenance of Vietnamese language and culture is

their pluralistic approach to life. The Vietnamese are reported to have the

ability to tolerate more than one absolute standard for any aspect of life, to

be comfortable only with assortment and combination, to have a strong leaning
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toward eclectic adaptations, and to have a high tolerance'lor both forms of a

dualism (Dam 1980; History and Culture of Vietnam)t This i0 an attitude which

may have an ivortant affect on the view towards learning English and main

taining bilingualism.

During the course of the interviews done for our study, a particular atti

tude toward adaptation to American culture was frequently apparent. That is,

many of the Vietnamese expressed' a desire for themselves (and their children, if

they were parents) to be able to adopt the best of both cuitur s, Vietnamese and

American. This did not appear to be incongruous to them, the Ixing of the s

cultures, nor did they speak of it as if it should be unexpected. This tendency

toward dualism was evident in an article written by a Vietnames university stu

dent (Pho 1982). He suggeste4 that, the best case of adjustment' life in the

United States for Vietnamese h is that of completely acculturating and assi

milating to American culture, and at the same time retaining a significant part

of his/her heritage as a Vietnamese, basing values on the best of \both worlds.,
I

\

All of these aspects of the Vietnamese cultural system affect he thoughts

and attitudes of the Vietnamese regarding maintenance of Vietnamese\language and

culture, and the acquisition of English and adoption of-American cultural pat

\

I

1

1

Vietnamese Language and Cultural Maintenance

As language is inexorably tied to culture, the factors which coqItribute to,
1

...
1

language maintenance may be examined in the light of the factors which contri

i

. bute to the perpetuation of Vietnamese culture.
l

The presence of grandparents in the home is one of the factors pWhich seems

to proiliote language and cultural maintenance. Due to the respect for elders as

a traditional Vietnamese value, the parents and children in .a fam0y, generally,

do not wish to disappoint the grandparentl by forgetting Vietnamese, or

terns.
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traditions, and may try harder to maintain them in their presence. A member of

one family who had been in the United States for seven years reported that they

sent their two youngest children toschool to study Vietnamese when they disco-

vered that the grandfather was coming to this country. from Vietnam, so that the

grandfather and grandchildren would be. able to communicate. The presence of'
r %

grandparents also contributes to the transmission of cultural" values to the

young, because culture is passed on through concrete examples. Vietnamese

children learn by observing the actions of.their elders. However, because of

the extremely busy schedules of many of Vietnamese community members, the lack

of time to perpetuate cultural practices and to converse in Vietnamese threatens/

the maintenance of both. One of our interviewees reported that the amount of
4

Vietnamese which is used in the homes is minimal due to the fact that people are

very busy attempting to support themselves, and the children.are'busy studying,

so they spend little time together.

In Chapter Two we described the religious organizations which are a part of

the community in Northern Virginia; two Buddhist temples andiftwo Catholic

churches. These obviously contribute to the maintenance of 'the religious insti-

tutions as they-existed in Vietnam, although-some adaptatilms will probably
4

occur. These.institutions-also contribute to-language maintenance because ser-
f

vices, as well as some Sunday School classes at the C t olic church, are held in

Vietnamese,0

Another religious practice which has continued in the United States is the

presence of family altars in the homes of those Vietnamese who are Buddhists.

In fact, one source sug&sted that the absence of these altars in Buddhist fami-k

lies' homes is a clue ait the family members have assimilated to American

culture. One of the Buddhist practices that would not be continued if an altar

were not present in the ouse is the commemoration of death anniversaries. The

5
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full family gathers to maryhetdate of the death.of an ancestor, and the father

of the family dresses Ain traditional Vietnamese costume and leads the rites-of

the ceremony to honor that ancestor. This is an important event in Vietnamese

tradition, and one during which cultural practices and values are transmitted, to

the young. For instance, reverence for elders is reinforced at this time, as

well as the value placed on the family.

An interesting fact regarding the Vietnamese Catholic population in the

United States is that while only ten percent of tht population of South Vietnam

was Catholic, about seventeen percent of the Vietnamese who have/resettled in'

this country are Catholic. One man speculated that this may be becausethe

Catholics in Vietnam were already more westernized and were, therefore, more

willing to leave to be resettled in a Western country. This may influence the

rate of assimilation to American cultural practices for these families members.

Some Vietnamese holidays continue to be celebrated. Tet, the Vietnamese New

Year according to the lunai calendar, is the most important Vietnamese holiday.

It is a time for celebration, for welcoming spring, d for'families to visit

and care for the ancestors' graves. Before Tet, debt must be paid, mistakes

forgotten, offenses pardoned and faults .corrected.- Ccipflicts and anger are to

be avoided, and hospitality and friendship must dominate the threeday celebra-

0

tidn. These celebrations Ave continued in the Unite
0

States, and some schools

which have VietrAamese students have granted them a on day holiday at this time.
'44

During Tet in January 1982, a number of activities_ we e organized by the

Vietnamese community. These included ,sirtet Fair, a Vietnamese Folk Opera, a

traditional service to honor ancestors, and special radio broadcasts both in
1

Vietnamese and in English to introduce the Tet customs to the.American community

(Hoang and Bui 1982). The perpetuation of these celebrations serves to rein

force the values which are inherent in the practices of Tet, such as the

0
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avoidance of conflict.

Other holidays which are practiced by the Vietnamese in this country are

Buddha's birthday, SOUl's Day (a day to honor the dead), and a holiday for

children similar to Halloween.

A number of factors specifically promote the maintenance of the Vietnamese

language and cultuke, one of which is formal,instruction. Classes for oral and

written language skill's are held, as well as classes on ethics and Vietnamese

history. The component dealing with ethics in one class, for example,

emphasizes how to be good to people, how to be polite to teachers, parents, and

elders, and how to maintain approved behavior in general. These courses are

sponsored -by a number of different organization14. The Vietnamese Catholic

Church in Annandale holds language.. classes throughout the year.* Others are held

during the summer and are sponsored by the Virginia aryl Maryland Mutual

Assistance Associations and the Vietnamese Youth Organization, with the

volunteer help of members of the community. The first course sponsored by these

groups was held in 1980 in Virginia and approximately 500 students from the

whole Washington metropolitan area enrolled. The following year, summer courses

attracted approximately 2000 students -in Virginia alone; and an additional 300

students in Maryland attended classes .there. The students ranged in age from

eight to sixteen or eighteen years of age.

Another interesting and innovative approach to encourage the mainte4nce of

Vietnamese among the youth is that of a karate class in Rockville, Mary nd in

which all discourse during lessons is in Vietnamese.

Because some professionals and business 'people in the Northern Virginia'area

are Vietnamese, the language is actively used in some settings, including the

shopping areas in "Little Saigon" and the-offices'of Vietnamese doctors, den

tists, lawyers and real estate agents. Also, the-drivers' license test in
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Northern Virginia is now available in a Vietnamese English bilingual edition.

There are also some Vietnamese speakers working in social services agencies.

All of these examples show that it is possible for the.Vietnamese to use "their

native language in some settings outside'of,their own homes. This is beneficial

not only for those who are monolingual speakers of Vietnamese, but also for

those who wish to maintain Vietnamese as bilinguals.

A final factor which promotes the continuation of the native language among\ .

the refugees is the availability of Vietnamese books, mag.hzines, newspapers,

tapes and records at Vietnamese stores in the community. One interviewee

reported that there are approximately three dozen Vietnamese papers published in

this country, with more that twelve in the Washington -area. They include daily,

weekly, bi-weekly, monthly and quarterly publications which represent various

viewpoints. One of the weekly newspapers began publishing with the immediate

concern of explaining to the refugees the methods of Sending packages and money

to relatives and friends in Vietnam or other resettlement areas. This paper has

now expanded to include such topics as United States political

Newsletters are also publishtleby organizations in the comm such as

the Vietnamese. Navy group, one of the-Vietnamese high school alumn groups, the
a,

Vietnam Foundation (a tdlingual edition),.-and'the Vietnamese Parents

Association.

All of the factors fist described the presence of,grandparentsor elders

in the extended family, tilt celebration of holidays and continuation of reli-

e

gious practices, the offering of Vietnamese language, history and ethics

classes, and the availability of items such as Vietnamese foods, newspapers and

tapes encourage and contribute to the perpetuation of Vietname e culture in the

/community in general. These forces facilitate as well, implic ty or explicitly,

the acquisition or maintenance of the Vietnamese language among the children,
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nts and young adults. According to one interviewee, the Vietnamese:take

pride r language and culture, and tend to preserve them, creating a sense

commulity pride.-whiCh goes beyond the family. The perpetuation of these.

practicsaids the refugees in coping psychologically,-and socially Within th'eir

new cultural surroundings. Another interviewee reported Oaf. 'although all

, .
Vietnamese xefugees want to maintain their culture, it is not an easy task given

. 40
the pures of daily

We canndt be sure, of course, how long or in what form these cultural prac-

'tices will be,able to continue in the Vietnamesecommunities in the United
. 0

Staten The amount of° attention' paid to this issue, and the efforts at p7ser-
,

vation already- underway, however, suggest that this group may well maintain a0
strong cultural identity Nithin. a pragmatic adjustment to American society.

Further sUudies will.be required to trace the future effects of the various fac-
n .

tors mentioned on the maintenance of.Vietnamese culture and language.

Acquisition of English and American Culture

Although there are varying attitudes among the Vietnamese parents regarding

their children's adoption of Americah culture (especiallyoin reference to par-
,

ticular aspects of it), many parents are. resigned to the fact that the children
- -.

will do so. This is viewed as a natural occurrence, making it easier for them

to get along in this society if they,,adjust to American customs and values. One

interviewee, said that the parents rare "dvery nice about it". Another stated that
4

0 0

°Nietnamese want their children to be just like:*merican
ork,

prefer that they keep theieogn identity asAietnamese; its the long 'run that
4

willstrengthen them. He also-said that the parents want the children to'

children, but that they

"
receive from 'both sides, to be able to-speak Vietnamese and gain the benefits of

6
"

the fatnily, but also to adapt td4school7 and the broader society to gain the

apantages available there. 'This attit,udenappears to be a result of the

Yr"

.1-
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.ciiitrAct;Ortiiticalaf;ftewibtlity 'ancladaptability that have been Attributed to the

4"-CaatileWe4'-derivetom'theittelidency toward the acceptance of both forms of a

ddaliStTiiistoryand Cultire.ofVigtnam. 'They do not seem to think that their''
ti .. .

.
-children must..be totally.Viethatheseyor totally American, but shodad be able to

coMbtne 41e two .cultures.
. .

In the interviews.done for our study, the children were askejY if Vietnamese
7

parents, in general, are afraid that their children will become too American-

ized, and the parents were asked.: irectly if they feared such an outcome. The

n.

consensus was that-most parents are fearful about these issues. Some of the

behaviors which were frequently mentioned in relation to the loss of Vietnamese

cultdre and adoption of American culture were loss of respect for teachers and

elders, loss of the Vietnamese-language, assumption of American' dating patterns,

"and drinking.

While the Vietnamese youth experie0Ce social pressure from family and com-

munity members to maintain, the Vietnamese language and culture, they also are

subject to pressure from their peers to ddopt American cultural values, and

pressure from the'society, as well as from theit family, to .acquire English and

appropriate socioliaguistic behavior.. As.distussed earlier in this chapt r,

learning and success in school are highly valued in Vietnamese culture ue to

the influences of Confucianism. The strong ftmotivat.O.,n for success in school and

future careers forces many Vietnam/0 tudents to learn English quickly. Many

4 spend mdst°of tf;eir time when they are not in school in doing homeWOrk.

The-strong motivation to learn English is also very evident among those
a

Vietnamese aduj.ts who are no longer in school, but who wish to acquire jobs, or

better jobs if. already employed. '.For example, some came to this' country as dot-
.

tors and dentists, but must pass examinations in English before they, are per-
.

mitted to practice. There is tremendous pressure on the Vietnamese not only to
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succeed in an abstract sense, but also in a concrete manner, one that will

enable them to support their families. For many the finan \ial needs eyppd

'

support of the family members living with them in the United States, exten ing
o

to financial and material responsibilities for family and friends elsewhere in

this country or overseas. Many want to acquire money to enable them to sponsor

family members to come to the United States.

In conclusion, the Vietnamese experience social pressure from American

society to adapt in this "melting pot' culture by adopting cultural values and

learning English. They also feel pressure from their family members, friends

and the larger Vietnamese community to maintain the Vietnamese language and

Vietnamese values add behavior tterns to, at least, some degree, while

achieving success in-,.school and careers. It should be noted that these

pressures have resulted in social-problems for some of the Vietnamese. For

cT -
example, sometimes children have acculturated faster than parents; resulting in'

a disruption pf the traditional cultural patterns. At times there are schisms

between husband and wife because'the husband l'acks access to employment which is

consistent with his position as head of the family (Haines et al 1981). Other

problems include abuse of drugs and alcohol, -gambling ands the continuation pf

cultural practices not acceptable, or perhap$' illegal in the United States

,,(Glaser 1982). While the pressures on the Vietnamese refugees are to some

0
extent unavoidable and expected, they have been quite harmful to some people.

Functions of Vietnamese and English
e P

In this section we will focus on the functions of Vietnamese and English by

domain, basing our analysis on the answers given by our -subjects to the

questionnaire used in the interviews, and on additional comments gleaned froT

conversations we 'had with members of the community in the course of our study.

The questionnaire included questions about relatives liNang in the Northern
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Virginia area or surrounding regions, friendships, neighbors, and religious or

community activities to provide us with insights into the social networks in
0c3

which the subjects participate. Another. section of the/questionnaire dealt with

language choices, according to interlocuters, setting, and topic, and language

attitudes. These.included such questions as "Do you want to continue to speak'

Vietnamese?" and "Do parents worry about their children not learning

upNietnamese?". (See Appendix *for

The functions

the full questionnaire.)

or domains of Vietnamese and English which will be

below are home, school, and religious environment.

Home En ''ironment. Almost

or keeping

described

all of the subjects interviewed said that Vietnamese

is the language used most often in the

used by the parents or grandparents

home. It was reported to be the langUage

to the children, with just a few exceptions.

nglish

time to'

The exceptions-that were mentioned were that the parents sometimes use

when they are going over homework with their children, or when they

practice their own English. Some feel pressure to practice English at home with

their-children, who can be

language more q*ckly.

very good teachers because they Are acquiring the

For all age groups, and both groupings acco ding Co lengths of residence

Vietnamese was-more widely used than English in he dyads of child to parent and

child to grandparent. However, some of the children in the youngest group who
% .

o

have, been in the United States, for 'even years claimed that they use both

Vietnamese and English with their parents. It was also reported that some young

children who have lived in the United States for

have not learned or, have forgotten Vietnamese.

seven years or were born here

It appears from these reports that many of the parents are concerned about

the issue of their chDldren forgetting or not acquiring Vietnamese. Many of

them, as well as some of the young adults, only' encourage the children to
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,speak. Vietnamese while at home. One subject; reported that she has to speak

Vietnamese at home or she cannot watch TV. However, one of the Vietnamese men

we interviewed, who has.had extensive contact with the community in Northern

Virginia, thought that the Vietnamese parents would be concerned about their

ren 'maintaining or learning Vietnamese if they had time to think about the

issue; but that most do not have the time to' do so because of their tusy schedu

les. He also said that, typically, Vietnamese is used in the home with a smat

tering of English. The English is used when a need arises to discuss things

which the Vietnamese do not have words for, such as "microwave oven". But he

also thought that the amount of commufticatiori in Vietnamese in the home is mini

mal, which implies that even if it is used, the Vietnamese youth are not being

exp'bsed to the whole range of.language functions, vocabulary and syntax of

Vietnamese.

Another interviewee who has worked in the qommunity reported that some

parents try very hard to talk with their children in Vietnamese, but others give

up and speak in English with them. There are other cases in. which children

understand Vietnamese, but respond in English. If,the parents in the home do

not know English, it is likely that the Nietnamese-of the children in those

homes will be better than that of those-children who have the option of com
e

municating with their parents in English. This interviewee also said that a few

families insist on the use of English in the home because they are afraid that

the children will become confused at school if they speak Vietnamese at home,

and that their school work will be.harmed, but there are only a few who do this.

She said that they discoveredothat this approach harmed the children's ability

in Vietnamese, as would be expected. p
The respect for elders as a strong ethical principle in Vietnamese culture

appears to serve as a motivating force for the maintenance of Vietnamese in



order to use it ,wth parents, and even more so with grandparents. 'The older

peOple are repotted to "feel much more themselves" if they are able to com-

municate with the younger Vietnamese in their- native language. If the parents
4110'

and children;\or grandparents and gtitndchildren, are not able to speak with one

another, a true
,

communication gap develops. This leads to the feeling among the
4

parents and grandparents that they areonot able to pass on their knowledge

within the family, and cannot fulfill their traditional roles. They also sense

a loss of control over their children and/or grandchildren.
'1

While respect for elders has the possibility of positively influencing

Vietnamese language maintenance, there are other factors which hinder it.

Obviously the children spend most of their time exposed to an English-speaking

environment, at school, with American friends, and watching TV,'as well as in

other activities of daily life. Secondly, the parents and children actually

spend very little time together because often both parents work and some have

two jobs.
11

In the domain, of the home, siblings interacting with siblings in the two

youngest categories (10-12 and 15-18) use both English and Vietnamese. The

older siblings.(20-25) when speaking to-younger-ones tend to use Vietnamese more

than English .seemingly as a conscious. effort -to help them maintain Vietnamese.

It does not appeS1- that much translation occurs, for example, an older sibling

translating a parent's comments in. Vietnamese into English for a younger

sibling.

There were several interesting examples of usage of English in the home

which were mentioned during the course of the interviews. One was discussed by

a 20-year old male who has been in the United,States for three years. When

asked if he ever speaks English with his parents, he said that he uses English

to-request permission to go out with,ofber-friends, saying that using English in
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that context is easier bec4.1:Use it is an example of something that is American.

Presumably Vietnamepewould'be inappropriate. Some subjects mentioned that they

use English to express anger with other siblings either so that their parents

cannot understand, or because they find it easier to express their anger in

English. Thus, other of the context influence choice of language as

well.

School Environment. In the school domain, obviously, English is the language

used between teachers and students. There are some arrangements, however, that

provide for the occasional use of Vietnamese. In the Arlington County school

system there were, at the time the interviews were done, two resource spe-

cialists and two teacher's aides who were bilingual. The resource specialists

acted ascounselora for the Vietnamese students tb help them understand the

school system and adjust to it. In someschools, after school hours classes

c,
were being held in which a bilingual teacher could assist Vietnamese students

0

who were having trouble in particular subjects like United States history,Jor
,

example. There are also Vietnamese clubs in the schools which encourage some of

,thoselpstudents who have been here longer td help the more recent arrivals with

translation and homework.,

Within the school context, the language choice situation is-complex for

Vietnamese peers. Some in the 10-12 and 15-18 year old groups report that they
%

speak only Vietnamese kith their Vietnamese friends, others say that they use

both languages, and others only speak English. Those in the 20-25 year old

group more often say that they only use Vietnamese with their friends in a

school or work environment, although joking was mentioned as a context in which

English 1,13 used. 41.

Based on information obtained through the intervLews, we have learned about

some distinctions between the refugee students who have been in the United



States since-1-975, and those who have arrived here more recently after leaving

Vietnam as "boat people". These distinctions are reflected in language usage

among some of the refugees. Several of those interviewed who have been in this

country for 1-3 years said that those who have been here since 1975 refuse to

speak Vietnamese with them, and have even sometimes denied that they are

Vietnamese. One subject said "They pretendthey don't know how to speak

Vietnamese and just keep speaking English."

A similar example of English over Vietnamese was discussed by two of the

males in the age range of 20-25, both of whom have been here since 1975. They

said that when they speak'in Vietnamese Co some of the young women who are

slightly younger than they are, and who have also been here since1975, the

women respond in English. However, they know that the females Understand

Vietnamese and that they speak it with each other. In each of these cases, it

appears that English is used to maintain or create distance between the groups

involved.

Religious Environment. In the domain of religious meetings and celebrations,

language usage is basically dependent on setting. Many of those interviewed

-It.tend either the Vietnamese Catholic Church in Northern Virginia or one of the

Buddhist temples (in Virginia and in Washington, DC). In each of these, ser-

vices are held in Vietnamese. In the other activities held in the church, such

as holiday celebrations, Vietnamese tends to be more widely used than English,

presumably because the patents and grandparents are present. .., Some, however,

reported that the young people speak English among themselves in that environ-

ment.

There are also Sunday school classes in both Vietnamese and English in the

Catholic church." Sometimes even in the Vietnamese classes, the' students respond

in English. One subject said that he likes the English class better than the
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Vietnamese class because in that class the students discuss their beliefs about

God and other topics. Given the tradition in Vietnamese culture of strictly

adhering to what the teacher says, this type of discussion would presumably be

inappropriate in Vietnamese.

In summary, Vietnamese is the language used most consistently in the home

environment except between younger siblings in some of the families, Vietnamese

Ds predominant in the religious environment, and English is more widely used in

school, although there are restricted occasions when Vietnamese is used. In

addition to these environments, -other activities of daily life (such as

shopping, public transportation) would requireinteraction in English, unless

other Vietnamese speakers are involved.

In light of the preceding.observations, we can,examine the prospects for

maintenance of the Vietnamese language in the community. A useful comparison

may be drawn with the Korean community in Los Angeles. According to a recent

study (Kim et al 1981), Korean language maintenance has been promoted by a

number of factors, several of which we find hold in this Vietnamese community,as

well. One feature promoting maintenance is the fact that the majority of the

group comes from a privileged background in terms.of education and social

prestige. They are determined to attain the goal of maintenance of the native

language and culture, and they have the means to organize and promote language

maintenance. A second factor is that community members are very conscious of

their own ethnic identity and realize that they cannot simply blend into the so-

,

called American "melting pot". This aspect was discussed in some of bur inter-

views as well. T

During the course of our interviews, several people offered opinions on

future of Vietnamese. One interviewee speculated that Vietnamese will be main-

tained in the- community as long as those who are now middle-aged are still
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living. Another guessed that the Vietnamese ch dren ho are now in the United

States will be able to maintain Vietnamese forlanother twenty years.

It is difficult to predict the end result of the operation of all of the

factors influencing language maintenance and.shift in this Vietnamese community.

Some of the factors that may promote maintenance of Vietnamese are: (1)/the edu-

cated backgrouncrof many in the community, (2) the strong sense of ethnic iden-

tity and the pressure to maintain their own Vietnamese identity in an area where

many other Indochinese live, as well as other internationals, (3) the highly

positive att tudes on the part of many of the Vietnamese toward their own

language and culture, and (4) the consc4ous desire on the part of many to keep

the best of ietnamese culture.and the Vietnamese language; as well as adopting

the best from American culture and,. learning English.

Those factors that may hinder the maintenance of Vietnamese are: (1) the

pressure on the youth to spend many hours studying in English, (2) the pressure

on parents to learn English to be able to work to support their families,

(3) the lack of time that parents and children have to spend together, and

(4) the pressure that some of the Vietnamese youth feel to totally reject their

own culture and language.

Because of-the positive attitudes toward Vietnamese, and the other factors

contributing to its maintenance, the language may be maintained longer in this

community than has been the case in some other immigrant situationss. However,

this group is under different pressures than many of the previous immigrants'

-were because they are not from a European background, they are refugees with no

option to return and are required to acclimate abruptly to the changes in their

social and cultural environment. Because of its uniqueness, further research

should be done to determine the outcome of these factors on language maintenance

and shift in 'this community.
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The Effects of Social Netwo\s on

In recent years sociolin uists have become increasingly interested in

investigating the relationshi4 between a speaker's social network structure and

his or her language behavior. In a study done by Milroy and Margrain (1980) it

was found that, in general, lo alty to vernacular language norms correlated

positively with level of integr tion into a localized network. More dense and

multiplex networks had a greate capacity to impose norms op individuals than

Lan ua e Usa e and Langua e Maintenance

did less dense and less multiple

In the light of these findin

tudese'values, and - social network

Northern Virginia, and try tolidis

with the Vietnamese community,cor

language attitudes. Interviews h

each of the families. The first

the United States for about seven

following two families had been

families were chosen from our s

into the Vietnamese community 4

so.

we will discuss the language behavior, atti-

of four of the Vietnamese families in

ern whether or not their amount of involvement

elates with their language behavior and

ve been conducted with at least two members in

wo families to be described had each been in

years at the time of the interviews. The

ere for two to three years. These particular

mple because some seemed to be more integrated

he first in each set) and the others seemed less

The first family consists of the, mother, father and four daughters - 9,,11,

14 and 16 years old. Interviews were conducted with the mother and the 11-year
,

old. Both parents are well-educated, and the mo her now works as a work

assistant supervisor, training word processor perators. The family lives in a

neighborhood in which there are few Vietnamese, two families three blocks away.

They do not have any relatives living in the United States.

t \.

Their main contacts with 'other Vietnamese are through the Vietnamese
.

Catholic Church in Virginia, in which both parents are very active. The mother
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used to teach Sunday school and language classes, and is now involved in a group

at the church (the Legion of Mary) which visits people who are ill or have some

other needs. The 11-year old and her two older sisters participate in singing

groups at the phurch. The family also attends an English-speaking church.

In the interviews, both the mother and daughter said that they have both

Vietnamese and American friends. The mother's American friends are her ex -boss

and neighbors, and the daughter's American friends are those at school. Her

Vietnamese friends are those at church.

In ter1s of language usage, the 11-year old reported that at the church most

of the children under sixteen or seventeen speak English while those who are

older speak Vietnamese. Her Sunday school class is taught in both languages.

At home the children in this family, are very much encouraged.twspeak

Vietnamese. It is this 11-year old subject who report q, "We have to speak

k4 [-
Vietnamese. If we don't, we can't watch TV, or play-math.our friends until we

speak Vietnamese, but sometimes we forget and we speak English." Later she

admitted that she and her sisters usually speak English with each other. The

mother said that if they speak English to her she acts like she does\not

understand them. She tells them that.whenever.they speak to Vietnamese friends,

older people,.and people at church they - should speak Vietnamese. However, she

admitted that English is now like their native language, but said they should',,

speak both, and she believes it is better to be bilingual. Her approach

encourages the children.to adjust to both cultures. She told them that they can

adjust to life here, and to adapt to the good customs here, but not to over-
.

enjoy or over-do it.

In summary, this .family does not have Vietnamese neighbors or relatives in

the area, but are very involved in the Vietnamese community through the Catholic
0

church. The parents seem to work at keeping Vietnamese as the language of the



home, and encourage their children to use it whenever speaking to Vietnamese

people.

The second family consists of the mother, and four children, three boys

(16, and 11) and one girl (8). All but the 8-year old girl were inter-

viewed. They seem to differ from the first family described in that they are

not involved in the Vietnamese community very much. This family has lived in

the United States for seven years, but in Virginia for only one year. They have

no relatives in the area, and no Vietnamese live in their neighborhood. All

three of the children interviewed want to be doctors (one said possibly a

lawylr), and they all spend a lot of time studying. The 15-year old is in a

math And a French club at school, and the 16-year old was in the National Honor

Society and the Math Honor Society.. The youngest has one VietnSmese friend and

the rest are Americans, the 15 and 16-year olds have both American and

'Vietnamese friends. The mother did.not talk much aboutfriends, except to men -

'motion her sponsor in Pennsylvania, and a newly-arrived Vietnamese family which

she helps. She had just started to take English classes at the time of the

interview. The family members sometimes attend the Vietnamese Buddhist temple.

All three children said that they-speak Vietnamese with their mother. The

two oldest said- that they prefer Vietnamese and use it with their Vietnamese

friends and siblings as well. The 11-year old said that he uses mostly English

with brothers and sisters, but on special holidays he likes to speak Vietnamese

with his brothers. The mother always speaks Vietnamese with Vietnamese people.

When she started taking English classes she began to spend about two hours a day

practicing English with her children.

The children in this family did not seem to be aware that Vietnamese parents

worry about their children losing Vietnamese. The mother, however, said that

her brother had moved to Canada before she came to the United States, and he



began 'to make mistakes in his letters in Vietnamese. She remembered that when

she came to this country, and so she tried to speak in Vietnamese to her

children.

These two families seem to differ in.theirattitudes toward maintenance and

use of Vietnamese, although their language behavior seems to be about the same.

The first family overtly emphasizes the value of speaking Vietnamese, that it is

better to be bilingual, that Vietnamese people want to be spoken to in

Vietnamese, and that they are proud of their language. The mother of the second

family said during the interview that she needed her children to speak

Vietnamese, apparently because she did not know English well before that time,

' but it seems that this was a practical approach rather than one based on values

and attitudes about language choicb. When she started to stUdyEnglish she also

started to practice it with her children about.two hours a day, and she was

apparently not worried that this action would influence their ability to main-

tain Vietnamese. It seems that the motivation for her behavior was partially

economic, as she has four children to support and needs to be able to obtain a

better job. Another difference between these two. familied is the amount of con-

tact with. the Vietnamese community. Pethaps.nuch.more involvement on the part

of the first family is related to their.posltive values and attitudes toward

maintenance of Vietnamese as part of their ethnic identity.

The last two families to be described have been in the United States two and

three years, respectiiely. In the first family interviews were conducted with

the 21 and 25-year old daughters and the 16-year old son. Their mother also

lives with them, and the older daughter has a daughter who is three and one-half

years old. She and her daughter do not live in the same apartment with the rest

of the family, but live in one in the same building complex. They live in an

area in which there are many refugees, although not many Vietnamese families
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live close by. This, family is also involyed with the Vietnamese Catholic

church. The -son sings im the choir, and" the youngest daughter isilitheLegion

0.f Mary. 41 three siblings have mostly Vietnamese friends,' but the brother has

sowe-Ainerican friends and one Central American friend as well.. They have no
1.

relatives in t he area, except for an older brother attending a school in

, 4
Maryland:'' Both the 21 and the 16-year olds have-been involved with the

A

Vietnamese Club'in high school. All three siblings appeat to work hard at

school, and,Want to go or to further.sclpoling.

In terms of language usage., all of,themisaid that they.,use Vietnamese at

home, and that.they want the oidest daughter's child'to speak Vietnamese.' They

are all aware of young children growing up without learning ietn mese and do

not want that for her. With Vietnamese friends, each subject use Vietnamese,
o

unless either Americans are also involved in the conversation, or the interlocd-
.

tors do not know Vietnamese. The 2.1 -year old said that if he used' English with

a Vietnamese person who had been here onlyoa short time, they would not Iike.it.
fi

It Would make them feel 'sad, and they would think that she forgot everything

about her country. V'

The last family to be described includes the mother) father, six children

(from 9 to 20 years of .age, 460 a grandmother.
A
Interviews were done with the

father, /he 20-year son, and the 16, 12 and 10- year, old-daughters. The father
so

was a doctor while in Vietnam, and Oas at the time of die interview takihg.a

medical technician's course in order to take a test to obtain a license to prac-

tice. lie had taken gnglish classes for one and one-half years. He also had.
0

-worked part-time fot two years for an Aldington County newspaper, and the mother

works as well. The oldest son s studying.at ,a cliomputer learning center's% Their,
n

,1

neighbors are Mostly Americans, and they have some contact wit them. They also
r

.

have -some cousins Aro live close by.-31he,' father said, that his friends ere

n

.
0

f
n
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mostly Americads.. Thelt0-year old said about half of his friends are Vietnamese
4

and hal are Americans. The 16-year old's'friends are mostly Vietnamese, while

those'of the eungest are all Americans. There is -Only one other Vietnamese

00

Student in Vier school. The 12-year old said she used to'have mostly American

friends but now she works. Most of the time, 'and 'appeared not to be very con-

cerned with friendships. She reported that some of the Vietnamese students Ole

knows, who have been in the United States a long time, pretend that they do not

know how to speak Vietnamese 'and just keep speaking English. Some members of

the family go to the Vietnamese temple.

SoMe of the comments which the father made during the interview were par-
. \\,

ticulary revealing in terms of attitudes toward adjusting to life in this

country. When explaining whY.he does not allow his children to watch much tele-

vision, instead wanting them to study, he said "Becausq, it my family just come'

c)
to U.S. about,,three years. I know the important is the language. We have to ,

'

))

study more and more and more, and adjust the life':" The family puts a lot of ..

0 . n . ...

, .

emphasis on studying and the father said he does not have time to talk much

about customs in Vietpam, to. teach hid' children how td write Vietnamese, onto,

be involved tn.community or religious,groups.Reseemed intent on learnidg

American customs.and English. He reported that at home he tries to speak
,

English with the children add.with his wife, but, of course, speaks Vietnamese

with his, mother -in -law.: He also said that the children would not attend

Vietnamest 1S,ngdage classes in the summer because they gave to go to summer

school. The 20-year old said that he- usually speaks Vietnamese at home, but
A

sometimes uses English if he has difficulty with Vietnamese., The 16-yeatk:)18

said-She:usuallYspeaksyietnamese with her parents, and mostly 'English with het

siblings. The 10 and 12-year olds said they speak both languages at home.

e
It does'not..appear that tp4p parents in this ra'mily push theft children to

n
A

O
A

0
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keep up Vietnamese very much, although one of the children said, that her mother

worries'aboUt it. The 10-year old did say, however, that she wants to keep up

her Vietnamese so that she can talk to her grandmother when She comes from

Vietnam. .

Again, these two families differ in the value they place on'the Vietnamese

language, and their attitudes toward its use. The first family insisted that

they want the older daughter's little girl_to grow up speaking Vietnamese, and

said '!that she would be able to learn English quickly enough when she goes to

school. The second family seemed much less interested in maintaining Vietnamese

amd were not very-concerned about its value in relationship.to their ethnic

identity. This discrepancy does not seem to be based on differences tn educa-

tional goals because the members of both families are highly motivated in

-school. However, goals related to empldyment influence the behavior of the

father in the second family. He needs to do-,well in English in order to obtain

his license to practice as a medical lab technician, and is intent do reaching

that goal. Again there is economic motivation;'he has a family of six children.

As was the case with the first two families desc ribed, the family in this set

which is more integrated into the Vietnamese community is also the one which

places a higher value cn maintenance ofVietn amese. Of.course% the last two

families described use Vietnamese, in general, more that the ftrstntwo because

of the difference in length of residency An the United States.
A -;

In summary, the twonfamifles which-are more involved with and have closer

contacts with the Vietnitmese community'vaitte more highly the use of Vietnamese

and have more positive attitudes toward Vietnamese than do the two families

which are less involved with the community. A partial explanation seems to be

/economic motivA0Axn. 'It may also' be; however, that closer contact with the com-
.

munity exerts pressure on individuals and families to conform to norms of

0
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behavior, in this case maintenance of Viethamese, and positive attitudes and

values regarding Vietnamese. For'the two families which are more integrated

into the community, Vietnamese seems to'be an important factor in their ethnic

0

identity. Finally, we may hypothesize that such maintenance of Vietnamese will

affect to some extent the form of the English that complements Vietnamese'

language usage. Th4s aspect will be seen 4n the descriptive chapters that

follow.
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N'etPTER FOUR

Selected Structures of Vietnampse English:

Grammatical Characteristics

Introduction

In this chapter, we begin to consider some specific language features
o

observed in the speech of members of the Vietnamese community. The examination

of particular structures provides the key to our consideration of several basic

questions. 'First, the Vietnamese community' provides a model cade of one ethnic

grOup suddenly transplanted into a surrounding second language context, an

aglishspeaking society. The influences of various forces at work.in such a°

sociolinguistic situation demonstrate. the dynamic process of linguistic integra

Lion. These forces and their effects can be examined through a close inspection .

of particular linguistic features. Second, the description of language patterns

provides the basis for approachipg matters of educational concern, and we will
4

turn our attention to these issues in Er later chapter. Finally, once we have

completed our overview of a number of grammatical and phonological structures,

we can lobk-tothose results for insight into.one. of the central questions we

are posing: what.is the nature of the variety of English that is emerging,

.
within the Vietnamese community in the United States? .

0

Any attempt to account, for the linguistic patterns in a language variety
,

such at; Vietnamese English must consider the dynamic dimensions of the language

.
.c.ont4ct situation in which the-variety is situated. That fs, it is not enough

to describe the language features as they appear in'the speech of the- subjects

in our sample, although thika.step does of course provide valuable informations

Rather, it is limpbrtant to view the features withirf their historical, social and

linguistic context, and to assess the role of these various forces i th6Y mold
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the variety of-English that is evolving in the community. We have previously

examined the historical and social background of the community (Chapter Two) and

the evolving language attitudes and language usage patterns (Chapter Three). We

can extract from that discussion the factors that shape particular language

structures within the'variety and suggest ways in which those factors may have

interacted to produce the data observed. Wolfram et al (1979:26) summarized the

approaCh:

A dynamic perspective, then) is concerned not only
with the potential sources influencing the system,
but how different sources may have been molded into
the current code. There is an ii*ntification and
selection dimension which must be considered in

.17

accounting for the system. The essential quest4s
focus'on where the structures have been derived and
how they are being used in the variety at this point.

Our first s,tep.is to identify, in a general way, so of the forces which

may have influenced particular structures in a system like the English variety

in the Vietnamese community under conslderation, a variety which we will pfor.,

convenience refer to simply as.Vietnamese English (VE). (In so doing, however,

we do not attribute any particular a priori status to the term or its referent;

it issimply.a convenient shorthand reference to the variety of English under

discussion.) °The structures wa will be most interested in will be those which

"diverge" from Standard English ,(an idealized mainstream English variety which

serves as our basis for comparison), since these are the features which will
11'.

serve to characterize the variety and which will ultimately figure,into a
6 4

discussion of educational concerns.
?

The first influence on'the English variety that comes immediately to mind

can be termed source language transfer, or the effect of the native Vietnamese,

language system on English structures. In a'language contact situation such as

this one, we can expect this influence to be an important on for two reasons.
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First, the immediacy or Wience of the Vietnamese language remains high. A

large majority of community members were'born in Vietnam and for most, their

native'anguage was Vietnamese: That is, as an immigrant group, the community

is still in its.early stages and is to a great extent still made up of "first

generation' members. Second, if we compare the two languages, English and

Vietnamese, we find areas of extreme structural difference which we might-pre-
,

dict would have some effect. Such a prediction follows from the "contrastive

analysis hypothesis" which would suggest:. if the soureelanguage, LI,

e

(Vietnamese) and the target language, LPL (English), are compared systematically,

the points where they differ are likely places for a form from LI to occur in
0

L2. While it is true that transfer of this type occurs, we must be careful to

qualify this expectation since it is not true that every point of difference

inevitably means a point of transfer. Instead, we may simply look tq transfer

as a-possible explanation once we have identified an area of difference.

A second general area of influence on the resuoltant English arietSt is

target language adaptation. This alternative explanation recognizes that
0

divergence is not solely a product 'of differences between Ll and L2 but it may...
V

also result from general .language learning strategies combined with the par-,

ticular structures of ,the LZ. In the.case-of. English as an LZ in particular,

there hes been considerable researth'in recent years which has' documented that

speakers from a wide range of-LI backgrounds tend td behave quite sil

the production.of certain English structures. In ocher words, the resp

rly in

sibility would appear to lie in-the process of language learning and the struc-

ture of English rather than in contrastive differences between English as LZ.and

the various native language's. AS Selinker (1974) has observed, -there are,;

,,"
"strategies:of second language learning" which relate to language acquisition in

general, independent of any native language. These principles interact with

89
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aspects of the structure of an L2 to produce areas of likely divergence for

learners.

The strategies that produce differences are quite like those found in first

language acquisition. One _process that can often be observed is rule generali-

zation, where a rule is applied in cases outside its range of application

according to target language norms. For example, the English past tense for-
,

mation rule calls for the addition of a suffix to mark past tense and past per-

t .

fect aspect for many:Verbs. :There are certain verbs which do not follow this

pattern, the°e6-balled "irregular" verbs. If a learner of English learns the

0

rule for past tense formation and applies it to some irregular as well as the

regular verb forms, the strategy of "rule generalization" has come into play.

(e.g., singed for sang or sung, teached for taught).

For both of the sources of variation "described; up to tiis point, the account

stems from the basic language learning situation. A question mights,allse'as to

the importance of sAlch factors for members of the community who now are, or

1

those in the future whovIAll be learning English as a native language. Although

it is certainly possible that: some proportion of the community will be learning

English as an .2 for aiiong time to come, it-Al-1141y that the number will

steadily decrease. The forces described' here-as influences on the language pat-

tern will continue to be important considerations, -however, even as the

sociolinguistic situation progresses into another phase. It.is quite possible

that some of the structures that evolve in response to those farces might become

fossilized.within the VE system. On an individual level, fossilization refers

;

.90
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those aspects of transfer or general modification
which are maintained more or less permanently as a

part of the speaker's production of L2. That is,

the divergent forms persist long after the speaker
has gone through the transitional process of learning
the L2 system (Wolfram et al 1979:33).

At the level of the emerging variety of English, certain patterns which result

from the influences here described may remain to characterize the variety of

English that will be spoken by future generations of VE'speakers. It is pre-

cisely in this application, in fact, that an explication of the source influences

may assume its greatest significance.

A final g neral area of influence that we might identify is non-mainstream

J/Pdialect d. fusion. We can expect neighboring varieties of English to serve as
.

the model for the developing language in a community like that of the

Vietnamese. When these varieties come from non-mainstream communities, however,

the resultant diffusion may lead to the establishment of nonstandard patterns in

the emerging English'variety. This type of diffusion is not at all uncommon in

immigrant communities, since, in American society, ethnic minorities typically

have greater contact with other non-mainstream groups. Given the'higher Ire-

quency of contact that may occur, the.adopO.onYof nonstandard linguistic forms

by'immigrant groups is not surprising. .This process of dialect diffusion is, of

courle, a normal part of any natural language that is inherent in its dynamic

nature. While it affects an English variety like VE in a community where-

another language plays an important role, this influence, unlike the other two

previously considered, is unrelated to the bilingual situation.

There are other factors which we will need to consider in accounting for the

features of VE, -but these three general areas of influence cover the predominant

forces that operate in a sociolinguistic situation such as this one. This
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approach to establishing sources of influence is discussed in much greater

detail by Wolfram et al (1979),'Slong with criteria for justifying a particular

explanation fOr a language feature. The present study follows the principles

set forth in that discussion.

Before we move on to the description of. particular VE language structures,

we should offer some brief comments to qualify the preceding discussion. It is

important to remember that a dynamic and rapidly changing sociolinguistic

situation is complex both socially and linguistically and explanations of the

reasons underlying a particular phenomenon will be equally complex. The

sources of influence mentioned are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.

Other alternatives will undoubtedly need to be added to the list as actual phe-

nomena are considered. And we can expect two or more influences to converge

at times in producing a pattern, so that it will ttot be poseible, or desirable,

to separate out their effects. For example, a feature of Vietnamese may

correspond to a divergent pattern, making transfer a. reasonable--account, but the

pattern might also reflect a form of generalization. In such a case, we would

not want to be forced to choose between the explanations, since an accurate pic-

ture requires _recognition of the convergence-of-the two_factors. The complexity

of the 8ituation.will.become apparent-as we consider a number of grammatical and

phonological structures in the sections that
,)

In the remainder of this chapter and OR two chapters that follow, we will

describe some of the features of VE. The descriptive facts will be presented

along with comments on .the likely sources for the features. The account is

necessarily selective, but it is intended to be representative of the full range
*

of phenomena whch might be treated.

8o 9
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The Noun Phrase: Plural Marking

Plural marking for nouns is an area of variability for many native varieties .

of English. It is also a feature which has widely varying manifestations among

languages of the world. The variable marking of plurals by the speakers in this

sample is thus not surprising and the process will be examined in some detail
f

here.

The plural morpheme in English is one of a set of grammatical inflections

that represent grammatical relationships rather than semantic content per se

(others include the possessive marker and the past tense verb suffix). Studies

of language acquisition have documented that such inflectional morphemes are

acquired at various points in the learning process, some earlier than others.

On the basis of the language learning context of VE, then, we would want to eNg

mine plural usage.

In addition, facts about the Vietnamese language would indicate that

language transfer might converge with generalized language learning strategies

to produce variability in plural marking. The Vietnamese language does not use

the strategy of suffixation,to mark grammatical structures. In the case of

plural, markers precede the nouns and.provide.indications of other semantic

characteristic6 associated with the noun in.addition,to plurality, such as

definite /indefinite and membership in particular noun classes. Thompson (1965)

-observes: "Vietnamese nouns do not in themselves contain any notion of number

or amount. in this respect they are all somewhat like English mass nouns. such

11,

as milk, water, flour, etc." (p. 193). Thus, whether singular or plural seman

tically, the form of the noun in Vietnamese does not change:

1. a. ban : hai crti ban 'two tables'

A
A

b. he ',chair' : cac ghe 'the chairs'

4

c. giay 'paper': nhung gray 'papers'



I

41

Most nouns in Vietnamese in fact occur with classifiers of various sorts (like

those phrases used with mass nouns in English to make them countable; as in

a piece of wood (*a wood) or three grains of rice (*three rices)). Since this

general feature of the native Language parallels in some ways the behavior of a

subset of the nouns of English, Vietnamese learners of English may be led to

assume that all English nouns should be treated like mass nouns; that is, using,

structures like they need chair in situations where either.a chair or chairs

could be used. (National Indochinese Clearinghouge
a

'Plural usage varies widely in the sample under consideration here. in the

speech of a number of speakers, we find instances of plural marking which differ

from the structures of standard English. The majOr types of plural marking dif

ferences are: (1) absence of. the .regular plural suffix, such as two little

brother and two small sister (16:2) or a few month (32:416); and (2) nonstandard

usage of the plural suffix, such as do my homeworks (60:10 or one dollars or

two (16:14). These types will be discussed separately below.

Plural Suffix Absence. The regular plural suffix in English, like the ending

representing possessive,marking and third per\ebn singular present tense verb

agreement, actually involves a choicewiemong three distinct forms. The selection

among these forms depends on the final segment of the word to which the suffix

sound
vvvv

is attached: if the final undi /szszcj/ the form of t'he suffix isifl
/Iz/ as in losses, ridges; if the 'final sound is any other voiceless,lcpaL

sonanir, such as /k,f/, the suffix is /s /,' as in sticksi giraffes; for-all othe

final /z/ in sounds, such as /b,i.,n/ and vowels, the suffix is /z/ as in

Signs or parties. In this VE sample, we observe cases where a plural noun

used but the suffix is omitted, such as those in (2). In these examples, and

all others that are cited from our data base, the numbers in parentheses

82
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indicate subject number followed.by th% page number of the typescript.on which

the example occurs.

2. a. They say many thing (47:17)

b. I can speak three:different language .(60:'2.) .

c. I'm scared of cricket now (5:'20).

\\,

All lorms of the suffix may be omitted, ap shown in, (2): /z/ in (2a); /1z/ in

(2b); and /s/ in (2c). The extent of plural absence varies widely among tae

speakers in the sample, from 0% (no plurals omitted) for subjeat 70 to over 9Q%

for,.subject 91. We will consider the differences between individual speakers

later.

Most studies of plural absence have concluded that it is a grammatical'pro7

cess (Wolfram 1971; Wolfiam et al .1979), that is, that the suffix as a gram
\

matical form is omitted in a.particula instance independent of the surrounding

sounds. this sample, however, -.4tize appears to be a phonological dimension

to the process. The influence can be observed by examiniag"the rate of plural

absence in different phonological environments, shown in Table 4.1. The break-
..

down reflects, the different forms of the suffix (/s/, /z/ or /1z/) and the

phonological features of the following environment. In_the table, a following

consonantis indicated by C -(e.g.,.birds fly), a. following vowel by-- V

(e.g., two years ago) and a following pause by // (e.g. friends #11). The

tabulations are further divided into two groups of speakers--those who have been

in this country more.than.vs, less than 4 years--since the overall rate of

plural absence differs quite s gnificantly between the two groups (20% vs. 5190 ;

Table 4.1 shows a fairly consistent influence\of the following environment

on plural absence. With: one exception (the suffix /s/ for the 4-7 year group),

plural absence is least before a vowel, increases beforea pause, and has its

`-highest levels before a consonant. The effect of, he form of the suffix is not
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Form of
Ending

Following Environment

V

46/109 42%

Total

130/738 55%" %55/91 60% 231/438 53%

8/25 32% 37/81 46% 16/29 55% 61/135 45%

6/10 60% 6/6 100% 12/16 75%

TOTAL 54/134 4dt 173/329 53% 77/126,61% 304/589 52%

(a) 1-'3 years 1.n US

/z/ 24/176 147 60/302 20% 40/169 24% 124/647 19%,

/s/ 9/46 20% 20/74 27% 13/54 24% 42/174 24%

/Iz/ 0/11 0%.' 3/37 8% 3/15 20% 6163 10%'

TOTAL 33/233. 14% 83/413 20% 56/238 24% 172/884 19%

(b) 4-7 years .in US

*

Table 4.1. Plural Absence by Form of Suffix and Following Environment

a
clear, since the order of the suffixes with /espect to degree of 4bsence is

reversed in the two groups of speakers.

A striking difference, in fact, can be seen between the two groups of sub-

jects.when the . /Iz/ form the "long" form. of the suffix, is isolated from the

other two forms... .Among those subjects who haVe been here less than four years,

the suffix is omitted at a high rate, more than for the other forms. In

contrast, the rate of omission of /Iz/ for the other group is the lowest of the

three forms. We can account for this difference by considering general acquisi-.

tional strategies for English. Learners of English typically acquire the long.

form of the suffix last (Berko 1958; Larsen-Freeman 1978). Once all the forms

of the regular plural morpheme are acquired, _however, the long form is the least

likely to be deleted because of itsAifferent phonological status and salience/.

(as a sepapte syllable) in combination qith other ,orphemes. Thus, it would,



appear hat'the difference noted here between dur two groups of subjects

ripklects the acquisitional pattern 'for puralS,\with one group in the process

acquisition and the ether' in a .post- acquisitional stage. The possibility that

plural absence might be conditioned phbnetically is further indicated by the..\

tendency observed toward the simplification Of sequences if consonants among NE /

speakers (see Chapter Five), although sequences ending in /s/ or /z/ are less

ofte simplified than sequences ending in stops.L In' saort, the evidence
, .

suggests that phonological factors contribute to plural absence in VE.

Thee are several ways in which the nonlr.phonological nature of the. process

is demonstrated as well. One is the difference in the amount of /s/ or /z/

absence depending on the grammatical function of the sound. When /s/ or /z/ are

the final sound of a word- and not a grammatical suffix (as in chance, horse, or

maze), the sound is less likely to be omitted than when it represents a suffix.

Among the suffixes it can signal, the third person singular present tense fending
.0%

*
\.. 4

(as in it moves, she walks) and the plural are compared below in Ta4e 4.2.

1-3 years

4-7 years

%Plural Absence % 3rd Sing. Absence

r .

51% r., 94%

. . .,, i

20% 44%
4.

All

Table 4.2. Frequency of Absence of Two Inflectional Suffixes

These figures clearly show a much.higherrote of /s/ and /z/ absence for the

present tense end4ng tharllfor the plural.

function influences the level'of absence.

It appears, then, that grammatical

There ml as well be other non-phonological aspects of the linguistic

environment that contribute to plural absence. One candidate that appears to

V
have some effect is the presence of a quantifier modifying thq plural noun (two,

t..
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three, many, a lot of and so on). A preceding quantifier that signals plurality

may lessen the need for an overt plural marker on the noun. According to this
4

tendency plural absence in a noun phrase like ten lesson or many week would be

- 4 -.
i'.

more likely than in other types of no'Un phrases. .In the VE sample, the presence
.

of a quantifier before the noun does favor plural'absence, although the degree

of difference is not very high. The figures are shown in Table 4.3.

Sub ects I Quantifier in NP

1 -3 years 199/361 55%

4-7 years 88/34 29%

No Quantifier in NP

105/230 467.)\

85/580 14%-

Table (i.3. Frequency of Plural Absence in Noun Phras0es. wi)h and

\..__ without Quantifiers. V \

In summary, absence of the'regnlar plural suffix in VE appears to'be pri-

marily a.grammatical process, although it is influenced by phonological factors...

The form of the suffix does not make a consistent difference, but the following

environment and the predeuce or absence of a quaptifier in the noun phrase both

have some effect on the rate of absence.

A final set of observations can be made about the behavior of, individuals

'and age groups in the sample with respect to-this feature.oAThe incidence of

plural absence-for the individual speakers is. given in"Table 4.4, with the sub-

jects-grouped as elsewhere by age group and by length bf residence in this
"0100

country. Although there is considerable individual difference! several patterns

emerge. Overall, the rates of plural absence for speakers who have been in this

country a shorter time (1-3 years) e much higher than their counterparts who

have been' here longer (4-7 years)1 In addition, the older speakers in both

categories omit the regular plural suffix more frequently than the younger

speakers. This pattern suggests that degree and timing of exposure to Lngp.sh

relaite to incidence of plural absence. If so, some combination ofJincerference

S.
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Length of ReSidence

O

Age Grout 1-,years:
° Speaker #

,

/1.0 -12

39 11/47

47 19/47

52 32/49

0

84 14/95

0 Total

15-18.

20-25

Total
4

35-55 24 . 26/33

Total

11 13/17

16 24/96

33 .41/57

34 10/30

58 32/36'

87 25/28

91 51/56

,\ v.

.
, 4-7 years

.

. Speaker # .

J. t

.77% 24/58 41%

25% 14) , 1/100 L%

172% 42 2/88

337. 7U '0/24 0%

68/200 '44% 27/270 10%

36% 29 1/123 1%

40%

65%

15%

89%

89%

82/238 35%.

. '57/64. 89%.

79% . 32. 35/44 80%

50 26/45.. 587[.

54 9/85. 11%,'

60 8/12'4 6%

716 10/49 20%

89 20/91 22%

44/377412%

30/140 21%

.Total .77/89 87%

I

TOTAL 304/591 51%,

Ta le 4.6. InCidence of Plural Suffix Absence

87

74 37/53 70%

173/884 20%

)

I

72/97 74%
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from the Vietnamese language and the difficulty of this English structure for ,

second language learners in general would underlie the omissibn of plural

endings.. A:clear demonstration of this can be found by comparing the speakers

1.
In the .20 to 25. year old group: Speaker 58, a 24-yeag old who has been in the

U.S. for two years and speaker 87, a 25 year old who Jas been here one -year,

were first exposed to the English-speaking environment at the ages of 22 and 24

respectively and have had. one or two years of experience with the language. On

the other hand, speaker 76, age 20, speaker 89, age 23, have each been in this

rgcountry for- seven years, makii their entry into the English-speaking community

whilA still sc.hool-aged.at 13 and 16 respectively.. The dramatic difference in

I. ,.., : '. )0
's

-.

.
frequencyof plural absence between the two pair* of,apeakers, 89% vs. 21%, can

. , .t o,

thUs be understood to somextegas a function:'of the nature of their

experience with the English language (and the related degree of interference

from their native language).

Irregular Pfurals. The English language also contains some forms/ which do not

take the regular plural suffix but have irregular°forms that indicate plural,

such as children (*childs), feet (*foots),,mice.(*mouses). In the sample of(VE

examined, there were no instances of plural absence or nonstandard plural for--

mation among tha.members of the itrAularclass.
4

This ,pattern s somewhat surprisineparticularly since the language

acquisition strategy of generalization is typically quite influential in regu-

larizing irregular forms' such as these iturol. It may be that the irregular

plulals that were used were simply learned as dist:tact lexical items and that

the fact that many_sUbjects learned their English in a ,clagsroom setting is

somehow involved. 'The irregular forms, in that learning context, are often

highlighted and givfen special attention as particular lexfeal itemst.while the



.rule itself is illustrated by many different words. This factor, or simply.d,
o

heightened sensitivity to irregular forms in,general, might account for the

unexpected absence of regularization.

Plural Marking on Singular Nouns. A further observation about plural usage
4

among VE speakers is of, interest. It concerns the use of the suffix on singular

® nouns,. as in (3):

3.a. The little dne is one years old. (70:11)

b. On the first days I come e camp. (52:17)

c. ...about one dollars or.two (16:14)

a

a

This would seem to provide a further' indication of the instability of the tegu-

lar suffix, that these instances look like hypercorrections; that is, use of N

the suffix inappropriately, in situations outside those in which it is called
1

for; as a result of a heightened sensitivity about the need to. add the endinee°'

It is further interesting to note that,speaker 70 had no instances of plural

absence, but did produce some forms where the suffix was addeh unnecessarily (as

0
in (3a)).

Gountaility anti lurality. One final area of nonstandardnesS in plural usage

involves situations wheieuse of the suffix. cannot be determined simply by

choosingt between "one" (no suffix) and "more than one" (add suffix). This

includes, in particular, instances of generic reference, "used to denote what is

normal or typica1 for members of a class" (Quirk and Greenbaum 1973:68), where

number is not a relevant distinction, bvt all forms of nouns (singular and

plural count nouns, and nom-count nouns) may be used depending on the context.

41'

For example, in 'Raccoons can be vicious, A raccoon is ay tocturnar animal., Sheep

are friendly, the nouns raccoon and sheep are used generically to illustrate the

89101
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three possibilities. Non-count nouns in general tend to be somewhat probleinitic

for .VE speakers as well, in that a plural sufpix is occasionallyo.added',

inappropriately. The examples that follow illustrate such Eases, both, the
a

'omission of a plural that .English structure calls for (4) and addition Of a

ro

plural ending that is not called for (5):

4a I'm scared of cricket now. (5:20)

b. I like apple. (34:15:r

c. Yeah, we do play in English but' hate oral report. -(50:7)

5 a

We just celebrate at home just for family, because we
have no relative around us (76:7)

They go down there and find all the golds (16:8)

b. Yeah I know many peoples. (70:16)

c.' But the homeworks were harder (29:4)

d. She having a hard time understanding English and communiing
with the other peoples (89:4)

4

It would appear that some nouns, at least in; certain uses, are classified in a

way different from standard English groupings, count nouns as non-count (4) and

vice-versa (5). The recategorization in the first case, from count to non-

count, shows.up often for structures with indefinite or generic reference. For

these count nouns in English, this type of reference calls for the plural forth

to be used. However, these nouns are less "countable" than others, in some

sense, with this type of reference and so they may be more likely to occur

without the plural ending for VE speakers in this context. Of course, it is

impossible to establish formally a clifference between nouns -that have plural

absence and those which may have been recdtegorized,-since they look identical..

We can sithply suggest that recategorization is a cleartpossibilitY, given evi-

dence from other sources, such as the addition of plurals in (5) as hypprcorrec-

tions and the observation's about Vietnamese that follow. in the Vietnamese

4 I 90
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language', all nouns are treated much like English mass nouns, in that tteir form

remains the same-in all contexts. ' Since some English nouns behave like

Vietnamese nouns in Ails regard, certain kinds of structures, like cases of,

indefinite or generic reference, may encourage alternative categorization of

count nouns as non-counor VE speakers. On the other hand, as 'shown in (5) -

the reverse also occurs, with English non -count nouns being marked forAural as

if they were count nouns.

This general area of countability of nouns and plural marking, with its

sometimes arbitrary distinctions, seems to be one'of the last aspects of plural

to be fully mastered. For example, speaker #.70 shows.no incidence of 'plural

suffix absence\at all, but produces several cases of inappropriate use of th.e

suffix (see 3a, 5b). For several other 41eakers, the only 'plural absence that

occurred was in structures like those of (4). This particular area of usage,

then, may be a more difficult one for VE speakers due to a combination 'of fac-

tors relating to. both English structures and the influence of tt4e. Vietnatie,se

language.

The,situation with respect to plural marking in VE is one:sof considvable

variability. .The ,regular plural suftixis omitted. to some extent by many

speakers, and -there is a significant dlifference in the rate of absence between

our two groups of subjects according to length of time in this country.

Irregular plurals, on the other hand, are surprisingly standard-in their reali-
,

zations. Finally, there appears to be a pattern. of variation related to the

classification of nouns as count or non-count, particularly in the context of

generic or indefinite reference. Overall, the nonstandard usage would appear to
,

be a functiof of general language ltarning phenomena, although there also seem

to be points at which influence from the Vietnamese language maybe interacting.
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Other Features of the Noun Phrase

In addition to plural marking, there are,two.ot,haf areas of "usage related to

the noun phrase which should be mentioned. These are possessive marker absence

and article absence.

One of the ways in which English marks the possessive relationship (and

other derived categories) is through the use of- the -Z suffik, Ole, same marker

used for plurals and for third person .singular present tense veal agreement.

This is the phonologically conditioned ending which has three shapes: /s/, /z/)

or /Iz/, distributed in the same way as the allomorphs of the plural suffix (see

preceding section). The possessive suffix is added to the "possessor" noun in

phrases like Jack's bicycle, a mother's love, the college's reputation. in VEi'
t

this ending is frequently omitted by some speakers, so that only word Order con-

veys
. , . . .

.
rt

the intended possessive meaning. Some examples from the corpus include:
t

6.a. It wa4\my grandmother's house but it's half my dad
office 'in front and my mom pharmacy in front and we

live. in the back. (50 :4),

b. I got friends up there, so we stay at a friend house. (53:11)

c. ...my father brother lived there. (16:9)

The absence of the suffix that would signify'posselsion'parallels its

absence in plural.and.third singular agreement marking situations. It would

appear to be a grammatical process which some speakers exhibit at a high fre-

quency while others show no incidenceatoll, Given the fact that the

Vietnamese language does not utilize suffixes like tfiis to indicate grammatical

relationships, and the observation that learners of English tend to.omit such

suffixes .through certain stages in their second language development,, the pat-
.

terns we have described are not surprising. Possessive suffiX absence, then,

appears to be part of.a more general tendency to omit inflectional suffixes to
o
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varying. degrees as part of learning English as a second language, a phenomenon

which is well documented (Dulay and Burt 1974; Larden-Freeman 1975). Since

many of.the subjects, in the sample who have been in the U.S. over 4 years exhi-
.

'bit possessiye abs

t
nce, the feature is in no way restricted to the early

language learning context.

The second area of ,variable usage relate& to the noun phrase is article

absence. This feature is observable on count nouns c4 English (suchlas book or

apple) which in most uses call for either a plural marker (books, apples) or, if

singular, an article -(a book, an apple, the boy). There are also a number of

other determiners which may fulfill the requirement for an article, such as-

this/that, each /every, whose, which, 11, your, and so on, in appropriate seman-

tic circumstances (We want that book, that'vy apple, Which boy'did it. ?). At

least one of these alternatives must becluded in order to have an acceptable

English structure involving these nouns. Otherwise,'sequences like *We want

book or *That's apple result.

,Some VE speakers omit articles in Constructions with,count-nouns, producing

structures like the following from the corpus.,

7.a. You can go out. You don't. have to put . coat on. (11:28)

b. I have. cousin, he live.in California. (71:(335))

.c. We have big family. We have big house. (58:15)

_d. Sometime I get } headache because of all the math. (5:5)

The. clear cases of article absence are found with count nouns chat are otherwise

contextually indicated as Singular. Since there is a fair amount of plural

absence among these speakers as well (see the previous section), some cases

are not.determinable, such as in (7d) where the intended structure could

correspond to either I get a headache or 1 get headaches. Other structures,.



with' non -count nouns which could have\articles or determiners but call, also .occur

without them, are undeterminable as well (for example, I want cake i :acceptable

with a certain meaning, but if it exhibits plural or article absence, meanings

like I want cakes, I want a cake, or I want the cake could be intended). ,Thus,

we can be sure that some article absence occurs'on the basis of the clear cases,

and we can expect that some degrees of absence occurs beyond those. 'However, we

cannot determine precise frequencies of occurrence.

As other studies of second language acquisition have noted (Kakuta 1976;

Larsen-Freeman 1976), the article.inEnglish, is a high frequency morpheme, and

this may contribute to its relatively early acquisition lay learners. That is,

the speech of native speakers will corhain many instances of article usage, thus

providing a hig\1 level of input on chis'feature to learners. This pattern is,

however,-also influenced by the native language, and usage, in4bligatOrY con-

texts (or presence of an article when one is required). may not always be

appropriate Aisage. Since the Vietnamese language does not have a system of

articles to-premodify nouns, we can expect native language influence to affect

the rate at which article usage develops. And, we do find instances ofd.

inappropriate .usage, as in I'm trying. to rook for the job (69:2), where i.

definite/indefinite and related semantic distinctions are less than fully

controlled. This aspect of article usage may persist beyond the stage at which

articles are being omitted.since the relationship between definite and indefi-

nite articles involves some fairly.,intricate distinctions.
0

Subject-Verb Agreement

Agreement marking on verbs of English, while Rot extensive, s still an area

where differences among varieties of the language are often fou d. Learners of

English as a second language may also produce nonstandard fo ms of agreement,
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and this feature apparenTi poses 4 similar degree of difficulty for all such

learners, independent of their native language (Krashen,1981). . Since thv

Vietnamese language has no pattern of verb suffixes, the influence of the native
. ,

language on the speakers in oursample will coincide with the effects of English
M.

language structure. These two factors can be.expected,to converge in producing N

a pattern of variation from the staq&ard.

The agreement pattern is fairly limited in contemporary English. The

distinctions among subjects that may. be reflected on verbs are person (first,
.

second or third) and number (singdlar or plural). Depending on the verb
,

entering into the agreement relations-hip, differences in form, including but not

grouplimited to the addition of a suffix, may correspond to various groups of these

features. For example, main verbs such as. come make only one diseihction: the

third person singular present tense form is comes; the form for first and second

9.

person singular and all persons plural is come. .1410 distinctions for person or

number are made in the past tense (i.e., came) for these verbs. The relevant

Standard patterns will be discussed further as needed below.

Our di cussion of subject-verb agreement is divided into two parts.on the

basis of the type. of verb ,involved; thatis,..be.vs. other verbs. This will

allow us to g' ve. separate consideration.. 4Lagreement with forms of be, where the

standard_patte n is considerably more involved than it is with min-be verbs

For each verb type, agreement marking for both singular and plural subjec swill

be examined. During this discussion, it is imflortant to keep in mind that

"singular" and "plural" are grammatical concepts whichdO not necessarily

correspond to semantic categories; for example the pronoun you may be seman-

tically singular or plural, but it follows the grammatical patterns for plural

subjects only.
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Agreement Marking with k9... 'We will discuss agreement marking on instances of be

separately, since be departs to some extent from the regular ag Ent paradigm

by maintaining some of the 4istinctiongvfor type of subject from earlier stages

of the language. In thp present tense, the firsts' and third.ptrson forms (am and

is) contrast with the form used for second- person singular.andall plurals

(are). Aireement is also marked to some extent ilk,. the past tense, where first

and third singular subjects share the forM was and the other subjects occur with

were. Be is the only verb which has distinct forms to show subject agreement in

the past tense. The standard pattern, then, has the following configuration

(using pronouns as the range of subjects): I am, it is, we/you/they are;I/it

was, we/you/they were.

There are several ways in. which a nonstandard pattern is used with be by

this sample of VE'speakers. One is the total.omission of the verb in sequences

like the pronunciation very different (24:16) or my father in jail (11:5) which

is referred to as "copula absence." This feature is described in the next sec-

tion. Since there is no agreement, marking observable in these cases, they have

been 'omitted from consideration here.

Another nonstandard pattern involves the-ea-occurrence of forms of be with

A

subjects outside. their standard agreement relationships. When singular subjects

were involved, these VE speakers exhibited no nonstandard forms of be; that is,

there were no instances of .a third person singular subject with are or am, and

so on. The only area of variability with he, beyond copula absence, concerned

the plural subjects. Examples from the corpus which illustrate the alternative,

pattern include:
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8'.a. The kids is pretty much grow up. 89:4)

b. My father and mother is in Vietnam. (11:5)

c. Two of them was spying. (19:-28)

d. We was trying to tell them. (16:7)

e. There was these guys, they were sellidg like coke...(29:5)

In all of these cases, the nonstandard agreement 'marking involves a gram-

matically plural subject occurring,with a form of be that in the standard para-

.
digm reflects a singular subject (is and Was).#

Table 4.5 summarizes the results of our tabulation of agreement for the verb

be with plural subjects. The subjects in our sample are again divided into two

groups according to length of residency in the United States. Further divisions

of the sample, intotage groups or individual subjects, add no information so

they are not included in this tabulation: The occurrences of be are separated

by tense (present vs. past) and by the type of subject (pronouns, non-pronoun

_s7
subject aneapletive there).

Verb Category Length of Residency of Subjects

V

Present Tense

Pronoun

Non-Pronoun'

There

Past Tense

r,

1-3 Years 4-7 Years

1/47. 2%

4/22 18%

10/12 83%

0/105 0%

4/48 8%

9/19 47%

Pronoun 12)34 35% 3/54 6%

Non-Pronoun 5/7 71% 1/15 7%

There 3/3 100% 8/11 , 73'h

Table 4.5. Incidence of Nonstandard Agreement Marking for the Verb Be

with Plural- Subjects
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As the figures in the table show, subjects who gave been in this country longer

tend to be more starflard.in their agreement ma, ing with be. In addition, non-

standard forms occur more frequently in the pest than in the present tense and

with non-pronouniebjects more often, than with pronouns. In other words, a

er
structure like my friends was would be most likely to ?ccur according to this

)

pattern,ifollowed by they was, then my friends is, and least likely to occur

would be\they' is. it

The h*nal category, there, shows the highest incidence'of nonstandard
0-

marking, ,for both present and past tense be. There does not really represent a

type of subject; rather it represents a structure where the subject and verb of

a sentence have been rearranged and there fills the subject slot. Thus, * sen-

tence suchas There are'some papers on the floor can be reIated'to,e_sentence

like Some papers are on the floor.. Traditionally, agreement marking in these
AP.

there sentences has been determined by the subject of the related sentence

without there (i.e., there is a cookie left vs. there are some cookies left). .

There is apparently, however,'a growing tendenty among speakers of English to
cookie

use the singular verb forms with there in both cases (there's some cookies left).

. This has been _demonstrated by extremely.high.rates.of 'nonstandard" usage in

a

marking agreement.in these cases for many. - varieties of English, and, more impor-

tantly, for speakers who 'show little or no other nonstandard agreement forms.

There are, as well, speakers who maintain the distinction fairly consistently.

Thus, the alternative agreement marking may no longer be considered nonstandard,

but fthe pattern of variation remains of interest.

In summary, agreement marking with the verb be has alternate forms for

plural subjects. The frequency of usage for these forms is higher among

speakers who have been in the U.S. three of fewer years. The use of a nonstan-

dard'-form is favored by a past tense situation, by a non-pronoun subject, and,
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%pat significantly, by the expletive there structure. trhe forces underlying

this pattern stem from language learning strategies, is would seem. When we

cordpare the two groups of subjects we fin quite low rates of nonstandardness

for dose who have been in the U.S. longer, and in general the pattern compares

41.10

very closely to mainstream varieties, given that agreement with expletive there

is apparently in the prqcess of change. The subjects whose time-in this

country has been shortir show evidence of oveneralization; that i"S, they

extend the singular form of be' to cases,Aith both singular and plural .subjects.

Since be is the sole English verb with numerous agreement distinctions treating
. 4

it more like other verbs moves toward regularizing the overall pattern.

It is interesting /to note, in addition, that the divergence from the Stan-

dard observed in VE follows the same direction as the nonstandard agreement pat-
.

tern in some non-mainstream varieties. There constructions tend to show the

.

highest level (further support for the contention that these cases should be

dealt with separately) and past tense be with plural subjects tends to show

higher rates of nonstandardness than present tense Cases (Wolfram and ChristiAn

1975; Wolfram et al 1979). Whether or not any remnants of a nonstandard

agreement pattern for be will remain to.characteri VE_in'later stages, it

/appears to conform to.the general direction.takeu.by other varieties of English

as it develops.

Agreement Marking with Non -ha Verbs. With verbs other than be in English, the

'extent of agreement marking in the standard pattern is more limited.
%R.

Differentiation according to characteristics of the subject is found only in the

non-past tenses and it distinguishes only the third person singular from other v.

subjects, giving contrasts like I, you, they, we want/he wants. In the case of
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modals, such as can, will, and so on, the form remain constant for all sub-

jects. The suffix that is added for third person singular present tense

agreement has three phonologically cohditioned iiariantst /8/, as in walks,

waits; /z/, as in goes, loves; and% /Iz/, as in chooses, marches (As we 114Nre'een

/
in earlier, sections,' these' same forms also conktitute the egular pldral(hats,

bones, chu ches), andposse8sive (Pat's Bill'6 Marge's) suffixes in English.

oand the distribUtion of allomorphs accordintto finalsound of the base wot is
4

the same for4Pall tfiree grI;Inatical functiont0 There are also several
,

"irregular" forms in the third-singular agreement liattern the alternation of

have and has (rather than *haves), for'example, and the vi el charige in do/does.

For the most pant, differences from the standard pattern for VE speakers lie

in the omission of the regular..suffix with third person singular subjects in the

present tense. (Since there is no agreement relationship to be signalled in the
.

past tense, we will be considering only present tense forms here.) Among plural

subjects with non-be verbs, there are occasional instances of use ofthe third
A

singular form, as in
0

9.a. They says they are not Vietnamese people. (84:20)

I

b. Some of them doesn't speak.Vietnamese, .(5:24)

c. Those. people wants you to get really busy. (60:22)

d. My parents has to put in two, three thousand a year. ,('54:20)

Fewer than half the speakers in the sample showed any evidence of this usage,

and among those,. the level of usage was very lots (only one to three instances).

A number of the cases 4,nvolved subjects like people (as in9c), or conjoined

phrases like my mom and dad, which may have been interpreted as grammatically

singular. In any event, the low incidence of alternative marking with plural

.

subjects allows us to conclude that'for this structure primarily the standard

agreement pattern is followed.

PT
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A completely different picture emeries when'we tern to third person singular

subjects. With these subjects, the standard pattern calls for the addition of

the regular suffix (modal verbs, since they do not participate in this agreement

marking, will be excluded from this discussion). Among VE speakers, there is a

significant degree of,suffix.absence for many speakers,eas illustrated in (10):

10.a. My sister like karate. (33:23)

b: Shp just .teach you how to play. (60:27)

Sometime the teacher explain the lesson too fast. (87:3)

d. It depend on the character of the other people. (74:10)

e. She have to take care of my little sister. (52:18)

This pattern of suffix absence affects all forms of the suffix--/s/ (10a), /z/

(10c,d), and./IZ (10b), and irregular third person forms as well, such as have

(10e).

The frequency figures for third person singulars suffix absence for the 24

speakers in the sample are given in Table 4.6. Tho irregular verbs are con

sidered separately because their third person singular forms involve more Akan

the simple addition of a suffix. These are have (has), do (does) and say

(says). A further special case, don't/doesnt,.is:singled'out. as well, since

there is evidence4rom some varieties.that it. is treated differently in the

agreement pattern.(Christian 1978; Wolfram et al 1979). For many speakers, we

find extensive use of don't'with third person singular subjects (e.g. he don't)

even though little or no other suffix absence occurs. In ordet to examine the

pattern for VE speakers in.light of our understanding of other varieties of

Engligh, theny we divide our tabulation into three categories: regular suffix,

irregular verbs, and do±Neg (doesn't/don't).

Several observations can be made on the basis of Table 4.6. If we
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4

ACE Sub]

.

Regular

1 - 3 years

1
4

LENGTH,OF RESIDENCY

do+NEG Subs Regular

4 -.7 years

' do+NEG
Irregular Irregular

Abs /,T % Abs/T '% Abs/T % Abs/T % Abs/T % ' Abs/T t

10-12 11 14/14 - - 5 31/36 3/16 0/4

,, 16 43/49 8/10 1/6 19 4/37k_ 0/7 0/3.

33 . 26/26
.

11/11 1/3 42 3/52 0/13 0/4

34 14/15 9/9 4/4 -
70 6/13 1/6 1/1

g''-'; 15-18

Total

39

97/104

2/2

93% 28/30

-,

93% 6/13,

2/2

46%

29,

44/138

3/16

32% 4/42

0/2

10%

)

1/12

0/3

7%

.....--

47 - 8/10 - 0/1 50 22/24 1/1 1/1

52 36/36 7/8 2/6. 54 3/42 0/7 0/5

1-,

o
84. 13/14 2/4 . 0/1 60 4/27 0/6 0/2

Iv Total '59/62 95% 9/12 75 %' 4/10 40% 32/79 41% 1/16 6% 1/11 9%

1

20 -25 58 13/15 - - 76 19/21 1/3 0/2

87 20/20 3/3 0/3 89 '10115 1/3 0/4

Total 33/35 94% 3/3 100% 0/3 0% 29/36 81% 2/6 33% 0/6 0%

35-55 24 14/17 0/2 32 3/3

91 24/24 . 5/12 - 7.4 10/10 '2/2 0/1

Total 38/41 93% 5/14 '38% - - 13/13 100% 2/2 100% 0/1 0%

TOTAL 227/242 94% 45/59 76% 111/26 38% 118/266 44% 9/66 14% 2/30 7%

.? .

Table 4.6. Inliidence of Third Person Singular Present Tense Agreement Suffix

Omission by Length of Residency, Age Group and Type of Verb
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consider the figures for the three categories of verbs established, we liotice

immediately that the do+NEG consistently shows a considerably lower rate of

4 nonstandatd usage than the 'other verbs. This pattern contrasts sharply with

agreement marking in other varieties of English, where don't with a third person

singular subject ip ne of the most common nonstandard forms used.

In this sample thee Were a total.' of only 12 instances of structures like he
! .

don't, while 44 eases conformed to the standard.pattern (he doepn=t). The irre-

gular verbs show a .higher rate of nonstandard forms, but if we examine the indi-
..-

vcdual verbs included, we can gain insight into this categN and its rela-

tionship to do+NEG. 8efore going on further to discuss the remainder of Table

4.6, we should examine this group of verbs more closely. It turns out that-the

verbs are ordered with respect to extent of nonstandard agreement marking, as

shown in Table 4.7.

Length of Residency say have dp don't

1-3 Years 93% 76% 43% 38%

*4-7 Years -31% 11% 6% 7%

Table A.7. Incidence of Nonstandard_Agreement Narking
by Individual Verbs.

:

These figures show that say has a rate closer to that of the regular verbs

(shown in Table 4.6), while do and don't exhibq very similar agreement beha-

vior. Thus, unlike other varieties of Ehglish, VE speakers treat don't in basi-

cally the same way as do, using a nonstandard form of agreement marking rela-

tively seldom compared to other.verbs. The irregular verbs, overall,,show a

fairly strong lexical influence in their agreement marking pattern, in that

individual items vary widely but fairly consistently across speakers.
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One of the ways we cata characterize VE is through placing it'ln the context

of other varieties of English that have been studied.: We do so for selee'ted

features to demonstrate the similarities and differences that emerge. In each

a

case, our comparisons are limited by the data available on d pdrticular feature..

We have .alluded above to the differences between VE and other varieties in
,

agreement with this set of verbs; in Table 4.8some representative varieties

are listedwith the frequencies comparable Co those for VE given in the previous

table.

Verbs

Varieties of En lish say have do don't

Vernacular Black (Fasold 1972) N/A 53% 63% 88%

Italian-American (Biondi 1975) 43% 29% 27% .58%

Pueblo Indian A (Wolfram et al 1979) 2% 18% 19% 60%

Pueblo Indian B (Wolfram et al 1979) 0% \ 4% .0% 50%

Appalachian (Wolfram and Christian 1975) 0% 0% 0% 77%

Vietnaemese

1-3 year group 93% f 76% 43%' 38%

4-7 year group. 11% _ 6% 7%

Table 4.8. Frequency of Nonstandard Agreement Marking for Varieties of English
4,

The figures in Table 4.8 clearly show tht VE behaves quite differently on this

point than other varieties. The non-mainstream varieties listed uniformly show

highest clevels of nonstandardness in using don't with singular subjects; the

rates of nonstandard agreement vary somewhat for the other verbs, although the

three verbs tend to be relatively comparable. The VF figures reflect completely ,
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opposfdt tendencies. We will discuss this chaacteristic further in a later

chapter, but we. can suggest here an account tOr this difference.. It appears,

that Atli has a strong orientation toward Standard English in its development;

thus,_a common nonstandard feature like 'don!t, which is widely attended, to

because it is so widespread in occurrence, is actively avoided. The use of the
4

verb form with singular subjects is at roughly the same' level as do. This

low level of,doet is especially noteworthy when compared with the rates for
.

have say which are apurently.treated much bike the regular verbs, We can now

move onto consider this regular verb pattern as we return to our discussion of
#

the remainder of Table 4.6.

The process of third person singular present tense suffix abitence is quite

active among the speakers in this sample, as demonstrated by the rates of

nonstandard agreement markingshOwn for 'the regular verbs injable 4.6. They

average 94% suffix absence for the 1-3 year group, and 44% absejce for the,4-7
1r,

year group. There are several points which need to be elaborated somewhat con -

cerning this feature. The first involves a methodological as well as a descrip-
',

tive question. As discussed at length in Chapter Six, VF speakers often use an

unmarked tense.in past tense contexty4..For example, wefind passages like the

following:

11.a. My dad brought me .a puppy. And,then it grow up and then it

have babies, puppies... One protlem, when we go to the
airport and we left the dog home, the baby dog, and it jump

*
out of the window. It died. °(34:2)

The underlined forms in the passage are unmarked tense versions of verbs with

thircr.person singular subjects in a past tense environment. The question that

needs to be asked concerns the status of these forms with respect to agreement

marking.. In other words, we need to determine whether these instances have any

bearing on the discussion of third pdVson singular present tense suffix absence.

Some cases of unmarked tense Ao utilize the present tense agreement marker:
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12., When my mom gets_ married, she goes and live neat my

grandmother's house. (29:1)

Thus, there is variation, as in present tense contexts, between use and omission

of the suffix with third person singular subjects.' In order to determine the
0

relationship of agreement:in the two contexts, the incidence /of suffix omission

in each has been tabulated for four speakers in the sample, who exhibited

different degrees of.udmarked'tenSe usage. Those figures are givbn in Table

4.9. Zle verb category do+NEG has been included' in the irregular' verbs group

since, as we have seen above, its behavior mirrors, that, of do. The overall rate.

of unmarked tense usage is also given for each speaker (see Chapter Six for

details).

Subject # %UMT

34 47%

39 41%

Present Tense Unmarked Tense

Regular. Irregular Regular Irregular

14715
.-1-4.

.11,13/13 91/93 45/45

93%, IVO% 9b 1.00%

2/2 2/2 34/37. 11/13

100% 100% 92% 85%

3/16 0/5 5/20 0/5

19% 0% 257 U%

3/52 U/I7 6/62 U/20.

6% OX 10% 0%

Table 4.9. Comparison of Third Singul* Agreement Suffix Absence in Present

Tense and Unmarked Tense.Contexts for Four Speakers

A comparison of the. rate of suffix absence between .present and unmarked tense

instances show6 no important differences for these four speakers. Thus, we

would expect the overall pattern of agreement marking o remain the same whether

ti
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or not unmarked tense cases are included. Despite. this expectation, however,

' our tabulations concdtning agreement marking. have not included the instances of

unmarked\tense, in order to avoid any confounding of factors that might

influence the results (in Tables 4.6-4.8 and those that follow). Based on the

limited stigation presented here, though, it would appear that unmarked

tense agreem t participates in the overall'pattern.

Omission o the third singular agreement suffix may derive from a gram-

matical on a phonological process. Examinations of suffix absence in other

varieties of Engli h have shown it'to be grammatically-based, and this would

appear to be the ca e for our VE sample as well.. There are a number of factors

which point to this onclusion. First, as we have seen, nonstandard agreement

marking affects both i regular andregular verbs, so that we find cases like she

have as well as he get. For have, do, and say, it uld seem clear that the

suffix has not been adde . If it were added and then variably deleted at a
'I.

_.,, i

phonological level, we wo ld expect fOrms, dike ha /hie/ for has, doe /da/ fr
a

,

does and so on.. Second, the'regular suffix is used to indicate several gram-

matical functions (plural and possessive in addition to the third person singu:

lar agreement .marker) If the process.were purely. phpnological, these endings

would all be omitted at about the same rate.;of frequency. Since they are not

(the rate for third person singular suffix omission is much higher than that of

plural for all speakers), the process is further sub$tantiated as grammatically-
...

based. In addition, there are no major differences iris the rate of omission for

the three phonologically conditioned endings (Is!, /z/ \/Izt), a further indica-

tion that the suffix is treated as a grammatical entity *nd is variably added to

verb forms. A comparison of the rates of absence for the different forms of the

suffix-is given in Table 4:10.
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A final argument for the grammatical basis comes from the surrounding phono-

logical environment. The following environment (that is, whether the suffix

would be followed by a vowel, a consonant, or a .pause) bad no consistent

influence on the frequency of suffix absence. If were a phonological process.:

we would expect sensitivitY"to the following phonological context. All of these
.

indicators point to suffix absence for these VE\speakers occurring as a gram-

matical process, as,it does for other varieties

Age Group Length of Residency

o

1-3 years 4-7 years

/s/ /z/ /Iz/' /s/ '-/z/ /Iz/

<
.

10-12 42/45 48/52 2/2 21/67 18/61 5/10

2 a c.

15-18 . 24/25 313- 4/4 120\2 17/42 3/5

20-25 11/11 20/21 2/2 9/13 \ 19/22 1/1

35-55 17/20 19/19 2/2 3/3 6/6 3/3

TOTAL 94/101 90/96 10/10 45/115 60/131 11/19

%Absent 93% 94% 100% 397 \46% 58%

Table 4.10. Frequency of Absence According to the.Form_of the Suffix

Several comments related to the intersection of social factors with rate of

agreement suffix absence will complete this discussion.. Table 4.6 given

earlier, shows the rates of absence by individual speaker, grouped by .age and

length of residency in the U.S. The results displayed in that table suggest

that amounts and timing of exposure to the English language are probably the key

factors underlying the pattern of variation. The two younger groups,Among the
ev

speakers who have been in this country over 4 years are set apart to a large
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degree. The older groups in that set show-levels of nonstandard marking similar

to the values shared by all groups who have been here less than three years.

This pattern shows basiCally that those speakers who began theirtexposure to

English at a young ag/e and have spoken English for a relatively longer period of

0

time (i.e., those under 18 who have been in the U.S. four to seven years) have
I

more standard agreement marking. ,There remains some significant individual clif-

fs

ference, howeyer; speakers #5(and #50 have much higher rates of suffix.absence.,

than the other members of- their age groups, for example'. We would need:more

background in n about the individual speakers &'examine the under(ying

forces, more"closlly. A likely explanation, though, wou rest in a variable
1

related to "real' English proficiency. We have arbitrarily divided our sample

according to length of residence as a rough measure of acquaintance with

4 English, in the absence of any va assessment data. While this division will

correlate in many cases with level of proficiency, individual differences such

as.those,observed here point out'f-Ithe imperfections in the correlation.

Copula/Auxiliary bg Absence

The form be in English acts as the main verb in sentences like They are

funny, I am your friend, It's over there, and as the auxiliary in progressive

verb phrases ke is running, are stopping and in passive structures, as in it

is called or' they are forgotten. In both uses, be is sometimes omitted by Vh.

speakers, as in the examples of copula use in (13) and auxiliary-use in (14):

13.a. When a holiday come in, a lot'of people very happy. (26:5)

b. When they born here, their mind here, it not in Vietnam. (59:29)

c. And I almost desperate about it. (74:2)

d. Now he in Galang too. (73:b) O



14.A .1 working for "Journal" newspaper, part-time, ,on weekend. (24:1)

b. He don't know what he doing now.. (53:1,3)

c. They gonna move soon. (b5:7)

d. I don't know what that called. (11:14)

Copula absence is common among learners of English as a second language, and

it appears t.gtotn"structural charactetistic of the speech of most learners in

the early stages independent of the native language (Bailey, Madden and Krashen

1974). The frequency of correct usage of the form increases as overall profi-

ciency in the language improves, and the rate of increase is probably related

to a variety of factors, including the native language. In the case of

Vietnamese., there is no copula/auxiliary be comparable to that of English, with

one exception. Structuresinyietpamese containing predicate nouns, such as She

is a doctor in English, contain a form which, can be equated with the English.

copula be. Predicate adjective structures, on the other hand, have no overt

copula, so that the English He is nice would have He nice as its Vietnamese

equivalent. The possibilities for language transfer from Vietnametie into

English are thus mixed; there may be positive transfer for predicate noun'struc-

tures, while interference might contribute to.higher levels of copula/auxiliary

absence in predicate adjective and other structures withbe.

Learners of English Ilea second language in general acquire the copula be

somewhat before the auxiliary be, but both forms tend to be used appropriately

at a fairly early stage in developing mastery of the grammatical morphemes of

English (Krasheft 19b1). The speakers in our sample appear to conform to this

tendency. Although quantitative analyses were not conducted, it appeathat

copula and auxiliary be absence occurs at higher levels among those with less

exposure,to English. There seems to be a high degree of individual variation,

however, which complicates any attempt to explain the observed behavior.
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Auxiliary ligyg U.QisEtion

The auxiliary form have is sometimes absentrom constructions where it

might be expected to occur, as in:

15.a. They been living together for the last two years. (20:9)

b.. I ANago....41grking three weeks. (74:,2)

. ,

c. I been to his concert. (44:2)

d. She, gone to Africa with her mother and father. (34:7)

Auxiliary have occurs with the full range of verbs, combining with past par
.

ticipial verb forms as in have gone or have seen. However, clear gases of its

absence in structures produced by this sample of speakers were predominantly'

with the verb form been, as auxiliary (15a,b), or main verb (15c).

Many varieties of English share a .process which deletes auxiliary form's '

under certain circumstances, with higher frequencies more typical of casual

Speech styles.. The omission of have in the context of been is undoubtedly the

most common manifestation of this process. Since the composition of the verb

phrase is affected by adx have deletion, 'it may appear to be a'grammaticaL

process. However, the omi eni of have has been shown to be the result of a

combination of phonological processes. (Wolfram. and. Uhristian 1976): Auxiliaries

in all'varieties.can be contracted in.many cases, as in I've for ha e, and

these contracted forms may then be deleted forigome speakers, resulting in

I been for I've been. The absence of have in the verb phrase is, therefore,'due

to the operation of phonological rules. Vert of the evidence for this line of

reasoning comes from the observation that absence of the auxiliary is Pound only

in cases whdre contraction in standardEngligh is possible. For a sentence like

If they have been there, then we have too, contraction of the second auxiliary

have is not allowed (*then we've too) and neither is deletion (*then we too).
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The firstoCCurrence of have in that sentence is contractable for all speakers

and is open to the process of deletion as well.'

For our sample of VE speakers, we must consider an additional possibility--

that the auxiliary have is in fact not present at all at any underlying level

when it is absent from an utterance. ,Since the Vietnamese language does not

employ auxiliary verbs or morphological affixes to signal ve relationships,

interference from the native langauge may cause some speakers to othit the

,auxiliary in the structures under consideration. Similarly, general language

i.

learning p ocesses, independent:of the native language, may also be a factor.

In some cases, this explanation would seem to be the preferred one, for example,

in a sequence like that in (16):

16. ...And from Thailand we been transport by the U.S. *,

Air Force to Guam and living there for two months
and then we move again to Air Force Base in Florida.

And we been there for two months and then everybody

get sponsor...(74:12)

It would appear that here been is used on its own as a past verb form or even

simply a past tense marker rather than as a realization of have been. On the

whole, its difficult to determine whether individual cases of apparent auxi-

liary have absence for these speakers. stem from-second language acquisition fac-

tors or from a-process of auxiliary deletion common among native speakers of

English.

Irregular Verbs

The verbs in English which follow patterns of past tense formation other

than simple'addition of an -ed suffix can be referred to as "irregular verbs".
4

lor some speakers in this sample, we can observe irregular verb forms which

differ from what may be considered the Otandarditorm, as in (17):
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17.a. And then they tell us everything that we done that we didn't

do. (34:2b)

b. He said that we should've shooked, you know, danced when
we were singing. (42:10)

c. They sended us into ESL. (44:5)

These differences from the standard pattern include both the use of participial

forms 'in preterit, contexts (17a) and regularization (17b,c) through the addition

of the -ed suffix.

The formation pf irregular verbs,in English is an important parameter for

distinguishing mainstream from non-mainstream varieties. These verbs have also

been shown to vary considerably among various non-mainstream varieties. For

example, speakers of some varieties exhibit extensive use of nonstandard irregu-

lar forms of certain types (Christian 1978) while speakers of other varieties

have relatively little nonstandard use (Wolfram et al 1979).

The speakers in this study can be characterized on the whole by a relatively

low degree of nonstandard usage of irregular forms, it we limit our con-

sideration to the clear cases. Given the other features thaeaffect'the verb

phrase (unmarked tense and so on), the status of a particular irregular verb

form cannot always be determined precisely. Fof exaMple, the use of They come

/ yesterday could Illustrate either unmarked tense or a nonstandard irregular verb

form; He gone there could be a case of auxiliary have absence or a nonstandard

irregular verb. However, even allowing for such occurrences, the incidence of

nonstandardness in irregular verb usage is limited. A factor in this pattern is

undoubtedly the role of formal language training in the learning of English by

many speakers in the sample. Irregulalerbs tend to be high frequency words

and would .be learned in the classroom context as individual items. Thus the

alternate patterns common to some non-mainstream varieties of hinglish would be

less likely to arise.
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Negation

The marking of negation is a widely recognized locus of variation between

,mainstream and non-mainstream varieties of English. In many ways this feature

has acquired a diagnostic attribute, in that certain forms of negation are popu-,

larly viewed as signals of nonstandard as opposed to stanndard speech. Because

of this social prominence, it is instructive to examine negation among our

sample of VE speakers in order to place the emerging variety of Englls4"Within

the context of other social and ethnic varieties.

One of the most widely noticed nonstandard features of English is negative
g,

concord, or "double" or "multiple negation". When this form of.neotion is Ar

used, a negativized verb is coupled with a negative indefinite which follows it

(as in I don't know nobody) or less commonly, precedes it (as in Nothing can't

hurt me). The number of negativized forms is not limited to two, and structures

with three or more, such as I don't want nobody to do nothing nowhere can occur.

Although earlier stages of the English language used multiple negation as the

standard formation, the current prescription against such usage makes it nearly

formanonexistent in the f spee h of most standard English speakers. There is,

of course, nothing illogical linguistically. misguided about having two or

more negatives_co-..occur. or many languages of the world, certain types of

negative constructions ca only be formed with negative elements at more than

one point in the sentence.

The type of multiple negation most frequently observed in non-wMainstream

varieties is the one in which a negative is marked withiri the verb phrase and

also on indefinites following the, verb phrase. In this pattern, the indefinites

are made to agree with the verb by copying its negative. The following examples

of this process come from our VE sample:
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18.a. They don't Want nobody know about them. (11:17)

b. After that they throws you down to your boat
there and you didn't have nothing. (58:234

c. The schoo(1 I went to didn't have no girls. (89:11)

d. glad we didn't have no"gas or anything'. They show

us tl\e way that we don't need no gas and we just row

a little. (16:8)

Other types of multiple negation, such as where the negative indefinite precedes

the negativized verb phrase (e.g. nobody didn't see it), were not oblJerved in

the corpus. Thus, only the more common forms of multiple negation are

apparently used by these VE speakers.

Multiple negation is typically: a variable, rather than a'categorical

feature. In constructions where negative concord is a possibility (those with

one or more indefinites in a negative context), multiple marking need not

necessarily occur. -A single speaker may produce structures like We couldn't see

anything as well as We couldn't see nothing, and such variability systematically

relateg to both linguistic and non-linguistic factors. Thus, it is instructive

tOexamine the actual incidence of multiple negation usage in VE in addition to

noting its occurrence.

The frequency of occurrence of negative concord for lb speakers in our

sample is shown in Table 4.11. Despite the low number of potential cases for

some speakers, these figures indicate quite clearly that multiple negation is

not a pervasive pattern in this variety. It occurs in the speech of some

speakers (9 of the '44 who had potential realizations. of the feature) but its

overall freqUencyis low. In addition, there are no major differences according

to the age of the subjects but those who have been in the 11.S. longer tend to

conform more closely to the standard negation pattern.in'their speech.



Age Group 1 3 years 1
4 -7 years

10-12

Subject .

Number

1/3

5/15\

Subject
, Number

11

16

5

19

33 0/13 42

34 0/13 70

TOTAL 6/44 144

15-18 39 1/21 29

47- 0/2 , 50

52 1/13 54

84 U/b 60

TOTAL 2/42 5%

20-25 27 U/13 ,76

58 2/11 77

87 1/5 89

3/29 . 10X ... ..

35-55 . . . 24. 74

91 79

TOTAL

TOTAL 11/115 104

Table 4.11 Extent of Negative Concord

1/6

0/12

0/9

0/3

1/30 3%

1S/2

0/8

U/b

0/13

0/29 - UX

1/1U

0/17

2/8

3/35 94

0/7

0/3

U/1U U4

4/104 44



We can compare this group of VE speakers with other varietierW-English

where the incidence of multiple negation has been tabulated. As can readily be

seen in the list of representative'varieties given in Table 4.12, the low fre-

quency of negative concord compares most closely with wainstream varieties of

English in the continuum o'f variation. .

Puerto Rican English, New York City 87%

Vernacular Black English, New York City 817.

Appalachian English, West Virginia b2%

Northern White Nonstandard English, Detroit. 56%

Pueblo English, New Mexico (Pueblo A) 53%

PueblEnglish, New Mexico (Pueblo B) 34%

Upper Middle Class White English, Detroit 1%

Vietnamese English, Northern Virginia 7%

Table 4.12. Comparison of Extent of Post-Verbal Negative,
Concord for Representative Varieties of English.

In the context ofany discussion of nonstandard patterns, we should mention

the role of ain't as an alternate form for is not, has not, and so on. This

lexical item is perhaps the most widely popular stereotype of nonstandard speech

in American English, even though it has little linguistic significance. While

ain't is'fairly common among a,wide range of varieties, it does not appear to be

a partilliof VE. There were no instances of its usage noted in the corpus under.

discussion. This absence of ain't conforms to the basically s ndard treatment
e

negation in general by these speakers, and in all likelihood is a product of

the same underlying forces.

There is a further class of negative structures that deserve mention. For a

number of speakers in our sample, acquisition of some of the basic grammatical
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patterns o English is still in process. Thus, we note some sentences where the

negation resembles that of stages of acquisition that have been 'identified for

learners of English (Wode 197b), in particular the use of no and not to convey

the negative:

19.a. Vietnamese Communist no like America. -(73:(092))

b. Sometime I not understand the word. (14:7,23)

c. I'm not remember that. (11:7)

f.
Such structures were observed only among speakers with generally lower levels of

proficiency in English and we can with some confidence attribute their

occurrence to language learning processes.

The overall picture for negation among VE speakers, then, is fairly

straightforward. Among those, in the sample who represent the less proficient

speakers of English, negative structures are used which represent prefinal

stages in the mastery of this pattern. When the usage is comparable to that of

native speakers, the 'pattern reflects primarily the standard one. There is a

very low ipcidence of multiple negation in the corpus, and the shibboleth ain't

is absent. Thus, the pattern of negation acquired and being acquired by this

. group of VE speakers for the most part coincides with the prevailing standard.

Adverbial Usage

For some speakers, certain adverbs have extended functions, notably before

and to a lesser extent after. That is, they can be used in a somewhat wider

range of contexts than in Standard English and apparently have a (very roughly

4

stated) general meaning of "in previous time" (before) or "subsequently"

(after). Usage in these extended contexts is illustrated in (20) and (21):

20.a. before they work with just only American people, but now

they work with my' uncle. (b4:9)

b, We live here about three year. before we live about two

blocks from here. (7b:(152))
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2U.c. Before I know Thai language but now I forgot. (27:29)

21.a. We have.to write sentences for each of the words. After, we have

to write the word five times. Then after, on Friday, we do the
.spelling test. (44120)

b. After 1978, UK, they come in, they took all everything from my
house. Then they throw us away. After, we moved out in the

country to buy another house, a small house. That when we wait

there to leave my country. (58:15)

While the meaning of the adverb in each of these cases is clearly related to' its

meaning in a possible standard usage, the context is outside the standard 4*

6

range.

In all varieties of Engish both before and after occur as prepositions with

time-related objects (before the meeting, after Monday) and as conjunctions

introducing clauses (before you leave, after the lights went out). Their use as

adverbs is more restricted; they f011ow what they modify (I never saw them

aeveral_lioura_beforeiattea And. e_aa.ent&allY signify whether, the direc-

tion from the time referenced is toward the past (before) or toward the future

(after).

The expansion of the range of contexts for items, like these adverbs is not

an uncommon parameter along which varieties of a language differ, nor is it unu-

sual in the second language learning situation, where it represents a strategy

of generalization. In the case of these Vh speakers, this'particular instance'

of expansion may also reflect a pattern carried over'from the native language.

In Vietnamese, verbs are. not marked for tense or aspect. Verbs "establish only

the fact that a particular action, series of actions or state of affairs s in

effect. They depend entirely on the linguistic and situational contex for,

their reference to relative time." (Thompson 1965:218) Adverbs cont ibute to

the context which specifies time reference. In VF, tense may be formaclly

unmarked (Chapter Six) and other features may affect the time referenc

mechanisms for these speakers (consonant cluster reduction eliminating a regular past
4
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.tense ending). The extension .of the adverbs ender discussion may in some sense

compensate for the,possible absence of other mechanisms in English for marking

relative time by. contributing information about.. the time reference in effect.

The-pattern of adverbial usage, as a case of somewhat subtle semantie-

variation; would appear to be a candidate for a feature that persists to charac-

terize a developing variety of Vietnamese Engish. The possibility that. it

contributes to time reference in a non-redundant manner adds to this likelihood,

since a prime area for reinterpretationwithin the variety seems to be in tense

marking and related matters. Also, among the group of speakers:Oerviewed here,

we, observed this usage of before .and after by speakers who have been in the U.S.

for seven years and are quite proficient in English (an eleven year old who came

to this country at the age of.four., for example). This would indicate that

language learning may play a role in the origin of the feature, but other fac-

tors must interact when it persists.

We4can only speculate at this point, but it would appear that the area of

tense marking and time reference is particularly subject to persistent variation

from the standard, perhaps as a result of the combination of the native language

influence, the.structure of English, and language. leaning factors. This adver-
-,

bial usage then would.be best viewed as.one.manifestation of that tendency that

may, along with certain others, persist as as characterizing feature of the

variety.

Sentence Structure

There are several aspects of the basic sentenge structure of English which

exhibited variation within this sample of VE speakers. In each case, the amount

and range of variation are not very extensive; but each will be briefly

described here.
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\The first feature, subject,a sence, ffects a wide range of sentence types.

For some speakers, it is not necessary to\specify overtly the subject in every

instance where\Standard English would call\for it. In most of the cases

'observed, however, the identity of the subject was easily retrievable from the

immediately surrounding context. Consider the utterances in (22):

22.a. When I mow the lawn, and I ask my neigtibor, if need, will
do for him, (24:6)

b.- On Tet my /children stay home, no go to school: (32:12)

c. I like B- ny Hill because funny. (73:(381))

d. In my Em ily don't have that problem. (73:21)

In each example, t e subject that is omitted has been previously identified, and

the 'relationship i fairly clear.

The tendency omit subjects may have its roots in a basic feature of

tionals.tyle.,t.which_invoives "relatively shut sentences,_ a

predominance of cl eses consisting of predicates alone" (Thompson 1965:306).

In addition, "the ategory of person is nearly optional. The speaker needn't

indicate if he ref rs to himself, his listener or another person" (Thompson,

1965:306). In an example cited in the literature 'cm Vietnamese, the English

sentence If ou wan to.know whether ou won or lost ou have to o ask is

. . . _

translated literally from its Vietnamese equivalent as Want to kndw won lost
,

have to go ask (Thom son 19651230. We can thus speculate that the VE /speakers

who omit subjects do o priMarily. when there is no question about identity and
O

that this tendency is reinforced 'by a Vietnamese language pattern.

The second feature\we will deal with here concerns the form of various types

of subordinate clauses. Among the speakers inour sample, there are a number of

instances where verb complements, adverbial clauses; and relative clauses are

In some cases the complementizeri, relativizer, ormarked in a'nonstandard bray.
r

A
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adverbial conjunction is omitted,-as in (23); in others, one is used nonstan-

dardly, as in (24).

Theidan't nee (32:5)

b. It you want buy something, you ask them.066:.(1135))

c. There's a man come and shoot him. (34:3)

d. Maybe there is people can got but for like half, I don't
think they could go. (69:19)

.

e. I don't know they-still have it Or not. (7c7:6)

f. I-don't know it's real or not. (9:23)

24.a. They wouldn't make us to go back and to stay there. (28:19)

b. If they tell me to, you have to do 'this, you cannot to do that,

and I don't know how to do An4_01Py let me to do it my.

way. (52:9)

c. Their parent won't let their doing anything. k27:22)

In all of the ca s, the clauses and basic structure's are well-formed; %that .

makes the structure nonstandard is the usage (or omission) of a grammatical par-

(complementizer and so on) which. is a formal marker of the particular

subordination process involved.

The mechanics of subordination in English are quite complex, with patterns

including verb and noun complementation (I want to got; I made them wait; the

.... . .

idea that I'm happy is crazy illustrate just a few of the types), relativization

(TA book whichI read), and the formation of adverbial clauses (I'll walk if

it doesn't rain; I'll go when the time is right). There.are a n mber of dif-

ferent structural patterns and grammatical markers whose usage must be sorted

out in order for a speaker to produce standard subordinate structures in

English. It would appear that the speakers under consideration here do not

have all the complexities sorted out, at least not in a standard way. The

underlying basis for the. nonstandard usage in this case, then, would most likely

.
lie in the formal complexity of thit particular area of the English language.
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Because the patterns of English are especially intricate when it comes to com7

bining clauses, those from other native-language backgrounds tend to have dif-

ficul with various details of the patterns :of subordinate constructions (Burt

and Kip rsky 1972).

Final y, we should mention the formation of indirect questions,. In English,
.

questions a e typically formed by moving an auxiliary to the front of the sen'

tence, so tha\ the direct question counterpart of It is raining becomes Is it

raining? When k question word, such as who or when, is involved, both the

question word and the auxiliary move, as in Who were they chasing? In indirect

questionstLhowever, this inversion does not take place. Instead, the question

word, or the conjunctions if/whether are used and the declarative word order is

retained. Thus, we have the indirect question forms She asked. if (whether)

is raining and He wondered who they were cbasing.

Occasionally, the VE speakers in our sample form indirect qu6stions

according to the direct question rule. This means that the auxiliary and

questiorOword are moved to. the front Of the clause and the conjunctions

if/whether are not used, as in tale examples in (25):

25.a. I don't know how long is it..(16:6).. . .

b. I don.'t know. what's that. (9...26).

c. She asked me can she eat cause in my country you have to
be polite. L33:29)

In some cases, a contracted auxiliary co- occurs with a verb form, where the

auxiliary is not do, as in (26):

26.a. I don't know where's my dad work either. (33:28)

b. I know "Sung", what's that mean, and "Hu",:, what's

that mean. (47:1)

The- formation of indirect questions as in (25). involves a regularization of the

I
rules for forming questions, so that the same rules apply whether a que6tiod is

$.1
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direct or indirect. The regularization occurs ip a number of varieties of

English, mostly non-mainstream varieties, but.it has been observed in the casual

speech of some standard English speakers.

It is possible, then, that the usage of these regularized indirect questions

by VE speakers reflects an influence of, other varieties of English. Supporting
is

evidence for this explanation can be found in the fact that most of the instan-

ces of this feature'were observed in the speech of subjects in the two younger

age groups (10-12 and 15-18 years of age). These groups, because of the effects

of the school situation as well as their greater susceptibility to language

influences, can be expetted to show a greater degree of influence from neigh-

boring EngliSh varieties. For the youngest group in particular, however, the

influence,may well be from native speakers whose indirect questions are still

developing, since the non-inverted form of this structure can emerge relatively

late, in the order of acquisition of (standard) adult features. An alternative

expl

indi

nation must of course be recognized as well--that the nonstandard form of

ect questions is yet another instance of thelanguage learning strategy of
4.m.

vergeneralization. We will not attempt to argue in detail. for any single

explanation and. we can simply observe.that the low.frequency of this construc-
,

tion and the general orientation of these.. speakers toward standard patterns make 4
*

it most"likely that the standard form of indirect ,questions will dominate in the

developing° VE variety.

Summary

This survey of se ected grammatical characteristics of VE has examined

features of the noun.phr' se, verb phrase and sentence structure which diverge

from the patterns of Standard English. Many of the structures have apparent

sources in factors related to the second language learning situation, and there

is evidence of transfer from the native language background in some cases as
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well. The overall picture that derives froM those descriptions suggests a

complex interplay of forces molding a developing variety 0f _English. We ill

return to examine a single grammatical feature unmarked tense, more compkehen-

sively in a later chapter in an attempt to unravel the underlying influences
/0'

that affect a particular'area of usage. The sampling of grammatical feature's of

VE described in this chapter. provides the first stage in our linguistic charap-

terization of the variety.

IP
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CHAPTER FIVE

Selected Structures of Vietnamese English:

Phonological Characteristics

In the previous chapter, we focused on the grammatical characteristics of

VE. In this chapter; we turn our attention to the phonological characteristics

of the emerging variety of English. Some of the phonological characteristics of

VE are among the most socially obtrusive features of the variety and the cumu

lative effect of various kinds of phonological divergence may be quite silniff

cant. Although the pdtential sources of divergence in phonology match thOsfp
f

\
discussed for grammar, the role of transfer seems to be much more salient in

phonology. For this reason, our approach will rely to a large extent on hiiir

lighting me of tht differences between the target and source language phono

logical systems as a basis for understanding VE phonology.

Sound systems may differ along several different dimensions of organization.

One dimension on which they may differ is,the basic units of contrast employed

in the system. Given the wide array of human speech sounds available for

language use, languages are selective in which sounds are chosen and how they

are utilized in a contrastive way within the language. For example, English
.

uses the sounds /i/ and /I/ to contrast items such as beat and bit whereas

Vietnamese does not,'using only /i/ contrastively. We may thus say that there

is a basic difference in /i/ and /I/ in English which is unmatched in

Vietnamese.

A second dimension along which systems may differ concerns the basic

sequencing patterns of contrastive units. Sound units do not occur in isola

tion, and the ways in which the units are coMbined in syllables and/or words is

an important dimension of their patterning. Thus, both English and Vietnamese
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have contrastive unity represented as /8/ and /t/, but English allows /sY and

/t/ to combine at both the beginning or end of a syllable as at (e.g.. stop,

still, west, cost) whereas Vietnamese does not. The difference in this case

does not reside in the contrastive units but in the permissible sequences of

units within the language. Because the distributional dimensions are often

defined in terms of the sequencing of units with a syllable they are sometimes

)

referred to as syllable structure differences.

A third level of difference does not involve the segments themselves, but

the simultaneous dimensions of production that may be superimposed upon the

sequences of consonants and vowels. These are the so-called suprasegment4s,

and refer to phenomena such as pitch and stress. For example, jt is well-known

that in Vietnamese, the same sequence of consonants and vowels pay differefitiate

words solely on the basis of a-difference in pitch contour. Thus, a sequence

such as ma may actually have six different meanings based on relative pitch con-

tour. Because of this Vietnamese is known as "tone" language. English,, on the

other hand,ohas no significant pitch contour differentiating individual words.

(It is, therefore, not a tone language). English, however, does have a system

of pitch contours over phrases or words used to indicate certain basic sentence
.

. .

types (e.g. ,declarative versus question) and speaker moods (e.g. certainty ver-

sus uncertainty), but this "intonation" system is quite different from a tonal

system affecting individual-wards: Vietnamese also has an intonational system

covering the overall structure of sentences, but it is not to be confused with

its tonal system that can differentiate individual items. Suprassgmental

characteristics may also involve matters of syllable prominence, in which one

syllable is given more "stress" than another. Thus, for example, English dif:-

ferentiates the noun and verb use of permit on the bast's of its stress (e.g. He

will permit the departure versus He has a permit to depart.) Stress differences
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are considered along with tone differences and intonational differences as an

aspect of suprasegmental differences between languages.

In our overview of VE phonology, dthall discuss it primarily in terms of

the dimensions of contrastive units and,syllable structure. This is simply due

to our current stage of description, and demonstrates a traditional bias toward

describing segmental units before suprasegmental ones. Generally speaking, in a

language such as English, segmental dimensions are

thanCsuprasegmental ones in their potential effect

considered more important

on overall comprehension,

although there is no ample proof that this is necessarily the case. However, in

this account,. we follow the traditional priorities for presentation.

Although we separate our discussion into syllable structure .processes and

contrastive units, there are obvious cases in-which one dimension,impacts upon

the other. In fact', one of the reasonsa we discuss syllable structure processes

initially is because certain considerations of sequencing enter into our

understanding of how different contrastive units, may be manifested in VE.

4110

Syllable Structure Differences

A number of the characteristics of VE phonology derive from the way,in which

various combinations of consonants and.vOWeld*Msiy form syllables and words. As

a starting point; 'we can observe that.theie'are rather dramatic ways in which

Vietnamese and English differ from each other 14n this regard. For example,

English has a variety of consonants which can cluster at the beginning of a

syllable, including two (bread, please, stop) and three consonants (splash,

'street, spring) combinations, whereas Vietnamese does not typically have initial

clusters. The same can be said for syllable-final position, where English has

as fairly wide array of clusters and Vietnamese does not permit them.

A cursory comparison of the syllable structure of Vietnamese and English is

sufficient for us to predict that a speaker whose first language is Vietnamese
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may depart from standard English production in same rather important ways. The

syitems are quite dissimilar, and we can naturally expect that certain charac-

A
teristics of Vietnamese will be transferred into the emerging variety of VE.

Simple prediction of language transfer, however, has important limitations given

a number of other considerations that come into play in second langutig

tion (cf. Richards 1974). 'Thus-,-our following discussion is based solely on the

observed characteristics of VE found in our sample of speakers here, not on a

predictive base. This observed base for our description does not, however, deny

the important role that language transfer obviously his in the current variety

of VE, and we shall seize upon differences in the contrastive units of

Vietnamese and.English at many points to explain observed characteristics of VE.

Many of the characteristics might have been predictable based on a "contrastive

analysis", but bherh are also a number of features which' demonstrate the impor-

tance of using an empirical base for description as we have done here.

In our ensuing presentation we shall not doCument all characteristics of the

phonology according to the specific subjects in the sample; nonetheless, it is

essential to note that'all of the characteristics included here have been

thoroughly dOcumented in the speech of at least, several subjects.

Final Clusters: 'Compared with many languages. of the world, English has a

relatively full set of consonant sequences in syllable and word-final position.

For example, it has a ,fairiy complete set of clusters which end in a stop,

including a nasal+stop (e.g. find, sink), fricative+stop (e.g. left, west), and

stop+stop (e.g. act, apt). It als#has:a number of clusters which involve a

final fricative such, as a stop+fricative (box, lapse, eighth) liquid (1, r)

+fricative (e.g. elf, health, curse), or nasal+fricative (e.g. tense, month,

lymph). And, there are a number of combinations which may result in three con-

sonant sequences (e.g. attempt, alps)i especially when a suffix is Added to a

t
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form (e.g. asked, jumps, length). We have already mentioned that Vietnamese

only has a restricted scat of consonant singletons in final position, thus

creating great dissimilarity between the systems. No doubt, this significant

difference is, to a large extent, responsible for some important ways in'which

There are three basic ways in which the final consonant clusters of VE may

differ from the standard English pronunciation. In. the most typical pattern,

the first member of the cluster is retained and the final member is lost, thus

giVing items such as tes' for test, sik for six and chanl for change. Much less

VE departs from the,,standard English system.

fiequently, the final member of the cluster is retained and the initial member

is absent, giving items such as jut for just, chage for,change, or fat for fact.

Even less frequently, the complete cluster is absent, so that there are occa-

sional cases of te"for test or 'fa' for fact.

It should also be mentioned herb that cluster combinations may be modified'

as a result of other processes operating on members of the cluster. Thus, the 1

and r of clusters such as help or course may be absent (resulting in heti) and

cou'se respectively), but this is related to the process affecting r and 1

following vowels rather than a process affectir4/ the final clusters per se.

In describing the development of VE phonology, it is essential to

distinguish between two different types of final clusters. One type, as men-

tioned above, affects those clusters that end in a stop, such as find, test, and

act. Following the analysis of clusters set forth in Wolfram and Fasold'

(1974:13O), it is also necessary to qualify these clusters as sharing the

feature of voicing. That is, both members of the cluster are either voiced

(find, cold) or voiceless (fact, test). Clusters in which one member is voiced

and one voiceless (e.g. colt, drink) tend to operate more like the second type

of cluster we will describe. The clusters ending in a stop contrast with those
4
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that end in a fricative of some type, which may be preceded by a stop (e.g. six,

lapse), nasal '(e.g. sense,month) or liquid such_as r and 1 (e.g. curse, elf).

Reduction of the first type of cluster is quite pervasive and persistent in.VE,

and is found in those speakers who have otherwise acquired fairly standard

EngliSh phonology. Thus, both those who. have been here 1-3 years and those who

have been here 4-7 years have persistent'production of forms such as col' for

cold, fin' for find, and so forth. On the other hand, the production of six as

sik or sense as sen is more restricted to those who are in the incipient stages

of learning English' Thus, it is not typically found in those who have a more

developed version of VE. For example; consider the following table, in which we

have tabulated the'incidence of cluster reduction for 16 selected speakers

representing the different age groups and lengths of residency. For final stop

clusters, tabulaeions were only made when the following word did not begin with

a consonant (i.e. a vowel'as in test area or end of an utterance as in test),

since reduction before a following consonant is a regular part of casual spoken

standard Englis1 (e.g. tes' case or fin' three are common in the spoken informal

standard English). No' more than 20 examples of each potential cluster type are

taken for each Speaker.

Table 5.1 justifies our conclusion that cluster reduction involving final

stops is a persistent characteristic of VE, whereas cluster reduction with final

non-stop clusters is not. The younger Speakers, and those who have been here

4-7 years, typically manifest a considerable amount of reduction for final stop

clusters while avoiding other kinds of cluster reduction. Thus, the one type of

reduction.geems to have stabilized as a characteristic of VE phonology whereas

the other type represents an obvious transitional stage in the VE system.

We have limited our discussion above to those cases of syllable-final

clusters that end a word. There are also clusters that may occur within a word
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Non-Stop Stop
Clusters Clusters

,Age Subject
Group Number .' No.RedYT % No.Red/T %

10-12

15-18

20-25

35-55

19-12

15-18

20 -25

5 -55

33' 6/20 3b.0 14/20"

.34 0/16 0.0
1.

18/20

39 '3/17 17.6 13/14

47 11/20 55.0 17/20

27 .11/20 55.0 17/20

58 11/20 55.0 17/18

24 3/20 45.0 . 10/16

91 1/20 50 18/20

(a) 1 3 years residency

19 0/20 '0.0 11/20

42 0/19 0.0 10/20

29 0/20 0.0 13/18

50 0/20 0.0 17/20

77 3/20 15.0 14/20

89 3/20 15.0 19/20

74 8/20 40.0 18/20

79 10/20 50.0 13/15

(b) 4 - 7 years residency

70.0

90.0

92.9

85.0

85.0

94.4

83.3

90.0

55.0

50.0

72.2

35.0

70.0

95.0

90.0

86:7

Table 5.1 Comparison of Reduction for Final Non-Stop Clusters
and Stop Clusters by Age and Length of Residency
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and across syllable boundaries, and these may also be reduced. Thus, we may get

items such as esplain for explain, mysery for mystery or fision for fiction.

Such examples demonstrate that some cluster reduction can. be extended across

different syllables as well as within a particular syllable, although these

cases are not nearlylgs frequent as those within a Single syllable.

Most of our examples thus far have involved cases where tillte cluster com-

prises a single item, but there are also"CaSes that may involve a cluster formed

by the addition of a gtammatical suffix. For example, miss does not involve .a

cluster, but the addition of the -ed results in cluster [mist]; similarly, 'run

does not involve a cluster, but the addition of -s results Wtiie [ranz]. Since

VE also has.processes that may eliminate such endings for grammatical reasons

completely apart from phonological ones, it stands. to reason that the incirdence

of reduction in thebe cases is-generally higher than'thode which involve only a

phonological basis. Thus, reduction in an item such as miss' for missed or run

for-runs is typically more frequent than an item such as wes' for west or sen'
4

for sense. In the former case, the phonological and grammatical processes may

converge to result in the form whereas in the latter case only a phonological

process is involved. The relationship between "inherent" clusters and
. .

"sufflxial" clusters found here is quite different from that often found for
. . .

native speaker dialects of English (cf. buy 1977, Wolfram and Fasold 1974; Baugh

1979), but it is )quite reasonable when the additive effectsof independent

phonological and grammatical processes are considered.

Initial Clusters. English also has a fairly extensive get of syllable-initial

consonant clusters, including both two member and three member sets. Although

modifications of these initial clusters are not near* as frequgnt as syllable-

!inal cluster simplification in VE, there are, nonetheless, a number of dif-

ferent variations that may occur. These are best discussed by the cluster type.



st:

There are several major types of clusters involving two member clusters in

initial position. One of these involves s plus a stop or nasal, as in skate,

spot, state small, or snake. Typically, these are modified by those speakers

who are in the initial stages of learning English, and none of the variant pro-

ductions is apparently stabilizing as a persistent feature of the system. The

predominant variant for these forms involves the reduction of the first member

of the. cluster, giving 'kate, 'pot, 'tate, 'mall, or 'nake. Overall the inci-

dence of these productions is not high, but is more likely to occur in the

s+stop clusters than the s+nasal clusters. A less frequent production involves

the absence of the stop member of the cluster, giving sate for skate Or sot for

spot. We have not found any examples of stall for small or stake for snake. It

is also possible that a vowel may be inserted tween the members of the

cluster, giving something likesuhkate fOr skate or 'uhmull for small, but we

have only come across isolated instaices of this modification in the corpus.
cd

Another major type of two-member clusters in English involves a stop or fri-

cative plus liquids 1 and r, as in please, slow, breath; free, glow, grow and

so forth. The most typical variant production of these standard English

clusters in VE is Iheir production without the second member of the cluster,

giving f'ee for free, beath for breath and so forth. The absence of r is more

frequent than the absenge of 1 in these cases, altho h neither seems to be par-

ticularly high given the fact that Vietnamese does not have such clusters.

There are also occasional instances of initial consonant absence in these

clusters, such as grammar for grammar or 'row for grow; these are more frequent

with the back stops g. and k than with other consonants but there are isolated

cases involving non-back consonants such as 'reedom for fr edom.

English also has a restricted set of initial consonants that can be, followed

by y_ or w, as in music [myuzlk] or quick [kwlk], and these y also be reduced
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by eliminating the L or w, \(e.g. music or q'ick). The loss'Of the Lin a

cluster can occur elsewhere\as well, so that comm(y)unist is produced as

communist or comm(y)ute asicoWute. With w, we have several instances of w

retention when EL is involved, giving 'wam for Guam.

Finally, there are cases of three consonant sequences, all of which involved

an_faitial s plus a stop,_g,t, or k, followed by r, w, or 1 (e.g. splash,

squks50V street). These three consonant sequences involve the kinds of produc-

tions discussed with reference to two consonant clusters and as expected, allow

more variant forms. Thus, the production of the skw cluster in squeeze in a

reading passagefor this study took the following variants: 'kweeze, sweeze,

skeeze, and ksqueeze. Only the final example, which fieems related to a hyper-

4
correction in the reading of the item, would not lole predictable, based on our

presentation of two'- member productions above. These variant productions also

illustrate the fact that different speakers may take slightly different roads in

their modification. Of initial cluster13within VE.

Final Consonant Deletion. Final consonant clusters are not the only final

segments that may be modified VE. Single final consonants max, also be

affected by prbtesses that differentiate VE froth its standard English counter-

p One of'the essential processes 'affecting these "singletons" is simple,

deletion, in which the final consonant is absent. Thus, we may get items such

.as bi' for big, cau' for cause, dow' for down and so forth. The absence of

final singletons is no doubt related to the fact that Vietnamese, has a rela-
A

tively restricted set of consonants occurring finally, namely, the nasal con-

sonants and voiceless stops, 5 t, and k.

However, it is noteworthy that in VE the final consonant deletion process

can be quite general, and include even those consonants that might be found

finally in Vietnamese. The patterri of absence in this case does not simply
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ifollow the expectation set up ,by a "contrastive analySis". Thus, we may get

final nasals arid final 15 t, or k of English deleted so that we find instances

s.

of fu' for fun, coal for coat, and loo'-for look among the examples of final .

0
consonant absence. In most instances, we may expect deletion among these con-

sonants having correspOnding segments min Vietnamese to have a lower incidence of

deletion than those where there is no corresponding consonants.(e.g. final n

deletion is less frequent than final s deletion). In the case of final nasals,

deletion of the final'nasal is often compensated for by the retention of a nasal

vowel. T1111g4 an item such as. fu' for fun would have a nasal vowel segment much..

as it is used in French [f$]. The use of this nasalized vowel may, in fact, be

related to the familiarity that many speakers have had with French as a second

language.

Although some peakers have fairly extensive final consonant deletion, it is

typically a variabl phenomenon. That is, tometimes the final segment is_there,

and sometimes. it is not, so that a speaker may use both ma' and make productions

for the item on diffe'rent occasions. For example, consider the following

distribution of final d absence as revealed by 16 selected speakers for whom we

have tabulated up to 25 instances of final d in items such as good, road, bread,

and so forth. In this table (5.2), the instances of final consonant deletion
. . .

are, distinguished on the basis of whether they are followed by consonant.(e.g.

good man, bad sore) or non-consonant (e.g. good apple, bad).

The figures in Table 5.2 clearly demonstrate that final consonant deletion

is a va able but persigtent feature of VE. And for all speakers, the incidence

of deletion is greater when followed by a consonant than when it is not. This

stands to reason since c4sual standard English allows some deletion of final

consonants when followed \by consonants, so that it is not particularly obtrusive

to produce good boy as go 'boy or bad guy as ba'guy. As a final consonant, d
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1-3 Years

RESIIANCY

4-7 Years

Non C C, Non C

Age. Sub,. Abs/T Abs/T ibt 2 H Subj Abs/T

28.0 19 1/1833 3/15 . 4/10 7/25

10-12

34. \ 1/15 3/10. 4/25

15-18 32 3/16 1/9 4./25

47 2/15 1/10 3/25

i-L 20-25
P:

'

3/16 5/9 8/25

....4

58
-,. 6/11 1/3 7,/14

.

24 2/11 0/5 2/16 :

35-55 .

91. 4/14 8/11 12/25,

TPTALS

TABLE

Li 0

22.0

16.0 42 0/4 r

16.0 29 5k12

14.0

12.0
§.2.

2/19

32,0 77 0/9

41.0

50.0 89 5/11

12.5 74 2/8

30.3
48.0 .. 79 4/14

Twe

24/113 21/67 47/180 19/95

S
21.2% 34.3% 26.1%

20.0%

Absence of Phial Lexical 4,ollowed by Non-Consonant and Consonant

C

Tot %

16.0

MAbsiT

3/7 4/25

q)
19.1

4/14 4/18 22.2

8/11 13/23 56.5

42.1

5/6 7/25 28.0

4/16 4/25 16.0

32.0

7/14 12/25 48.0

2/8 25.0

323
.6/11 10/25' 40.0

37/79 56/174

46.8% 32.22



probably stands in the middle range of the final consonant deletion process,

with segments such as nasals deleted considerably less but final segments such

As f or v deleted more.

In addition to the deletion of final consonants, some speakers may insert a

schwa-like vowel following the consonant, to retain a simple consonant -vowel

sequence. Thus, we get utterances like havuh four for have four or likuh the

for like the. This particular characteristic, which may resulterom a type of

overlearning focused on retaining final consonants, is idiosyncratic and some

speakers use it a great deal whi others do not use it at all. Furthermore,

the inserted vowel tends to be restricted to certain vocabulary items, such as

have or like. These items typically contain final segments fairly susceptible

to final consonant deletion in VE, so that they are more likely, to be focused

upon in the langua& iea ning situation.

Final Devoicing.. Final consonant singletons may not only be affected by the

deletion process; those conso ants (other than nasals) that are retained are

often produced as a voiceless ognate of their English voiced counterpart.

Thus, final), d, z, and j ma be produced as 15 t, k, e, and ch respec-

tively, as in top for rob, roat f r road, piek.for.pig)-dose for doze, and lech

for ledge. Thrs'devoicing proCess is'obviolisly related to the fact that

Vietnamese does not permit'voiced consonants (other than nasals) in word-final

position.

wo observations on the phonetic character of those final voiceless

correspondences should be made. First, it is noted that the final voiceless

consonant is usually cut off quite abruptly and momentarily not released.

Phonetically, these are the so-called "unreleased" stops. In English, final

stops are often unreleased when they conclude an utterance, but this charac-

teristic is more widespread in VE. In some instances, the cut-off of the

1
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10

consonant may actually occur as an abrupt momentary closure of the vocal bands

'nown as a "glottal stop" This glottal stop, phonetically represented as [?],

is found in stereotypical production of New York bottle as bo?1 or button as

ban but is also quite common16f.-infOrmal lAndard-En lIish promotion of t at

the end of an utterance. Thus, in VE, it is possible to get pig as pi? or bad

as ba?. A trained phonetician should be able to distinguidll a glottal stop from

a final unreleased stop reliably, but this difference may not be as readily per-

ceived by an untrained ear.

Devoicing is a process that interacts with final consonant deletion, since

devoicing obviously cannot take place on consonants that are deleted. In this

light, we can add the.category of devoicing to our tabulation of d (Table 5.2)

as an illustration of a final consonant singleton under modification in VE.

Thus Table 5.3 contains the incidence of final devoicing'and deletion for final

d. For our purposes here, unreleased t and glottal stop are considered as a

single category of devoicing.

Devoicing is shown to be a quite active process on the basis of Table 5.3.

Interestingly, it is shown to be more prominent than deletion for those in the

1-3 year residency group, whereas it is less frequent than deletion for the 4-7

year group. These figures caution us against concluding that devoicing.is an
.

. . . .

acquisitional step beyond deletion. At least for d, devoicing may be a more

basic step in the developing system A VE phonology than deletion.

The operation of both devoicing and deletion show that final voiced con-

sonants are quite susceptible to modification in VE. For the 1-3 year group,

almost three-quarters of all final d's are modified in one way or another, with

preference for devoicing. For the 4-7 year group approximately one-half of
4
all

final d's are modified, with a slight preference for absence. While other
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1-3 Years

AGE Sub j. Del.

33 7

10-12
34 4

3

39 4

15-18
47 3

27 8

20-25

58 7

o

i-
..-P-

24 2

Q 35-55
91 12

Totals 47

% Del.

28.0

16.0

16.0

12.0

32.0

50.0

11.8

48.0

26.0

Dev. % Tot/Mod.

RESIDENCY

% Subj. Del. %

4-7 Years

Dev. .0 Tot/Mod.

8 40.0 15/25 60.0 19 4 16.0 1 4.0 5/25 p 20.0

4 16.0 8/25 32.0 42 ,. 4 22.2 /1 5.6 5/18 27.8

9 36.0 13/25 52.0 29 13 56.5 0 0.0 13/23 56.5

21 84.0 24/25 96.0 50 ' 7 28.0 5 20.0 12/25 48.0

12 48.0 20/25 80.0 77 4 16.0 5 20.0 9/25' 36.0

3 21.4 10/14 71.4 89 11 44.0 9 36.0 20/25 80.0

12 70.6' 14/17 82.4 74 2 25.0 2 25.0 4/8 50.0

3 15.0' 15/25 60.0 79 10 40.0 13 52.0 23/25 92.0

72 39.8' 119/181 65.7 55 31.6 36 20.7 91/174 52.3

TABLE 5.3 Incidence of Devoicing and Absence for Final Lexical d
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consonants may show differing frequency levels of modification, the results

point to the strength of the final consonant modification pattern in VE.

Basic Contrastive Units

In the previous section, we viewed the characteristics of VE from the

perspective of tht syllable. Processes related to the structure of the syllable.

obviously account fora number of the distinct characteristics of the system.

But there are also a number of characteristics that relate more directly to the

basic inventory of sound contrasts. These contrasts may be affected by con-

siderations of the sequencing of sounds, but they are derived pltimately from

hbw sounds have been employed within a basic inventory of contrasting units.

In presenting our considerations of sound inventory, we have organized the

discussion on the basis of various- "natural classes" of sounds. This is in

keeping with a perspective in which sound systems are viewed as sets of

contrasts among classes of sounds. Thus, our typical presentation groups

together sets of sounds that tend to operate alike in their role within the

overall system. While we organize our discussion on the basis of various

natural classes of sounds, we have attempted to avoid some of the more tech-

nichl descriptive terminology often associated Witfi such an approach. This

approach is adopted here in order to Timiciiiie-the usefulness of the discussion

for both professional linguists and language practitioners. Professional

linguists should be able to provide appropriate formalism based on the infor-

_mati4mLluxmdAigel-ln-our-prose-Taccuunt";-Vhile practitioners ,should be able to

acquire basic information about the system of contrastive units that can be used

to guide educational considerations.

The Sibilant Sounds: s,z,ph,zh, 1_, and ch. The sounds of s,z,sh,zh,j, and ch

afe sometimes considered as a natural class because they all involve production
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A

in which air escapes through a narrow trough formed by grooving the tongue.

Within this "s-like", or technically, "sibilant" sound class, some sounds are

much more divergent in VE than others, no doubt related to the nature of the

Vietnamese sound system.

The least problematic of the sounds seems to be the s. Except for occa-

sional use of z for s between vowels (e.g. racing as razing or facing as

fazing), s is only affected by more general syllable structure processes men-

tioned previously. Thus, in final position, s may be deleted (e.g. race as ra'

or box as bok') but this is related to syllable 'structure processes rather than

the s correspondence per se. In the case of an item such as ra' for race, it is

affected by syllable-final consonant deletion, and in the case of box

(phonetically ks), it is apparently affected by consonant cluster reduction. A

similar situation eXists for r for most ,speakers. There-is extensive final

devoicing of z to s (e.g. faze as fase, breeze as breese), along with some final

deletion (e.g. breeze as bree' or prize as pri'), but this is typically related

to the more general ,syllable structure processes than the individual z sound.

The various s for z productions are clearly not as socially obtrusive as some

other aspects of sibilant productions.

The sibilant sounds produced further back in the mouth (the front of the
. . . _

palate as opposed to the ridge behind the teeth) tend to be much more divergent

in VE than s or z. Sounds such as sh ih ship or wish, zh in pleasure or rouge

and- 1 -in judge or badge are particularly susceptible to divergence. The ch of

.church is only problematic in certain positions since it parallels a sound unit

in Vietnamese which is a rough approximate phonetically. The sh sound is often

produced as an s, giving sip for ship, Englis for English, and fasion for

fashion. Some speakers are much more prone to use the s for sh rendering than

others with comparable exposure to English, perhaps related to the dialect of
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Vietnamese spoken as a first language (some dialects of Vietnamese are reported

to have a sh sound while others do not). It should also be noted that there

are speakers who will even'occasionally use a sh for an English s, producing see

as she or sin as shin. These occasional renderings seem attributable to a type

of "over-correction" of the English s/sh distinction. In this overcorrection, a

concerted effort to.produce the English target of sh leads to the extension of

sh beyond those contexts where it is appropriate in the target language; hence,

we have some production'of sh for s. It should also be mentioned here that some

speakers seem to prefer a ch production of English sh in word-initial position,

thus producing ship as chip: or shoe as chew.

The voiced cognate of sh in English is the zh found it items like pleasure

and usually. As with sh, it can be fronted to the z position, so that usually

is rendered as uzually or pleasure as pleazure. Since the zh sound in English

is relatively restricted in its occurrence, the use of z for zh is clearly not

as obtrusive as the s or ch for sh.

As mentioned above, ch does not typically pose a problem at the beginning of

a word, but in medial, and final position it has several alternate productions.

The most common alternates for ch in these positions are sh or s so that much

may be produced as mush or mus or rich as rish or ris. The voiced cognateof

ch, 1_, has a number of different phonetic productions possible, dependent upon

the position in the word, and, to some extent, the individual, speaker. In ini-

tial and medial position, ch or zh are found, so that junior may be produced as

chunior or zhunior. Some speakers may also use Lin initial position, so that

jail is produced as Vail. We may speculate that the frequency of zh .for j is

due in part to the influence of French, which many of the subjects have been

exposed to fairly extensively in their Vietnamese schooling. The zh sound is

quite common in French, and those who have had extensive exposure to French seem
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to use it more frequently than those who have not had such exposure. In our

sample, this is the two older age groups. This kind,of transfer from a second

language to a third language is not uncommon when the sound involved is not

Se%
found in'the first language but is common in the second one.

In final position, the zh production for .1 will typically become sh because

of devoicing, or, less frequently, become deleted completely, so that age would

be produced as ash or even a'. Fronting of the sh may then render it as ase for

age or wase for wage.

For all of the sibilants described in the above, a glottal .stop or,unre-

leased t may also be found, paTticularly when the item is followed by a vowel.

Thus, teach may be produced something like teat, wage as wate, wish as sit, and

so forth.

As shown above,' there are Ta.number of ways in w

P

ich the different sibilants

may be,rendered in.VE. The particular variant depends upon its intersection

with. syllable structure processes, the level of proficienCY in English, exposure

to other languages such as French, and even the learning process in the case of

"hypercorrections". We may summarize the observed productions in the following
)

chart (Table 5.4), which is organized according to four major positions within a

word: (1) word-initial (e.g.'sin, ship) (2)' inter-vocalic (e.g. racing,

fishing) (3) contiguous to another consonant (e.g. mystery, capture) and (4)

word-final (e.g. catch, fish). In cases where no divergence is typically found,

the standard English, form is given; in other cases it is not given even'though\

the normative_Engliah_praductlon-typicaliy-ftuctUAte-dWiihOther forms. The

null symbol g is used to indicate the absence of the consonant.
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Sibilant

Sound

Ortho-
. graphic Phonetic

Symbol Symbol

z

sh

[z]

[3]

Position in Word

Contiguous

Initial Intervocalic Consonant

s/sh
sip

z
zoo

s/ch
ship

[d3] zh /ch /z /y

just

ch [4] ch/sh

2h2A2.

s/z

fussy

z/s

easy

s/ch/z
fishing

s/0

mystery

Colesville

s/ch/t/0
capture

Final

s/t/0
class

8/Pt
freeze

s/t/0
fish

sh /s /t /,

1usua ly beige

zh/ch zh/z/ch/0 sh/s*/t/0

rigid ledge

ch/sh/s/t ch/sh/s/t sh /s /t /$

catcher culture t watch

7'

Table 5.4 Sibilant Productions in VE

d.

The th Sounds. There are actually two sound segments pelled.with.th in

English. The voiced apico-dental sound occurs in wor s such as the, mother,.and

smooth whereas.,the voiceless counterpart occdY§'Wwbrdd such as think,. ether,

and math (Note-that words such as ether7afiCeitherre differentiated in man

dialects solely on the basis of the voiced or vo eless th.). .Vietnamese does

natilave--either-of-thes-e-s-citinds- so-kt-is-quite ommon for VE speakers to use

variant pronunciations. At the beginning of a word, the stop counterpart is

used, d for voiced th [g] and t for voiceless th [Ell. Thus, words such at; the

and though might be pronounced something like de and dough and think and tick

something like tink and tick. it

In the middle of a word, the stop pronunciations are also quite common ren-

dering items such as mother or either as moder or eider and bathroom or ethe as
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batroom or.eter. Between' vowels as in mother and either, the sound may be

flapped, as in the American Englishlpronunciation of butter or ladder, so that

the th of brother is quite like of the tt of butter.

In final position, there are moue variant pronunciations, although the stop

pronunciations are still possible (e.g. math as mar, smooth as smood). In final

position, the th sounds may be subject to.the general processes that delete

final consonants, so that math might be ma' or smooth smoo'. Absence of any

consonant is particularly common when th is part of a. consonant cluster, so that

month is often produced as mon' and tenth as ten'. In final position, f is

sometimes also found; thus bath and math might be produced as baf and maf

respectively. Due to the complete absence of th in Vietnamese and the limited'

number of items in English which utilize the th sounds, variant, pronunciations

these sounds seetn to be quite persistent in VE.

Another variant for the th sounds found with some speakers is s or z.. This

production seem$ favored at the beginning of a word (zuh for the, sing for

thing) and at the end of a word when f 1 high vowel as Smis for Smith,

wis for 17191.Mostspeakers favor the stop pr ductions for-interdentals over

the s or z, but there is a minority of speaker who use the s and z fairly regu-

larly.

,

We may speculate that speakers more familiar with French as a second
. . _

language are more likely to use the
/
$ and z productions. The various produc-

tions for [e] and [1] are given in. Table 5.5, cording to word-initial, inter-z-'

vocalic, contiguous to a consonant, and word-f nal positions.

Contiguous
Sound Initial Intervocalic Consonant Final

[0] t/s t/s t/O/s t/O/f/s/p

thing nothing arithmetic tooth

[I] d/ Et d/0/z d/z/0

this mother smoothly breathe

Table 5.5 Production of th Sounds in VE
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Due to the fact that most varieties of Vietnamese have both v and f in ini-__

tial.position,. these sounds in this position do not typically diverge from the

standard Erig h production. In medial and final position, however, there are

several'variant pronunciations possible.' in final position, the'sounds are

often omitted, so that items such as five and life my simply .be pronounced

without the final v It is also possible that a final stop,,.b might

occur, giving fipe and lip'e, for five and life. A

In medial position, a stop correspondence also appears so that an item such

as after or laughing might be produced as apter or lauping. Since there are

apparently some dialects of Vietnam* which do not distinguish between f and p.

in any position, we would certainly exP4t that speakers from these dialect

areas would be more prone to use the II for °f correspondence than those speakers

from dialects that bake this distinction.

The Stops: b,d,g, and p,t,k. In English, there is a quite\ symmetrical set of

stops which have fairly parallelTrivileges in terms of where they may occur

within words. Both the voiced stops b, d, and g. and their voiceless cognates,

.2.,
and k, respectively, can occur in initial, medial and fipal position of a

word, and in various combinations of donsonarft Cluitersin these positions.

Vietnamese phohblOgy has a rough app;.Oximition of these English stops but it

differs in two important respects. First of all, the distributional privileges

are different, so that voiced stops.only occur initially whilevofceless stops

occur initially and finally. A second way in which they differ is their phone-
,

tic production. The actual Vietnamese production of both the voiced and voice-
,

less stops is considerably different from English, resulting in pronunciations,

of English which do not match phonetically the native EnglisWspeaker!s'expec-

tation. We shall not concern otrselVes with the technical details of the
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S

'Vietnamese phonetic production, but simply specify the ways in which the Ehglish

production is affected.

At the beginping of a word, voiced stops such as b (e.g. boy, bill) and d'

(e.g. dough, dog) are. often "preglottalized and imploded". The imploded sound

is made by sucking in air as the sound is released.

slight "popping", sound, which is unlike any regular

a

The efftct is a kind of

production used in English.

In English, the air during b, d, and g. is simply exhaled as the sound is

released. Although the initial d and b productions of a VE speaker might be

somewhat differeRt from the comparable sounds in English, there is actually

little confusion with the English correspondences.

The voiceless cognates, j, t, and k are also produced phonetically ,different

from their English counterparts, but these productions can sometimes lead to

perceptual confusion. t and k English are'tYpically produced with

a puff of air upon their release, known as aspiration (Snd,symbolized by a

raised h since the release'is similar to the h sound in an item such as hair).

As it .turns out,

voiceless stops.

aspiration is an important cue for perceptually identifying

The initial voiceless stops in Vietnamese, however, are pro

duced without this aspiration. Because English speakers are so cued to hearing

the aspiration on voiceless stops, they
.

may misclassify a voiceless, unaspirated

stop as a voiced stop. Thus, a Vietnamese English speaker's production of

English puff or toe may strike the English listener as sounding like buff and

doe: In reality, the VE speaker is clearly distinguishing.these items,

the

since

voiced stops may be imploded and the voiceless ones simply unaspirated and

9
non imploded. Despite the reality of the phonetic diStinction, the unaspirated

voiceless stops can be problematic for English listeners, particularly since
,

there are so many words that are distinguished only on the basis of the initial

voiced and voiceless stops (e.g. pie /bye, bee/pea, do/too, tip/dip, etc.)
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The second aspect of stops to be noted is their distributional privileges.
.

. 'Since Vietnamese only has voiceless stops finally, it is typical for VE speakers

to render final voiced stops in English as voiceless, thus producing big as bik,

KO as rop, or God as got. :These voiceless cognates will predominate, although

some speakers will 'occasionally delete final stops completely, rendering his., as

,bi', or God as ga'. The final deletion process for stops, however, is not

nearly 40 active as it is for some other groups of sounds.

Liquids 1 and r. At the beginning of a syllable, VE 1 and r do not differ in

any drastic way from their American Engligh counterparts. Thus, the 1 of items'

...)as lip and late or run and rip are not typically divergent. Only one occa-

sional exception to this observation has been found: two'speakers occasionally

used a dr for the r sequenced that read is dread and write is drite. This

pattern, however, seems to be quite restticted, if not idiosyncratic.

Following a vowel within a syllable, 1 and r are often absent. Thus, ball

or help are produced as ba' and he'p respectively, and ear and cart apk found as-

ca' and ca't respectively. This, of course, is quite like many dialects of

English and is not particularly obtrusive. The stressed r which serves as a

syllable peak in items such as hurt ot.dutse-iS'algo abSent for many speakers so

that these iteiriS'are rendered as hu't'and-CU'Se respectively. Again, this is a

pattern duplicated in some native varieties of English, and has little effect, on

overall commhension. In-items where a word-medial r or 1 is in a position

where it can be interpreted as syllable-initial (e.g. after another consonant

such as only or approach or between vowels as in follow or fairy), the 1 or r is

most frequently present, although there are some instances in which r is absent

in these contexts. The only variationin r production observed in our corpus is

the occasional use of a back uvular trill for r much like the standard French
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production. These rare instances are probably-arributable to the'Speakers'

familiarity with French.

In summary, we can say that VE is much like a number of English "r-less"4

varieties in having r and 1 present at the beginning of a syllable but not

within or at the end of a syllable. Because this pattern fits in with existent

varieties of English, these sounds are among the less socially dbatrusive

aspects characterizing VE.

The Nasals m, n, ng. With several exceptions, the nasal segments of VE are

produced in much the same way as their American English counterparts. Initial m

and n in items such as mom and now are never divergent and only final nasals are

occasionally affected. One different production is the occasional loss of final

m, n, and la so that time, done, and sing might be produced as ti', do' and si'

respectively. This absence is found despite the fact that Vietnamese has these

nasal segments in final position. While the final nasal may be absent, nasali-

zation of the vowel is often indicated, so that an item such as bea' for bean is

differentiated from an item like bee on the basis of the nasalization ([bT] vs,

sus [bi]. The occasional absence with the retention of a nasalized vowel

suggests the-TIOSsibiiit of a French influence here, paiticularly since the

native language-ininifests final segmeritpiesence. We emphasize here that the

final nasal segments are typically present much more than they are absent, and

that final n is typically absent more than final m. Nonetheless, occasional

absence in final position must be recognized, particularly by those in the more

incipient stages of learning English.

A secqnd aspect in which VE may differ from American English is a relatively

minor pattern in which final English la is sometimes produced more like an n.

Some aspects of this difference are quite.similar to the so-called "g-dropping"

found in many casual and/or working class varieties of English, such as sittin'
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for sitting or runnin' for Linning. There are however, two possible ways in

which the VE pattern may differ from other non-mainstream varieties of English.

One is the fact that n for na may occur on stressed syllables (e.g. sin for

sing) as.well as unstrested ones, Several ppeakers also have been found to use

a production of n which is -further back in the mouth, at a position near the

front of the palate rather than the typical -- English position at the ridge behind

the teeth. This may be related to the fact that Vietnamese has a regular'nathi,,

produced at this region, and this nasal has a wider distribution than final ng.

in Vietnamese. It should be noted that this production of n is not particularly'

obtrusive to the normal'English speaker, and generally only noticeable when

examining finerphonetic detail.

Vowels

Most unique dimensions Of vowels in VE are traceable to differences in the

"-Vietnamese and English vowel systems. However, it must be noted that the ways

in which vowel differences are transferred from Vietnamese to VE are not always

direct or predictable; thus, a simple comparison of the systems will not suffice

as the basis for our description. Instead, we must rely upon empirically docu-

mented patterns of usage. Differenced can be fauna botfi in the phonological

units and the'khOnetic production of particular units, although our emphasis

here is on the former cases because they are typically more significant in

language organization.

One vowel contrast affected by differences in Vietnamese and English

contrastive unit§ is that between the high front vowels found in items such as

beat and leave DJ versus that found in bit and live M. Vietnamese does not

use these vowel differences to contrast items, and this lack of contrast is

often transferred to English. In VE, the high front vowel of leave is often

used, so that live is pronounced as leave and busy as beesy. The high vowel is
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favored when the'following consonant is a front consonant such as v or s.. When

the following segment is a back consonant, such ad sh, ch, or k, the lower front

vowel may be used, so that wick for week and rich for reach are not uncommon.

A parallel absence of contrast is found for the high back vowels in items

such as food and Luke [u] versus foot and look [U]. However, the way in which

,apparent transfer from Vietnamese takes place in this instance is somewhat dif-

ferent from the front vowel. Based on the parallel with the front vowels, we

might expect look to be pronounced as Luke, but we have not found this to be ,the

case. Instead, a vowel sound more approximative to filet of luck or but [2] is

-fRound. In reality, the sound is typically produced a little further back in the

mouth than the [2], more like the Vietnamese back unrounded vowel. Most cases

of [u] versus [U] are thus maintained as distinct, but on a slightly different

phonetic basis.

Another vowel contrast varying in VE involves the contrast between that

found in items such as mess and met [c] and mass and mat [e]. While several

options may be open for speakers who do not maintain such a contrast in their

native language, the most frequent production we have found is the [a] of father

in items such as mass and mat. The [a] vowel sound of father has also been

observed in items such as
._ .

money and come. This production is

when the following segment is a nasal, but it has been observed in other con-

apparently favored

texts as well.

One of the more general processes affecting vowels concerns those vowels

that consist of a peak vowel and then a glide to another vowel, the so-called

diphthongs. Characteristic diphthongs are found in items such as time [ai ],

boy [oi], and pound [au], but there are a number of more subtle diphthongs in

English as well. At the end of a word or dyllable, most diphthongs contain both

the peak vowel-end off glide, so that an item such as lie or buy will be produced
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with the regular diphthong expectedln English. However, when followed by a

consonant within a syllable, the glide may be lost. Thus, an item such as time

. may be produced much like Tom and pound much like pond.

,This ungliding process, not only affects the obvious diphthongs of English

mentioned above; it also affects less obvious diphthongs found in items such as

late ([ei]) and boat ([bus). Most English speakers produce these as a

diphthong, producing items such as eight and play with a peak vowel close to

that of met and let and then gliding to a high front vowel (the [i] of meet or

pea). In VE, the regular glide is typically found when these items are not

followed by a consonant within a syllable, as in play and stay, but the glide

may be absent when followed by 'a consonant, as in mate and eight. Thus, an item

like mate may sound something like met or late as let. Items such as boat and

coat may sound something like .(but not identical to) bought and caught or that

in cut or bus. Because the ungli process affects a relatively wide range of

vowels, it can be quite significant for some speakers of VE, although ungliding

typically fluctuates with'the regular glided diphthongs. expected in standard

English.

Summary

Our surverof 'phonological characfeiiiitica has been quite selective, and

there are many additional characteristics that we might have included in our

discussion. Nonetheless, we have seen that there are a number of points at

which the sound systems of Vietnamese and English are in sharp conflict. Most

of the characteristics of VE are the direct or indirect result of this conflict

in the systems. In most cases, the Vietnamese phonological system was well

established and habituated before the English system was ever introduced. Thus,

virtually all the characteristics of VE phonology are'related to the ,second

language status of English. As new generations within the community are exposed
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to English phonology, many' of these characteristics described here will dis-
#

appear. At that point, we can look at the vestiges of VE phonology that may

take on the kind of permanence we expect of a genuine "dialect" of English.

Severalof the potential phonological candidates for such permenance have been

'suggested in this discussion, but only succeeding generations can truly deter-

mine which ones, in fact, become entrenched as a substratal phonological effect

from Vietnamese on a continuing version of VE.

7 1
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CHAPTER SIX

Unmarked Tense in Vietnamese English

Introduction

In the previous chapters we provided an overview of a number of grammatical

and phonological features of VE. In this chapter, we select one prominent

characteristic of VE and analyze it in some detail. This investigation will

d.emQnstrate the complexities involved in sorting out the dynamics of the

emerging VE system. Although there are a number of structural characteristics

that'might have been chosen for this dttailed analysis, unmarked tense appears

to be an ideal candidate for this kind of consideration. Of all the structural

categories involved in learning Engl'sh as a second langUage, few figure more

prominently than the English tense system. For researchers, it is an essential

structure for,understanding the dynamics of L2 acquisition. Pedagogues also

consider it a major hurdle
$to overcome in learning English, and typically devote

considerable time to teaching the English tense marking system.

There is ample evidence to conclude that English tense marking. patterns are

problematic regardless of the native language of the language learner (Burt and

Kiparsky 1972). The specific paradigm of marking and the interaction of auxi-

liaries, verbs, and morphological attachment make the system particularly dif-

ficult for the L2 learner. Furthermore, the particular marking patterns make

the system especially susceptible to generalized learning strategies that

depart from the target system. Thus, any L2 language learner can be expected to

encounter a substantial linguistic hurdle in mastering the English tense-aspect

system.

If the English tense marking system is problematic for any L2 learner, wes,1

can reasonably expect that acquisitional problems will be compounded for those
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speakers who come from LI backgrounds with tense-aspect systems differing

markedly from English. Vietnamese is clearly one of those systems. For one,

tense marking is not an obligatory category, and the time aspect of a given sen-

tence need not be marked overtly. Thus, Thompson (1965:209) notes:

Without specific instructions to the contrary a
sentence refers to the basic time of the context- -

that is, the time which has been made clear up to
that point.

Although there are "several particles that mark temporality in Vietnamese,

tense-aspect relations are generally dependent upon a set of temporal aspectual

adverbs or extra-linguistic context. Furthermore, there is no system of morpho-
,

logical tense marking remotely comparable to the English verbal suffix system.

Thus, Vietnamese, the sourcy language, appears to qualify as an LI system that

differs markedly from the English L2 system. Our' ensuing discussion is there-

.fore representative of the obstacles that confront the L2 learner of English

whose LI has a relatively divergent tense system. Other LI systems may differ

in their specific representation of tense-aspect, but the general types of tense

usage manifested in the interjanguage should be comparable to a considerable

extent.

In detailing the dimensions of the L2 English tense-aspect system, we must

be careful to respect the complexities of the target system. Students of the

English verbal system are well aware of complex relations that exist between

overtly marked past tense forms and actual temporal-aspectual relations. These

relations extend beyond the verb phrase per se, including surrounding syntactic

structures and larger discourse units. At various points, our decisions about,

the tabulation of "unmarked" tense will be influenced by such considerations

although our intent here is not to explore the complgxities of the English tense

\marking system but to document patterns of marking and unmarking by L2 learners.
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Illustrations of Unmarked Tense

There are a number of considerations which influence the marking of past

*

tense forms in English, but the pattern of overt tense marking within the verb

phrase is relatively straightforward. Tense is marked on the first element

within the verb phrase, regardless of how expanded or restricted the auxiliary

is. Thus, tense is indicated on the verb if there are no auxiliaries (e.g.

make/made, study/studied) or on the leftmost auxiliary in an expanded auxiliary
___--

verb-sequence (e.g. coming /had been been coming,

would have been coming). In our cotes- ,there are

unmarked tense where_the-English system calls for

main verb-construction, or in sequences involving

have+en perfective; do support, 'or modals such as

ample numbers of examples of

tense, whether in'a single

the be+ing progressive, the

can and will. Following are

examples of these various unmarked forms for our speakers.

Main Verb

1.a. 'Yesterday, we buy cookies and some candy and 'cereal. ' (34:20

\b. We know him in Vietnam because they stay together. (47:10)

c. And my uncle take us down about a month before the
country was lost...(89:15)

Main Verb be / be+ing Progressive

2.a. I left Vietnam on April 30, 1975, which
the war. (74:12)

is the last day of

b. But we didn't get all that they are planning to have,
good soil...(91:16)

c. I didn't study because all my teachers

Main Verb Have / have +en Perfective

we did have

are communists. (47:15)

3.a. So after that, my father have to move in Saigon because there
all of the good university in Saigon. (91:14)

b. I know all the street,lafter six months I have been here. (27:5)

c. When I first came here,, 1975,. I have six children.
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do auxiliary

4.a. And last year, the Roy Rogers just have two cashiers and I don't
have to be the cashier. (47:26)

b. (FW: Did you have anything to eat when you were on the boat?)
Well, you know, they do have some rice and f8od...(27: 3)

c. But just after we moved over here and we don't have contact.
(77:5)

Modal will/can
t

5.a. They left Vietnam. And the owner of the ship,"of the boat, ask
me to follow, if I can follow my husband. (91:12)

b. We were so scared, we can't bring our dogs. (34:14)

The examples cited above represent fairly Classic examples of unmarked tense

that have been documented for L2 learners of English. However,,as demonstrated

in some of the examples, unmarked tense is often a variable rather,than cate-

gorical phenomenon; that is, there are cases in which tense is sometimes marked

and sometimes unmarked. Part of our discussion in the sections to follow will

focus on this variability of marking tense to determine .if there are particular

factors that influence its variability.

In the process of identifying instances of unmarked tense, we need to con-
.

sider how we recognize contexts which require past tense in the standard system.
. .

In the above examples, there are several bases for, expecting past tense to be

marked in English. In some cases, a time reference is explicitly indicated by a

co-occurring temporal adverb (e.g. la, 2a, 4a). There are also cases where the

specification of lest tense elsewhere in the sentence calls for itgreement with

the item in question (e.g. lc, 2b, 3c). Thus, clauses marked for tense such as

(4c) But just after we moved... or (3c) when I first came \here... would require

a past time marking in related clauses. Finally, there are instances where the

discourse or conversational context alls for a marked past tense (e.g. 4b,5a).

While such cases may appear to be a bi ore difficult to establish formally as
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past tense contexts, Vast tense marking is still needed. Given considerations

of linguistic and extra-linguistic context, most situations...requiring pAst tense

in English are thus fairly well-established; nonetheless, there are some

instances that remain Ambiguous as to their tense marking for one reason or

another. In ambiguous cases, we,typically eliminate the relevant items from our

tabulations.

The Intersection of Processes

Mo'st of the examples cited in the previous section appear to be, fairly

clear-cut cases of unmarked past tense. That is, the context surrounding the

item is adequate to establish the need to mark past tense in the target

language, but it has gone unmarked-. Furthermore, the examples all involve ir-

regular past tense forms, where the unmarked form of the tense-carrying items is

fairly obtrusive. This suggests a grammatical basis for unmarking, in which the

L2 grammatical category of past tense simply-has not been selected. This simple

grammatical explanation, however, is not the only possible basis for accounting

for unmarked past tense. Due to the phonological shape of some past tense forms

in English, it is possible to derive Surface unmarking from phonologiCal pro-

cesses as well

The regular forms of the past tense morpheme may be affected by several pho-

nological processes that result in the surface unmarking of a past tense form.

The regular past tense marking talte4 thr e phonologically determined shapes:

In/d/ following a voiced segment other th an alveolar stop (e.g. /bend /'banned'

/sted /'stayed'), /t/ following a voiceless, non-alveolar stop (e.g.

/mist /'missed', /pdt/"pushed') and /Id/ follking an alveolar stop (e.g.
4

/redid/ 'raided', /tritld /'treated'). Several of these forms are,particularly

susceptible to natural phonological processes that might result 'in the elimina-

tion of the tense-marking consonant even if it were grammatically attached.

A
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That is, an underlying past tense form may: not be manifested overtly because

the,operation of a phonological, process(wh ch deletes the sound or sounds of th

suffix.

'One such case involveS past tense forms that,. when added to a base word,.

combine
\.

with its final.sound to form a/Consonant cluster. For example, items
1

such fas /mIstPmissed'011hdPbanned', and)/pat/'pushed' all end in a consonant

clus er when the past tense suffix x-is -aided. Because 'the reduction of such(
.7'

,--"
1clusters is apparently natural,lOr all L2.karners to some extent, and'par-

,---' ,

ticularly operative for -those who come from LI backgrounds not having final con-

sonan clusters, die production of missed, banhed, and pushed as /mI 2en/,

and-/pUg/ respectively may occur even if an underlying past tense suffix is

attached. The question, of course, is ol>one can determine whether a pari

ticular form is derived from a phonologi or a grammatical process when both

are pssible. For a particular item, this ource may not be determined, since

the phonological and grammatical bases converge to result in the same surface

form. However,.when we consider our frequency tabUlations, wq will observe haw

the convergence of processes may change the frequency configuration A par-

ticular forms. For our speakers with a Vietnamese background, this phonological
.,

explanation clearly converges with the grammatical basis illustrated above since

there are no word-final clusters in the source language.

A second possible phonological explanation for regular past/tense forms

affects items ending in /d/ singleton. In Vietnamese, there is no final /d/.

In fact, the only final consonants found in Vietnamege are /p/,/t/,/k/, and the

nasal segments. Thus, the overall limitation of closed syllables and the

absence of final /d/ might be cited as an explanation for items such as /ste/

for 'stayed' or /plau/ for 'plowed'. Mere again, a phonological explanation may
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converge with a grammatical one. We should, however, note that /t/, the voice

less counterpart of /d/, occurs in final position in Vietnamese, and it ie

possible that final /d/ might simply.be realized as /t/. Thus, the phonological

convergence for final /d/ might not be as significant as that of, the final past

tense forms ending in clusters,. but its potential must be recognized nonethe

ir
less.

Aeo

Finally, we must, consider. the potential phonological convergence for final.

_ J
/Id/ past tense forms (the suffix in treated and folded). In this case, however,

the phonological process of deletion does not affect a single consonant, but the

entire syllable as a type of apocope. The deletion of a final unstressed

syllable seems plausible as-a general L2 language learnrng strap,egy just as it

does in Ll acquisition (Macken and Ferguson 1981). When this likely tendency is

''considered along with the fact that Vietnamese generally prefers monosyllabic

items, wehave a language transfer source supporting the elimination,of ,the.

final unstressed /Id/. Our tabulations in the fdllowingssections should deter

mine the extent to which this phonological source is a viable explanation for-

past tense unmarking.

Our discussion of phonological convergence so'iar has been restricted to
. .

those phonological processes that may cause unmarked tense on verbs which take

the regular forms of the past suffix. But it -is also possible that.sgme claiSes

of irregular past forms might be affected by phonological processes as well as

grammatical unmarking. For example, consider the'one'irregular class which'

forms its past tense by a replacive cognate within a consonant Cluster, .such, as

build /built, spend/spent, or send/sent. The production of such forms as /bIl/,

.

/spEn/, and /sEn/ respectively might result in the absence of overtly marked

past forms whether or not they are marked gtammatically.
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Irregular verb forms involving internal vowel change might also effect past

itense unmarking phonologically if the vowel change involves a distinction not

maintained in the source language. Vowel differences are particularly suscep-

tible to language transfer processes (Macken and Ferguson 1981) so that any

English past/non-past distinction based on a contrast without a corresponding

contrast iii the-source language might be neutralized as a result. Thus, for

example, a difference'such as /11-/a/ marking past tense as in dig/dug or

win/won might be affected by -such a process. Although we'sh'all not detail the

differences between the vowel systems of the source and target languages here,

it should be noted that we do not expect this phonological process to account

for many instances of unmarked past tense involving internal vowel change. This

is due to the fact that Most of the internal vowel changes involving irregular

past forms. have approximative functional distinctions in Vietnamese o

(e.g. /1/-/e/ as in eat/ate or /0t/ale./ as in sing/sang.). This is not to say

that the English and Vietnamese vowel sysXems are similar, for there are-many

important'differences. However, the combination of available vowel contrasts in

the two languages and the vowel contrasts utilized in irregular past formation

do not typically result in phonological neutralization...
. .

Grammatical Convergence
o

°In addition to the conVergence between phonological and grammatical pro-
,

cesses resulting in identical surface forms, tease unmarking might result from

grammatical rules other than basic tense differences. In an earlier study

(Wolfram et al 1979:56), it was shown that tense unmarking could converge with

different patterns of irregular verb formation. For exalple, a form such as

Lastrear we come -down to the'celebration might derive from an irregular verb

system in which the past and non-past orms of come are undifferentiated.

Technically speaking, this leans that the past form of Care is marked for past
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*grammatically, but that the surface form of the past and non-past are simply the

e
same. This is analogous to certain standard English irregular'verb forms such

as put and set, which do not"daferentiate the.past from the non-past form (e.g.

Yesterday he put it down, Last week he set the table). The. extension of this

class of irregular verb formation is well-documented in some non-mainstream

varieties (cf.' Wolfram and Fasold 1974:151) and may include items such as come,

run, give, andieat among its more frequently occurring members (Wolfram and

Christi 1976:84). Potentially, such verb forms might be considered as the

result of t1.4sAonstandard irregular verb formation rather than simple unmarked

tense. However, the potential of this kind of convergence seems much less,

likely for this population df speakers vis-a-vis other groups of speakers exhi-

biting unmarked tense 'because the language model for .this group is much more

oriented toward mainstream models that non-mainstream ones (SeeChapter Three).

*fie wt do not rule out such grat,Liatical convergence completely,we are

inclined'to minimize its potential effect on the cases of unmarked tense found

in this study.

- A second possible source of grammatical convergence is the so-called
_.,

historical present, in which a non -past tense is used to narrate an event that
.

took place at some prior time, The traditional explanation,of this non-past
.\r) 0

usage, is that it,recalls or recounts the past as vividlras if it were present.

Wolfson (1982) has recently specified the conditions under which non-past forms

6 -
are used to 'narrate; past events, and'these can help delimit ambigous and unam-

biguous contexts for guckforms For one,, the histor,ical present is limited to

narrative reports of specific happenings, a "performed natrative".

,..(WOlfsOn:1978). Recurring or non specific events would not be included.in such

a definition. Thus, the underl4ne .non-past forms in a context such as (6)

might potentially derive from an h stOrical present usage whereas in a context



such as (7) the forms would have to be marked as past tense according to the

rules of the target language.

6. So.we went down to the water and I say to the man,
"Can you take us away from here? He says that, he can

do it for the right amount of money, and we give him the
.money and we're on a 70 meter boat with over one hundred
and fifty people.

'7. When we lived in Vietnam, we didn't go to school like
we do here in the United States. We went to school six
days a week and we had to treat our teachers with great
respect. They could tell us anything and we'had to do it.

Although specific instances of unmarked tense may be ambiguous, we may appeal to

overall frequency patterns again to determine a possible convergent effect of

grammatical explanations. If, for example, we find no substantive differeince in

the frequency of unmarked tense in-recurring, non-specific events and narrative

reports of specific happenings, we would be inclined to dismiss the significance

of such convergence, since these are discourse genre that differ in the poten-

tial use of historical present.

An additional consideration supporting limited convergence from historical

present usage is the level of language' capability involved in the use of such a

form. The discourse constraints and Manipulitionof tense switches endemic to

the, use of the-hratorical'present (Wolfiori1982) involve fairly advanced levels

of language capbility,' levels not typically mastered at the earlier stages of

language acquisition in either LI or L2. Given the limited proficiency in

English manifested by many of our speakers, it would.be surprising, if the use of

the historical present were a major factor converging with simple unmarked tense

usage to account for non -past torms.

Finally, we should consider the extra-linguistic constraints that limit the

historical present as an explanation. Typically, our corpus consists of a one-

on-one interview situation, a style which Wolfson suggests (1982:67) as severely
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limiting the potential for use of the historical present. Examples of histbri-

cal present tend to have much greater potential for occurring in everyday con-

versation than in one-on-one interviews. The conclusion, then, is that unmarked

tense convergence resulting from the manipulation of the historical present is

unlikely in these data. We do not rule it out completely as a possible source

of convergence, but suspect that it will be insignificant in its influence.

In light of the preceding cussion, we antilcipate that phonological con-

vergence will be much more significant than grammatical convergence in

accounting for unmarked tense. Our investigation of the specific patteyns of
Li

variability will demonstrate this to be the case.

Patterns of Variation in Unmarked Tense

In the preceding discussion, we dockimented the possible linguistic sourcs

leading to unmarked tense in Vietnamese English. As mentioned there, a more

complete understanding of unmarked tense, however, must recognize it as a

variable phenomenon; that is, tense-carrying forms in the target language are

sometimes marked fyr tense and sometimes not. While we cannot predict for a

given form whether it will be marked Or unmarked for tese, we anticipate that

there will be'SOCiolinguistic constraints that favor or disfavor its marking.

In this approach, we align ourselves with the tradition of "variation theory"

within sociolinguistics (Labov 1969; Bailey 1973; Cedergren and Sankoff 1 4;

Sankoff 1978) which recognizes systematic social and linguistic constraints on

variability in linguistic form. Thus, we appeal to a quantitative dimension as

the empirical basis for establishing relationships of.more and less. In the 7?

following discussion, we shall limit ourselves to the examination of the social

variables of age and length'of residency, and the linguistic variables of form

withid the verb phraSe, with the awareness that a more exhaustive study will

necessarily extend beyond these variables.
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As a starting point, we can examine the relative incidence of unmarked tense

based on a simple distinction between regular and irregular verbs. This

distinction seems important for two reasons. It delineates different potential

sources for unmarked tense (i.e. phonological versus grammatical); it also deli-

neates different learning strategies (pattern versus rote) involved in the L2

language learning process. In Table 6.1, the incidence of unmarked tense is

given for regular and irregular tense forms,- based on a subset of sixteen

speakers from our sample equally divi ed by length of residency (1-3 and 4-7

years) and age (10-12, 15-18, 20-25, nd 35-55). In the accompanying figure

(Figure 6.1), a graphic summary of the data by age and residency is given.

Table 6.1 reveals a pattern in which the regular verbs are more likely to be

unmarked for tense 'than their Irregular cdpnterparts, regardless of age or

length of residency. This differential pattern is maintained for all of the

individual speakers as well as for all the groups. Even those speakers who

reveal a limited incidence of unmarked tens for irregular verbs (e.g. 10 -12

year olds who have resided in the United States for 4-7 years) evidence

substantial unmarked tense for the regular verbs.

One of the reasons that regular verbs may consistently reveal more tense

unmarking than irregular forms is the convergence of phonological and gram-

matical patterns that result in surface tense unmarking. As noted previously,

some of the regular past forms result in 'phonological structures highly (suscep-

tible to phonological transfer from the source language. One such pattern is

the regular past tense form resulting in a consonant cluster. Since there are

'no final consonant clusters in the source language, we would expect the inci-

dence of cluster reduction involving past tense marking to be quite high. This

is demonstrated when we isolate the regular past tense forms involving a final
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AGE

1.0-12

RESIDENCY

1-3 Years 11 -7 Weara

i

Irregular Regular Irregular Regular

No. Um/T % Um No. Um/T % Um

:lubJ
ii ' M

33

34

39

15-18
hi

58

t()-55

168/324

141/298

120/290

51.9

117.3

41.4

49.t

113.8

59/63

56/61

76/80

93.7

91.8

95.0

111/89 46.1 10/13 76.9

116/i79 65.2 : 49/51 96.1
61.8

'123/211 58.3 91/100 91.0

16/23 69.6 10/10 100.0
.53 7

48/127 37.8 35/36 97 2

Taal 773/1540 50.2

Table b.).

182

392/414 911..7

11:
92.8

42

96.6

89

No. Um/T %Um

111/2113 5.8

. 12/131 9.2

18/156 11.5

13/55 23.6

43/128 33.6

34/103 33.o

32/78 41.0

Mo. Um/T %Um

ii

25/58 113.1

7.5
6/23 26.1

M

34.6

21/26 80.8

17.6 75.8

17/2h 70.8

37/42 88.1

33.3

26/27 96.3

22/211 91.7

98.6 33.0VI

12 8

7/11 63.6

/32 25.0

174/926 18.8 161/235 68.5

Tneldence opt' Unmarked Past Tense for Irregular and Regular Verb

ForMs

183

92.2
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Figure 6.1. .Incidence of Unmarked Tense for Aegular and Irtegular
,Verb Forms, by Age and Length of Residency
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4

cluster as we have done in Table 6.2. Since final clusters are typically

influenced by following segments (Wolfram 1969; Fasold 1972; Guy 1977), we

have divided the clusters baved on whether they are followed by a non-consonant

(i.e. vowel or pause) or consonant.

The high incidence of past tense unmarking on regular_past forms involving

clusters tends to support the convergent phonological explanation for at least

some regular past tense forms. The phonological explanation is further sup-

ported by the fact that the phonological shape of the following segment

(non-consonant versus consonant) is a variable constraint on cluster reduction.

Typically, phonological rules are moi-e likely to be subject to surrounding

phonological context than grammatical ones (Wolfram and Fasold .1974:126).

Thus, the quantitative and structural evidence point to the recognition of a

phonological basis for some surface unmarked tense forms.

A final bit 8f evidence supporting a phonological basis comes from the exa-

mination of final clusters which do not involve a past tense item. If past

tense absence in clusters truly may be derived from a phonologically-based

transfer process, we would expect this process to affect lexical (or

"monomorphemic ") clusters as well as those involving past tense. That is, the
. . . . _ .

same process should effect reduction in items such as cold, mist, or pact, as

well as items such as called, missed, or picked. In order to establish this

basis, we have extlacted for each subject in our subsample up to 20 tokens of

lexical clusters which are comparable to those involved in past tense clusters

(i.e. they end in a stop, and the. preceding segment matches' the final stop in

its voicing specifications). In Table 6.3, the figures for cluster reduction

for past tense forms are compared with those for lexical clusters. Figures are

only given for clusters followed by a non-consonantal segment, since this is the
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RESIDENCY

1-3 Years 4-7 Years

SUBJ.ACE SUBJ.

Non C

%Abs

C

%AbsAbs/T Abs /T

10-12 33 27/30 90.0 4/18, 100.0

91.0 100.0

34 34/37 91.9 11 /11 100.0

15-18 39 32/33 97.0 26/27 96.3

98.5 98.2

47 7/7 100.0 2/2 100.0

20-25 27 19/19 100.0
98.4

14/14 100.0

100.0

58 30/31 96.8 18/18 100.0

1-4.j
35-55 24 4/4 100.0 2/2 100.0

95.5 100.0

91 19/11 90.9 19/19' 100.0

+i

TOTALS 163/172 94.8 110/11k 99.1

1.

441

19

42

29

50

77

89

74

79

Non C

Abs /'r Min;Abs /T %Abs

'7/22 31.8 12/13 92.3

29.8 62.8

5/13 27.8 1/3 33.3

3/10 30.0 5/5 100.0

65.0 95.5

4/3 50.0 10/11 90.9

18/20 90.0 9/9 100.0

95.0 100.0

10/10 100.0 5/5 100.0

5/7 71.4 5/5 100.0.
65.7. 100.0

3/5 60.0 2/2 100.0

i

69/100 60.0 49/53 92.5

TABLE 6.2. Unrealized Past Tense Involving Final Consonant Clusters
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1-3 Years

Lexical Clusters Past Clusters

No/T ii%

27/30
91.0:

34/37

32/33
98.5

7/7

Age No/T IX

33 14/20

10-12 80.0
34 18/20

39 13/14

15-18 89.0
47 17/20

27 17/20

1,-

20-25

58 '17/18

89.7

I-.

24 10/16

35-55 76.3
91 18/20

101A1 124/148 83.8

19/19
98.4.

30/31 -

4/4
95.5

10/11 A

163/172 95.9

RESIDENCY

4
4-7 Ypare

Irregular Lexical Clusters Past,Clusters 'irregular.

168/324

i. No/T

I 11/20

MX NOT

7/

MX HIT

14/243

ii

49.6 19 I 52.5 29.8 7.5

141/298 42 ; 10/2 0 a5/18"5
.. 12/131

,
.

120/290 29 13/18 8/10 18/156 ,

43.8 78.6 45.0 17.6.

41/89 50 17/20 '4/8. 13/55

116/178 77 14/20 - 18/20 43/128

61.8 82.5 , 95.0 33.3

123/211. 89 19/20 10/10 34/103

"16/23 74 18/20 '5/7 32/78

53:9 88.3 65.7 33.0

48/127 79 .13/15 3/5 8/32

e"
.

773/1540 52.2 ' 115/153 75.2 60/100 63.9 1/.4/026 18.8
v

S. A

TAW. 6.1. comparludn of Lexical Final Cluster Reduction, Regular Past Tense Cluster Reduction

Irrego1arkleib Unmarked Tense.
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iot

most socially diagnostic linguistic contest for reduction. (Followed by a con-

sonant, standard English speakers reveal reduction to some extent so.cluster

reduction is not obtrusive in this enveionment), In Figure 6.2, the results of

C
4

these two tabulations are then compared with-the figures fof unmarked tense ,

.70
.

. -

.

. .

reduction on irregular verb farms-in- "order to establish the interaction of-pho- ,..,, i-

r- ,

-.. -..

nological and grammatical bases for surface unmarked tense:,
. .

i

The parallel processes of cluster reduction on lexical and pasts tense
0

. . -

clusters evident in Table 6.3 clearly.supportsolithe phanological:basis of.,sortie;-

cases off-unmai..ktd.tensp. dtt the same timehoweNzerr the figures suggest that a
- : --- ... s

7

phonological transfer' rule is not am exclU6iile'eXpladatinu for past tense
... .

...,
t

- . .,

absence-.involving tiust-e.rS. If it were an exclusive explanation, we would not
,, _.

expect to find the Incidence of lexical cluster reductiort,lower than that of

lexical clusters. In all -other studies of the general process of cluster reduc-
.

. tion as. a phonO*pgical rule fe.g. Labov 1969; Wolfram:1969, Fasold 1972; Guy

1977;. Baugh J979) lexicil, or monomarphemic clusfers-,reAal a higher' tnolderice
°

",

. of reduction than grammatically-inyolvtbd, vor "bimotphdmie" -Clusters. Yet,. for
, ,- ",

the group of speakers who .have resicW in the U.S. from. 1 -3 ears; the incidence
. .

, .

of lexical cluster reduction is 1Ower than that for past tense,clpsters. This
. , _ . 4 .

Sug6sts that 1.t is not cluster reduction alone that leads to unmarked tense.

Instead, we have. convergent phonct4qically and gra atically-based processes.

T he end result.of the potential grammatical and phonological processes.seems

to be additive in that grammatically based tense unmarking added to

,phonologically-based *Oster reduction leads to extensive surface unmarking for

cl ter-formed past tense forms. In other words, a certain proportion of

unmarked tense results from the application of the variable grammatical rule.

For those cases that emerge from th0 variable grammatical rule marked for tense,

a phonological rule may apply' to reduce those that' potentially end in a cluster.



The phonological rule operates on the output of the grammatical rule, resulting

in surface tense unmarking at significantly higher levels than that found for

forms subject only to the grammatical rule, as is the typiCal case for irregular

past tense forms, ,pr the phonological rule, as is the cse for lexical clusters.

A second form of regular past ten e formfttion also'involves.a possible

phonological convergence, namely the final /d/ singleton.
)
As mentioned pre-

viously, the source language does 'not,,, have an isomorphic correspondence for /d/;

however, it does have the voiceless.counterpart /t/, which makes )he two systems

closer for final,/d/ than they are for final clusters. In Tables 6.4 and 6.5,
A

we have tabulated the incidence of /d/ singleton absence for regular past tense

forms (Table 6.4) and for lexical /d/(Table 6.5). The linguistic context is

. differentiated according to'a following non-consonant versus a following con-
.. e-,

sonant. In our tabulation, we only consider the distinction between the absence

of a final /d/ and non-absence. Thijeans that a voiceless .counterpart of /d/,
,

some phoAetic form of /t/ (typically as unreleased [t] or glottal stop _[ ?], is

considered underlying /d/ presence. This classification seems appropriate since

the [t] realization of target language d would still phoneticlly mark past
4-7

tense. In other, words., items such Xs stayed as /stet/ or freed as /frit/ would

be classified as marking past tense /d/ even though a voiceless correspondence

of the target norm is actually produced. Figure 6.3 provides a summary graphic

display of past tense /d/ absenCe, lexicala/d/ absence, and unmarked tense on

irregular verbs so that we can again'examine possible relationships betwen the

phonological and grammatical dimensions of tense unmarking.

Several observations may be made on the basis of Tables 6.4 and 6.5. For

one, t1e incidence of lexical /d/ absence is consistently lower than past tense

absence. This parallels the pattern observed for lexical and past tense chistt-
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RE SIDENCY

1-3 Yeirs

\

Non C C

Age Sub) Abs/T Abs/T

7/733 - 6/7

10-12 ,..4\--

3 9/11 2/2 11/13 84.6 42 0/1
(--'
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(

1--

--I

27 \-- 7/8

Ln 20-25
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24e-, 1/1
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91 -

TOTAL 44/52

84.6%
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2/2
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-,

11.1

n.o

778

50.0
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100.0

100.0
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50.0

N

5.6

53.9

100.0
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a'121

19

29 Al,

50

77

89

.

.

.

.13/14

(

12/14

0/2

14/16

17/19

, 1/1

.5/5

0/0

1/4

0/1

4/4

.4/4

,..

-

2/4
e

1/1

1r

4/5

1/1

1/1.
.

5/S

2/2

-

74,
,

79

29/32 7i/84

90.62 86.9%

13/26 14/15 27/41

50.0% 93.3% 65.9%

TABLE 6.4. Absence of final d on Regular Verb Forms
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/

1-3 Years

Non C C

Subj,AB! Abs/Tm Abs/T

33 3/15 4/10
10-12

34 1/15 3/10

15-18
39 1/9

i

20-25
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27 3116

58 6111 1/3
cr.

24 2/11 0/5
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4-7 Years
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Figure 6.3. Comparison of Past Tepsp /d/ Absence, Lexical /d/ Absence, and Unm4rked

',Irregular PaSt Tense poems, by Age"and Length of Residency
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reduction. However, in this case the proportional difference between the lexi-

cal and past tense fowl is much grhater. For the most part, past tense, /d/

absence is very high compared wth lexical /d/ absence. This difference raises a

question concerning a dimple explanation for past /d/ deletion as a product of

additive phonological and grammatical transfer processes. It appears that there

may be some other explanation involved here, in Addition to the simple phonolir

gical and grammatical transfer processes. We speculate that the additional.

consideration involves learning strategy differences related to regUlar and

irregular language patterns. Irregular forms., learned through rote memoriza-'

tion, and regular forms, learned by the cognitive assimilation of patterns,

typically occur at different points in the acquisitional sequence, and this dif-

ference might be reflected here. Other things being equal (i.e. if there were

no potential phonological transfer source), we still would expect some 'irregular

forms' to be acquired before the regular marking pattern was acquired. There is

certainly support for this observation in the learning of English tense larking

patterns by native speakers of English learning the verb system (Brown

1973:311-312). Some support for our speculation also comes from the fact that .

the youngest age group of speakers who have resided in the United States 4-

years reveal very infrequent past ,tense /d/ deletion; they are also the one

groilp in the corpus that reveals considerably less past tense /d/ deletion than

unmarked tense for irregular verbs.. It is not coincidental that this is the

group of speakers most likely to assimilate extensive language patterning vis-a-

vis rote memorization. Thus, what we may have revealed in our_dAtA is a

sequenced learning strategy in which irregular forms are being learned prior to

the regular past tense formation rule. As mentioned, this does not necessarily

rule out the phonological pro'cess as an explanation, but it may be considered

along with it.
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A

There 4s one other phonological form of the regular past tense that we have

not yet included, namely, the so-called "long" form /Id/ which occurs followin4

. an alveolar stop (e.g. /tritld /'treated', /kauntId/ countee). The incidence of

past tense deletion for long forms is found in Table 6.6. At this point, we

have not conducted ,a comparOle tabulation of lexical unstressed /Id/ deletion,

but such syllables might also be subject to phonological transfer from the

source language because of Vietnamese's preference for monosyllabic items (Sato

1983:6).

Again, we find a pattern indicating the high frequency unmarking on a regu-

lar phoriological form of the pasts tense. We are impressed with the relatively

high level of absence apparently regardless of the significance, of the phonolo-

gical transfer procgss. In all cases of regular past teri8e formation the inci-°'
.

dence of unmarked.tense is higher than it is for irregular past-. tense forms.

Consider, for example, the summary graph of the three phonological, forms of the

regular past tense marking as compared with the irregular unmarked tense-in

Figure 6.4. For convenience here, we have,only given the summary figures for-

the 1-3 year and the 4,7'year group.

Figure 6.4 clearly supports our observation that all phonological shapes of
. . . .

have a higher:ncidence of unmarking thanthe regular form of unmarked

irregular forms. . At the sauce time, three appears to be a pattern, at least for

/Id/ and clusters, wherein past tense clusters tend to have a higher incidence

of unmarking than past tense /d/ sylgleton. This differencp seems reasonably.

,'attributed to the general difference in the phonological effect of cluster

reduction vi1s -a -vis final /d/ deletion in the language transfer process.

However, the consistently high incidence of tense unmarking regardless of-phono-

logical shape suggests that general'acquisitional differences between regular

patterns and irregular forms intersects with the phonologibal transfer processes
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RESIDENCY

1-3 Years 4-7 Years

Age Subj /Abs/T % Subj. Abs/T

(

10-12 33 1/1 19 5/14

34 42 0/1

15-18 39 6/6 29 1/2

47 1/2' 50 2/3

20 -25 27 2/2 77 .5/8

58 1/2 89 2/3

35.,-55 24 3/1 74 10/10

91 1/1 79

15/17 88.2 25/41

TABLE 6.6. Absence of /Id/ on Regular Verb Forms

11
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to account for the actual extent of differences between regular and irregular

forms. Realistically, then, we have to admit that phonological transfer pra-

t

cesses, grammatical, transfer processes, and generalized 'language-learning strat-

egies'all probably have a role in the actual tense unmarking patterns observed.

Variation in Irregular Verbs

As we examined the details of variation related to the different phonologi-

cal shapes of the regular past tense, we treated irregular forms .as if there

were no variation among the subtypes of irregular forms. We are now at a point

where we must challenge this assumption to see if it is empirically justified.

And, if it is not justified, are there'effects that systematically constrain

variation among different irregular forms?
ti

We can initiate our examination of irregular verb types by simply looking at

the tense marking patterns for five of 'the most frequently occurring irregular

verbs in our corpus. This will insure that we have an adequate type-token

representation for individual,speakers as well as for the groups of speakers

represented in our subsample. In our corpus, frequently-occurring forms

include the teh8e-carrying forms of,be (e.g.-4th;

auxiliary and141n .vrb have/ auxiliary'and,main verb do/don't, come, And 1o.

While the high_freque cy of these forms in our corpOs may be attribUted to som

extent to the type of interview and the topics under,discussion, all of the e

verbs are generally high- frequency) Engl ve bs. In Table 6.7, we have tabu-

lated the incidenceCunmarked past tense for each of these verbs for the 16

individuaflirpeakers in our subsample, along with summary figures for each verb

form.

or are versus was and were)

An examinAtion of the 'five different verb forms suggests that the assumption

of uniformity with respect to irregular verb forms is .not justified. At the
0

eUpper'scale of unmarkinf i& the form have, and at th$ lower spectrum are the
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o
tense-carrying forms of be. With drastic differences in the incidence of

unmarked past tense for these forms (an ,overall difference of.approximately 65

percentage points for the 1-3 year residency group and a difference of

approximately 30 percentage points for the 4-7 year group),,this variation'

/,Aardly seems attributable to chance. The observed difference raises several

important questions for the.study ofp variation.. One.ibportant question is

. -

whether these patterns are consistent for different individuals within groups.

In other words, Ao the overall zroup patterns Accurately portray an individual

speaker's behavior? Another essential question concerns the linguistic pat-
.

terning bf the observed variation. Are the differences between items

organizable on some basis extend beyond partiCular lexical items, or are they

simply lexical constraints?

In order to examine the question of individual versus group patterning, we

can examine some cases of individual variation. This is done 'in Figure 6.5,

where we have graphed the distribution of unmarked tense by verb form for one

speaker in each of the cells of our samples. Different graphic representations

are given for the speakers in the 1-3 yeaY and 4-7 ear length of residency.

Figure 6.5 presents a somewhat disparate pic re of variati'on for thefive
. . .

different lexical items represented. At the same time that we observe some con-

sistent patterns across individu4s, we also find some obvious cases of indivi-

dual variation. For example, we find that have is consistently the item with

the highest incidence of unmarked tense. At the same time, be is typically, but

not categorically a low frequency item. At times, the individual variation

seems dramatic. Thus, Subject 33 has a high frequency of unmarked tense for
9.

come. The pattern is reversed for Subject 58, however, who has a low frequency of

unmarked tense for come but a high in4dence
1

for go. And Subject 39 shows a

high incidence of unmarked tense for be and a low incidence of,unmarking for do,.
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e

Figure 6.5. I cidence of Unmarked Tenses for Irregular Verb Forms, By

dividual Speaktrs
J
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e

a pattern which'is the opposite of Subject 33. We thus must admit that there

can be .considerable vaDiation constrained by the lexical item. In making this

o

observation, however,*we note that this is-much truer of those speakers in the

1-3 year range than it.is for those in the 4-7 year rang,.
a I

Part of the patterning described above might be explained onithe'basis of j'
A

language - learning' strategies. Since tense marking for irregular forms is essen-

tially learned as a rote task, we would expect subjects in the earlier stages of .

qUisition to selectively learn tense marking for some items at the expense of

of ers. Thus, one subject might selectively focus on an item such as be while

ther might focus on do or BL2L. As the acquisitional.process continues we

would expect a less selective focusing on particular lexical items and a more

consistent approach to irregular verbs. Thus, we have the leveling of indivi-

dual differences for the subjects in the 4-7 year range,, who presumably reflect ,a

more'advanced stage in the L2 learning process. The disparate pattern that we

have` observed thus seems to be attributable to the nature of the structures

involved and the level of advancement in the L2 acquisitional course.
o

While accounting for differences in-ndividual subjects, we are still left

with some dominant, i'Cribt exceptionless, patterns to explain. Why, for
... . .

example, is unmarked tense for have consistently high while be is typically low?
%

Is there any basis for explanation in terms of linguistic form? As it turns

out, the five lexical,items we have tabulated in Table 6.7 represent four

distinct types of irregular past tense formation. Although there are a number

of different ways of classifying irregular past tense forms (e.g. Hoard and

Sloat 1973; Quirk and*Greenbaum 1973), any reas ble account must recognize at

least'fout categories of formation: -1) suppletive forms such as is/was and

go/went; ;) internal vowel changes such as come/came and sit/sat; 3) internal

vowel changes plus a regular suffix as in do/didor keep/kept, and 4) final d or

1862 0 7
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t consonant replacement,

have tabulated represent

forms, have representing

1

A

t
as in have/had or make/made. The five lexical items we

all four types, with 2 and.be representing suppletive

replacives, come representing internal vowel change,

and do representing vowel change plus regular suffix.

Table, i:_8 presents the incidence of unmarked tense for all irregular verbs

. AI

in our cRrDu.s by irregular verb types, and Figure 6.6 portrays a graphic repre-

. sentation of the overall figures by length of residency.

On the basis of Table 6.8 and Figure 6,6 it is concluded that irregular verb

type appears to be-lconstraint on the incidence of unmarked%tense. Although we

muyt certainly allow for some individual deviation as discussed above, par-

ticularly for speakers in the 1-3,year range, we.seem to have isolated a syste-

matic constraint related to linguistic form. Final consonant replacives effect

the highest incidence of unmarked tense, followed by internal vowel change,

internal vowel change plus final regular formation, and suppletive forms.

one `level, this hierarchy seems to correlate with the degreeof phonetic dif-

ference in tftiirregular past tense formation. At the low end of the spectrum,

we have suppletive. forms, which involve a complete replacement of the form, then

we have a form difference involving an internal vowel and final consonant, then

an internal vowel only, and finally, simply replacement of a final consonant.

The principle'that seems to be involved here can be stated as follows:

the more distant phonetically the past form is from the non-past, the more

likely it will be marked for tense. Suppletf've forms are obviously the most

(.11,

distant and final replacive consonants the least. It should also be noted

final replacive consonants are the most likely to involve phonological con-

vergence, given the source language limitations on final consonants.

Potentially, internal vowel changes might involve phonological convergence as
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A

well since the vowel system of the .source language is quite different from the

target system, except that mast vowel changes for irregular forms are located in

phonetic space correspond g to contrastive units within the source language.

Thus, the source langunii ma not have an isomorphic correspondences betWeen a'

vowel contrast such as /I/ and'/Ot/ (e.g. sing/sang, sit/sat) or /2/ and /07

(fall/fell) but the phonetic location of these vowels In the source language

(e.g. [i] and [a] for English [I] and [2e.],) is sufficiently disparate to involve

different vowel units phonologically. Some phonetic tnsfer may be involved,

but basic contrasts still can be realized. Notwithstanding the minimization of

phonological transfer foritthe internal vowel changes, the changa of one unit

within a shape is less drastic than one involving an internal. unit and a final

segment or a completeXy different shape. It appears then, that the constraint

involving different irregular forms is, in part, a principled one, perhaps

reduced to the degree of phonetic difference. 4e shall not hert speculate as to

whether the principle is more related to learning behayior or linguistic form

per se, but simply observe that these, options are not necessarily in conflict.

One additional tabulation has been undertaken related to tense marking arid

irregular verb forms, this one related to verb frequency. It is recalled here

that the verb forms chosen for our original tabulation were high-frequency items

in the corpus. Because they are high-frequency items, we want to see if they

are typical representatives of the particular verb class. Thus, we have under-

taken a tabulation in which we separate from other items in the class the par-

ticular lexical item chosen for replacives, internal voweLchange, And vowel +

suffix change. We have not done this for suppletive forms, since zo_ and be

are, for-all practical purposes, the only items in the class. Figures in Table

6.9 compare unmarked tense for have versus other replacives, come versus other

internal vowel changes, and do versus other vowel + suffix changes. Summary
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figures are given for each of these three verb subclasses by length of

residency.

Replacives Vowel Vowel+Suffix

(F=hAve) (F=come), (F=do)

No. Um/T % No. Um/T % No. Um/T

Freq 191/207 92.3. 56/145 38.6 50/195 25.6

1 -3. Years

Other 28/29 96.6 198/341 58.1 134/261 51.3

Freq 35/91 38.5 6/39 15.4 14/82 17.1.

4-7 Years

`Other 13/16 81.3 42/176 23.9 14/106 13.2

Table 6.9. Incidence of Unmarked Tense for Frequent Irregular Verbs Versus
Others, by Irregular Type and Length of Residency.

With one exception (do versus other internal change plus suffix verbs for

the 4-7 year gtoup), the contention that frequently occurring verbs are more

likely to be maiked for tense is supported. We are not certain at this point as

to how strong the frequency constraint is in relation to other constraints, but

it is apparent that it cannot be ignored.

Our final category of tense marking form has been tabulated in the present
. .

study, namely the modals can/could and will/would. In Table 6.10, we have tabu- III

latdd for eoch of the subjects the incidence of unmarked tense for the modals,

and in Figure 6.7, we compare these figures for the two residency groups with the

figures for the four types- of irregular jforms and the regular forms. In our

tabulation, we have limited the examples of modals to those having a tense

carrying function (e.g. Last year we could not speak English) as opposed to the

.`mood- marking function of these forms (e.g. If he could come here, he would).

The summary figure indicates that the overall incidence of unmarked tense on

the modals is generally higher than all irregular forms except replacives. It

ti

is interesting to note that its incidence is higher than the class of irregular
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-.. .RESIDENCY

0
1.)

1-3 Years

Ake Sub Can Will

10-1.2 33 13/17 0/3

34 10/10

15-18 39 20/20 8/11

47 1/6 1/2

20-25 27 22/22 5/10

58 2/2 2/2

)5-55 24

TOTAL 74/83

91 6/6 1/1

1-513.7

Total

;13/20

.10/10

28/31

2/8

27/32

;

'7/7

de,'119/110

%Um Sub -Can

4-7 Years

Total 7,0mWill

65.0 19 0/4 0/2 0/6 0.0

100.0, 42 0/6 1/3 1/9 1t.1

90.3 29 2/4 ' 0/12 2/16 12.5

25.0 50 1/1 0/1 1/2 50.0

84.4 77 11/11 11/11 100.0

100.0 89 1/1 0/2 1/3 r 33.3

71, 4/9 4/9 44.4

.100f0 79 2/2 2/2 100.0

80.9 21/38 1/20 22/58, . 37.9

TABLE 6.10. Unmarked Tense for Modals will and can, By Age and Lefigth of Residendy

214
215
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100

Suppl, V+Suff. V Mod .Repl Reg

Verb Type ,Percentage Unmarked

1-3 Years 4-7 Years

Regular 94.7 68.5

Replacive 92.8 44.7

Modal 80.9 37:9

Int: Vow. 52.3 22.3

rcilk+Suff. 39.9 14.3

SufTletive -30.1 12.0

Figure 6.7. InCidencp of Unmarked Tense by Verb Type
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forms .which it might be placed into on the basis of its phonological shape, the

internal vowel change plus suffix. At the same time; it is not as extensive as

unmarked tense.for regular tense and the replacive class of irregular forms. It

is recalled Wire that regular forms are subject to phonological convergence and

that replacive forms of the irregular armnto be the class with the highest

potential for phonological convergence. Our observations here about the

unmarking potential for modals matches that dY other studies (e.g. Wolfram et

al 4979:77) in which it was found that modals tended to favor higher tense

unmarking. This was attributed to thi,r reduced potential. in marking tem-

porality in English vis-a-vis their other functions,(e.g. potentiality,con-

ditionality, etc.) In our pariier study, we concluded that "with diminished

function of a tense marking for modals to begin with... there is lessened

pressure to conform to the mainstream norm of past tense marking" (Wolfram et

al 1979:77). The same reasoning might hold here in attempting to account for

the differential marking of tense for modals as compared with other irregular

past tense forms.

J

Conclusion

The Orecedthk'sections have demonatrafed that unmarked tense in Vietnamese

English can be a highly variable phenomenon and that this characteristic can be,

quite persistent in L2 learning. While it is highly variable, there'are a

number of constraints that favor the incidence of unmarking in a structured way.

A basic constraint on unmarked tense involves regular and irregular verbs, which

Oh be explained to some extent on the basis of phonologically versus

grammatically-derived processes. However, the phonological versus grammatical

explanatiOn is not an exclusive one, and a further appeal to learning strategies

is also warranted in accounting for differences for regular and irregular-verb

21'i
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forms, Within the major categories,of regular versus irregular forms, we have

isolated finer constraints on the incidence of unmarked tense, including the

type of phonological shape for regular forms and the type of past tense for-

matipn for irregular forms. We have also recognized the-possibility that verb
a

frequency is a factor to be considered in accounting for differential incidence

in unmarking. Furthermore, we have had to recognize a lexical dimension

interacting with linguistic form to explain some of the variation:
a

The overall picture that emerges, then,is one which is fairly complex.

appeal to simple linguistic transfer or second language learning strategies

hardly seems appropriate. Instead, dimensions of language transfer mix with

generalized leaining-Strs-tegies and linguistic form to explain the systematic

variability involved.

Although we have focused on linguistic form in our analysis, we do not mean

to exclude other linguistic or extra linguistic considerations that may

.'4;1

constrain unmarked tense. 4 act, ai earlier study (Wolfram et al 1979).

showed that unmarked tense ld become fossilized as an aspectual marker, and

other studies have shown that discourse factors (Godfrey 1980; Wolfson

1982) can also constraih unmarked tense. Our future studies will certainly.
. .

.

explore such factors for the,data presented here. However, a word of caution is

in order. With the faddish concern for discourse strategies and generalized,

interlanguage structuring in L2 learning, basic considerations of surface form, =

language transfer, and low-level linguistic processes-have sometimes been

overlooked. Our exploratory study has shown that such dismissal can be

premature. Considerations of higher level language organization may have to be
..

considered, but it Is unlikely that the factors'uncovered here can be ultimately

disregarded. Indeed, we expect the unraveling picture of unmarICed tense in'

interlanguage to involve an array of.actors ranging from the higher to the
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lower levels of linguistic organization. Knowledge of low-level linguistic pro-

cesses and surface considerations hardly seems like an unreasonable starting

point and studies of higher level linguistic organization will have to reconcile

themselves with the kinds of systematic constraints uncovered here.
fl 0

1
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C2APTER SEVEN

The Emerging Variety of English in the Vietnamese Community

Introduction

Oui dis-cussion of language patternq in the Vietnamese refugee community so

far has dealt with particular language structures that characterize the variety

as it exists today. We have looked for the underlying forces that shape the

variation on individual features and compared the incidence of some structures

according to social characteristics of the sample, including age grOup and

length of residence in the United States. With this information in hand, we can

- ---
now go on to consider how we might describe the variety as a whole, and suggest

the direction in which it is developing.

The influx of Vietnamese_ refugees into the United States within the last

decade has affected the language situation in many cbmmunities, as these large

groups of non-native speakers adapt to an English-speaking environment.. While

many adult refugees focus on learning enough English to cope with everyday life,

younger adults and adolescents are using English in'a greater number of con-
.

texts. As we would expect, they typically exhibit greater ,facility with the

language than their parents and grandparents. As the numbers of fluent English

speakers, particularly in the younger generations, increase in the community, a

variety oaf English is developing which will be the product of the various forces

we have been'discussing. Lajguage attitudes, patterns of usage,, and other social

factors interact with influences' such as language learning strategies and native

language transfer to determine the direction of development. This situation

presents a prime oppoftunity to examine whether or not an ethnically iden-

e

tifiable variety of English is emerging within this community.

I wl
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The acquisition of English among recent refugees to the United States is

obviously a matter of considerable significance, as members of these groups

attempt to acclimate themselves to life in this country under an abrupt shift in --1?,

social circumstances. While there are a number of similarities between these

refugee groups and other non-native English speaking'residents, there are some

obvious special -considerations that have to be taken into. account in viewing the

sociolinguistic situation for these populations, including,the circumstances of

their migration here and their relatively short history as a significant segment

tP
of their communities. Since we are dealing with the Vietnamese community in lie

Northern Virginia area, we have the advantage of observing language usage in one

of the oldest communities in the country. The region as we have seen, has been

a'prime settlement area for Vietnamese refugees since Saigon fell in 1975, and

it had some roots even prior to that.

The language, profile of this refugee community has been drawn in much more
--,,e

detail in earlier chapters (Two and Three), but we can review some general,

characteristics here. For the most part, adults came to,the United States with

limited English (if ,any at all), and many of them still restrict their use of

'this''language to situations where their interlocutors do not know Vietnamese.

Basically, they tend to speak Vietnamese whenever possible. Adolescents and

.young adults, on the other hand, face a much more transitional situation and can

now be observed using English with their Vietnamese peers as well as with

non-Vietnamese speakers. There were, within our sample, even some individuals

who indicated that their knowledge of Vietnamese was minimal and they were not

I

at all comfortable when they were forced. to communicate in that language. There

his some pressure on the younger generations to maintain certain Vietnamese

characteristics, including language, and some go to Vietnamese language school

221
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in addition to their regular schooling. There is also social pressure, however,

to accommodato to the' surrounding English-speaking community, and we observe

movement toward an English variety that is used in an expanding set of con--
texts. It is, of course, impossible to predict how the dynamics. of the com-

munity wilt evolve,, but a common pattern among immigrant groups shows English

taking on- increasing importance and the ethpic language fading, particularly as

7

new generations are native-born and grow up.in thid country. Typically, though,

the variety of English that develops retains a certain degree of ethnic iden-

tification.

Characteristics of "VietnamesrEnglish"

Many of the structural details: of adult English in this community may be

explained largely in terms of traditional,models of second language acquisition,

including specific language transfer 410,the.native language or generalized

language learning strategies. For the adolescentd and young adults, though, we

must go beyond simple acquisitional models.. Their English reveals a balance of

the indigenous language substrata, either direct or more indirect from.parent

influence, with assimilation to the English variety chosen as a model. Itc

well known thai- other varieties of English have dynamically integrated i

fluences from other languages along with particular community norms, resulting

'in unique ethnic and social varieties._ Previous research has documented

numerous examples of this proces's, including Puerto Rican English'in New York

City (Wolfram 1974a), Italian-American English in Boston (Biondi 1975), Chicano

English in the Southwest (Metcalf 1979; Pellalosa 1980), and Pueblo Indian
OP

English in, the Southwest (Wolfram et al 1979). We can now look for evidence as

to how the various influences are, being integrated in Vietnamese English based

on the results of the descriptive analysis of language features presented in

earlier chapters.
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V
The values and attitudes shared by community members, discussed in Chapters

Two and Three, set the scene for the investigation of broader patterns of

variation. The pressure to move toward English is apparently quite strong among

the younger groups, who are motivated to succeed in the educational system and

achieve success in their careers. As might be expected, though, the represen-

tation of- language forms across the age groups, of. the community covers a wide

range, given the ages, length of residency in this country, and varying degrees

of fluency, in English'due to educational opportunities and other factors. We

find numerous features that are to be expected from speakerik who acquire English

as a second language after Vietnamese (in some cases, it is the third language,

after French as well). There is phonological variation (Chapter Five),

including final obstruent devoicing (/fut/ for food),, consonant cluster reduC-

tion in both initial and final positions (/go/ for grow, /tos/ for toast),

stopping of interdental fricatives (/doz/ for those) and other consonant=and

vowel modifications. Morphosyntactically, we.find absence of the plural,

possessive, and third person singular agreement suffixes, copula and auxiliary

absence, and inversion in indirec4t question (I wonder where did they go)

(Chapter Four). There is also a significant incA.denele of unmarked tense, as

described in Chapter Six (as in I don't have biology this year, I have it last

year).

Features that arise as a result of a language leafning and language contact

situation like this one can become fossilized for particular speakers and this

potentially leads to stable substratal influence which serves to mark the

variety as unique. Our current observations, however, lead us to believe that

very few of the structures we investigated are bec6ming fosAilized on a

community-wide basis,as the kind,of ethnic marker that might livb on in
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subsequent generations. A few candidates will be discussed shortly. A

noteworthy, kait not unexpected, accompanying observation has been the relative

absence of traditionally stigmatized nonstandard forms (that is, those forms

that do not coincide with general language learning strategies for the most

part). Missing are the forms-that might be assimilated from surrounding non-

mainstream varieties 'of English. That is, of course, quite_ contrary to some

other groups that have been investigated, but it appears to be right'in line
4

with the social value orientation of the community Both of these observations

will be commented on further in the discussion that follows.

We can begin by repeating, in summary form, the results of the analysis of

4
selected grammatical features. Full details to support the quaptittive Aath

are presented in Ch'apters Fouf and Six. This chart,.shoWn as Table 7.1, un-

covers some very interesting patterns that emerge when we consider the whole

picture. The percentages listed in the table reflect the frequency of (a) plural

absence (as in two dog), (b) third person singular suffix absence (she run) and

the specical case ofs don't with third person ..singular subjects, (c) multiple

negation (they can't see nothing), and usage of ain't, and (d) unmarked tense

with irregular verbs (those that do not take the regular suffix to form the past

tense, such as come/came) and regular verbs (such as look/looked). These

frequencies are arranged according to the social parameters of age group and

0
length of residence in the United States.

Sdteral patterns emerge quite clearly from the figures in Table 7.1. On the

whale, the subjects who have been here longer, the 4 to 7 year group, show lower

frequencies of nonstandard features than the 1 to 3 year group. Also, the

younger speakers in general tend to follow the standard pattern to a greater

extent thanculder speakers. Neither of these results is very surprising, given

the background of the subjects and what we know about second language
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Age Years
groipi in U.S.: - 7

10-12'

15-18

20 -25

35-55

44% 10%

35% 12%

89% 21%

87% 74%

(a) Plural-Absence

ts
3rd sg. 3rd sg..

-s abs. don't -s abs. don't

10-12 93% 46% 32% 7%

15-18 Me% 40% 41% 9%

20-25 94% 0% 81% 0%

35-55
..
93% - 100% 0%

(b) AgreeMent Marking

Mult.,
Neg. ain't

Mult.

Neg. ain't

10-12 14% 0% 3% 0%

15-18 5% 0% 0% 0%

20-25 10% 0% 9% 0%
. .

-3555 - - of 0%

- . . . .

(c) Negation

Irreg. Reg. Irreg. Reg.

Verb Verb Verb Verb

10-12 50% 93% 8% 35%

15-18 44% 86% 18% 76%

20-25 62% 97% 33% 92%

35-55 54% 99% 33% 78%

(d) Unmarked Tense

Table 7.1 Summary of the Incidence of Nonstandardness
for Four Grammatical Structures

,
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acquisition. Although all of these subjects were born outside the United

States, the younger groups who have. been in the U.S. over four years would have

been as young 'as three years old, and no older than fourteen, when they arrived.

(Subject 19, now 11, was four when he left Vietnam; Subject 54, now 17, was

ten.) Thus, these younger subjects are acquiring English as children (and for
.

some, it has cle rly become the dominant language), before the physiological
1

changes occur that affect language acquisition by adults (Krashen 1980). They

also have undergone' overt language training in the schools and have had more

intensive exposure to English than the adult groups.for the most part.

The-second language acquisition dimensionlof the data comes out in other

ways as well. The features of plural and agreement marking show weaker first

language influence; according 'to Krashen (1981). Such bOund morphology struc-

tures tend to follow the same pattern of acquisition, independent of the native

=

language of the. learner. Plural tends to precede third person singular suffix

use in the acquisition hierarchy that has been proposed-(Krashen 1981) and our

data support that hypothesis. Unmarked tense has also been observed widely in

second language situations and is clearly a significant_ feature here. The cru-

cial factors, then, in movement toward standard usage for a learner would be age

and degree or length oxposure to English. The results shown in Table 7.1

support such an interpretation for the situation under considerations'

Further, the direction of the variety as a who as indicated here is

central to the questions posed in this discussion. Variation from the standard,

may be attributed to interference from the 'native language, second language

acquisition strategies, and assimilation to the English variety chosen as a

model. In many cases of communities like this one, the model is a neighboring

non-mainstream variety of English (Puerto Rican English in New York City is a
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prime example; see Wolfram (1974)). In this case, it would appear that the

model-for .the Vietnamese community is in fact a mainstream, or standard,

variety.'

The distribution of nonstandard usage shown in Table 7.1 provides support
V

for such a 'conclusion. The groups for whom English has a primary', even dominant

role (the- 10 to -12 and 15 to 18 year olds who have been here 'over four years)

conform fairly closely to the standard pattern on the whole (we will consider

the unmarked tense case again shortly). Also, the special cases of don't for

agreement, and ain't for negation (as well as multiple negation in general) are

striking in their standardness. Do is apparently being treated as any other

verb in the third person singular pattern, rather than following the non-

mainstream English tendency to have high frequencies .of don't however the other

third singular verbs are marked. Theslack of ain't, on the other hand, would

seem toy reflect the standard prescriptive value against its usage. This-would

be particularly true when exposure to English has begun the classroom, and

.where the value orientation of the native culture places- reat importance on

success in situations like school and respect for noas and customs. Both fac-

tors characterize.the group in question.

While there is a clear orientation toward Standard English forms, theie

remain certain structures which diverge in significant ways from the standard.:

One is the usage of unmarked tense, displayed 'in Table 7.1(d). The systematic

variability which was investigated in depth'in Chapter Six and is summarized in

the table here shows a degree of persistence that opens up the possibility that

some vestige may remain as part of an identifiable ethnic variety. The figures

are far from conclusiye; however, sevetal other factors are relevant. First,

anecdotal evidence from unrecorded observations and discussions with teactilirs of

Vietnamese students indicates that unmarked tense :Often occurs in the speech of

those whose English is very fluent and otherwise standard in form. Second as
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we-have.mentioned, unmarked tense has been found in varieties of English with

historical second language bases but not a high degree of bilingualism among

individuals in the contemporary community (Wolfram et al 1979). Finally, the

intersection of phonological processes, shown by the higher incidence of

unmarked tense with regular verbs, may pronpte maintenance of the feature., We

will turn- briefly here to a consideratiPn of the phonological characterigtics of

the emerging variety:

As suggested.earlier ('in Chapter Five), phonological divergence is a promi-
..,

nent characteristic of VE. .While it is impossible to predict which aspects

might survive in future generations, we can review some of the signifitaint areas

of variation currently observed. One of the most widely noticed features of

pronUnciation among VE speakerg involves consonants at the ends of wAds. As we

have seen; final stops not only occur in basiC lexical items (as in fast, act,

bad), they represent the regular past tense suffix as well at/ in looked,

missed;'/d/ in blamed, played). We find high levels of'two processes that pause

final stops in both environments to be absent: consonant cluster reduction and

final -d deletion. Table 7.2 lists the summery.tabulations for these two pro-_ . .

cegses. While we do find differences' between the two groups. of subjects

according to length, of residence, the difference is not as striking as we

observed for certain grammatical'features. Our "diagnostic" group, the 10 to 12

year old group with 4 to 7 years of U.S. residence, can be seen to have rates

closer to standard'in each category than the other grodps of subje ts, although

they do remain much higher than levels in mainstream varieties. T is suggests

p

that the direttion of development for the variety,is toward the.standard;

howevef, we must bear in mind the pervasiveness of these phonorog cal features.

-
The .results in Table '7.2 and also relevant to the investigs n of unmarked.

tense, a grimmatical feature that showed relatively high levels nonstandard-
.

nesw.
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Age Group

tee

Years in U.S.:

Not -ed

10 -- 12 80%

15 - 18' 89% -

20 - 25 90%
.

35 - 55 87%,
.

47

10 12

15 -.18

20. - 25

35 - 55

Not -ed

91% 53%

9 9 % . 79%\.

982. -83%
1

96% 88%

7

-ed

730%.

651%

:95%

66%
.

(a)-Consonant Cluster Reduction'in
Environment of a Following
Non-Consonant

4

Not -ed -ed NotHe -ed

22% 89% i 19%.' 6%

14% 43% 42% 64%
,s

41% 89% .30% 100%

30% 100% 33% 75%

(b) Absenee'of Final -a Singleton in
All Environments

Table 7.2 Summary of the incidence,of Deletion for
Two-Phonological Features
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As the discussion in Chapter Six pointed out, there is app rently a corivrgence
IP

of ph noIogical and grammatical processes that leads to higher rates of Unmarked-

:tenSe w h regular verbs,, where the past tense suffix is phonologically a final

stop. The relationship between unmarked tense and the deletion process may be
I

somewhat mutu ly reinforcing. Naturally, we can only speculate at this point.

Returning to the facts, in Table 7.2, we find- a skirprising result when we

o

compare the rates o absence for final stops that represent the past tense suf-

fix (-ed) with those teat do not .(Not -es).. For most non-mainstream varieties

of English, the incidence 'of final stop absence is much lower when the stop is a

grammatical suffix; for many of the groups in 'our chart, the reverse.is true.'

In addition, when the stop is followed by a non-consonant (i.e.,, a vowel or a

pause), the levels lend to belower then those shown herd. We can note that

th4re appears to be a basic principle 'of language underlying most patterns of

con7Inant cluster reduction, that a segment is less likely to be omitted -if i

carries grammatical information. The, only cases not in'line with this _principle
I

seem to occur in second, language acquisition situations such .as among VE

speakers and they typically are confined to,theearly stages of acquisition.

Recasting the:information from Table 7.2(a) in Figure 7.1, we can see a graphic

display: of the difference' between our two groups of subjects based on length of
.

residence. The younget subjects in the 4 toZ year group show.both lower levels

of consonant cluster reduction in this environment And a,conformance to the

basic principle mentioned above, in the direction .of difference between the -ed`

and Not. -ed categories.

00

expSnding our framework to include informatioh from other varieties, we

can make a more direct comparison. Table 7.3.1ists the rates for the subjects

in the 4 to 7 group for consonant cluster reduCtion in the context of other

varieties of English for which data ,aces available. Most of the varieties
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100 %

75

50

25

A

4

Not -ed -ed Not -ed -ed

1-3 years 4-7 years

Figure 7.1 Incidence of Consonant Cluster Reduction
in VE by Length of Residence Category

Variety

Middle Class-White (Detroit)
Working Class White (NYC)
Appalachian (WVA)
Italigl-American (Boston)
Pueblo Indian B (New Mexico)
Pueblo" Indian A (New Mexico)*

;Puerto Rican (NYC')

Vernactilar Black (Detroit)
Vietnamese--4-7 years in U.S.:

Age Group: 10-12 years
15-18 years
20-25 years
15-55 years

Not -ed- -ed

12% 3%

19% 3%

17% 5%

15% 16%

38% 12%
60% 31%

63% 24%

72% 34%

53% 30%

79% 65%
83% 95%

88% 66%

Table 7.3 inc dense of Consonant Cluster Reduction with a

Foilo ng Non-Consonant Environment for Selected

Varier es of English
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r present non-mainstream dialects but a normative standard variety (mire class

s eakers from:Detroit) is included as,well for comparison. These results

learly show the differences between VE and other varieties of English on this

feature. The 4 to 7 year group chows batically the same pattern in terms of the

role of the grammatical suffix, with one age category except but the overall .

levels: of reduction rend to be much higher. We have suggested that the effect

of the Vietnamese language accountb for many of the Phonological characteristics

of VE and this would appear .to hold trueJor final consonants. It is not

possible, however, to predict how long this influence, directly or indirectly,

will affect the processes involved. Amonth the variables discussed, however,

cluster reduction and unmarked tense are the most likely candidates for substra-

tal integration intb an ongoing variety of VE.

At various points in this discussion, we have suggested that VE is oriented

toward standard modeIC citing the comparative figures for the younger groups

who have been in this country over four years as supportive evidence. Despite

the fact that the overall levels are much higher than many other non-mainstream

60

varieties, this tendency holds even for the phonological features presented in

Table 7.3. We can make a similar comparison for some of the grammatical struc-

tures to place VE again within the context of other varieties of English. In

Table 7.4, the youngest group of subjects in the 4 to 7 year group-is assumed to

be reflective of the likely directionVE is taking, as we examine their behavior

as compared with that of other groups that have been studied. Although data are

not available for each feature in every variety, we can bee from the table that

the VE speakers tendto fall on the standard end of the continuum.

The results of our investigation suggest that the variety of Vietnamese

English that is emerging is moving toward a standard model, with the possibility

that a few phonological and grammatical characteristics may remain as vestigeS
Ak
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4/
Varieti4s of English

Non-mainstream varieties:

PuertO Rican English, NYC
(Wolfram 1974a)

Plurals Agreement Negation

Plural 3rd sg. Wt.
Absence -s abs. don't Neg. ain't

-

Italia -American English, Boston
(Biondi 1975) -

Pueblo ndian English, New Mexico
(Wo ram et al 1979): Pueblo'A 4%

Vernacular Black English
NYC (Labov et al 1968)

Pueblo 13 1%

-

Detroit (Wolfram 1969) 6%

Washington, D.C. (Fasold 1972) 22%

Appalachian English, West Virginia
f)

(Wolfrarand Christian 1976)

Northern White Nonstandard English,
Detroit (Wolfram 1969)

Mainstream varieties:

40

Upper Middle Class Black English,
Washitgton, D.C. (Fasold 1972) 2%

Upper Middle Class White English,
Detroit (Wolfram 1969) 0%

Vietnamese English 10%

!16%
58% 87% 51%

....i

21% 37% - -

10% 60% 75% 8%

1% 50% 67% 52%

-.J.-

- - 81% -

71% - 56% ,
.._

65% 88% -

0% 77% 62% 82%

56% IMO

0% 1%

32% 7% 3% 0%

Table 7.4 Incidence of NonstAndardness in Plurals, Agreement and Negation for
Varieties .of English
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of the language learning/native language transfer situation to substratal

effects. It is clear that very little, if any, diffusion from neighboring non-

-mainstream varieties is taking place. This choice of model and direction for

the-developing variety corresponds well with the community's social value orien-

-% tatipn. While we cannot predict what form an ethnically identifiable variety of

V

VE would take, we have suggested which, areas are more. and less likely to stabi-

'lize as ethnic markers. Resolution of some of the basic questions we have

raised will only be possible by examining new generations of VE speakers. These
o

.spetkers will demonstrate to us what forms the emerging variety will carry forth

as markers bf fe new ethnic variety of English.

5
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Language, Education, and the Vietnamese Community

The Sociolinguistic Context

An understanding of the role of languge in education is necessarily based

upon an understanding of language in a broader sociolinguistic context. In

sense, education must be viewed as one avenue through which the sociolinguistic

situation is maniftsted. The nature of the EngIish'variety and its rolein the

broadei sociolinguistic cofftqxt must thus serve-is a starting point. for

discussing ways in'which language differences impact on the educ n 1 process.

The nature and role of English found in this community are, similar in many

respects to those found in other non -mainstream or non-native English contexts,

but there are also some important differences that set it apart from other

sociolinguistic situations. It is thus instructive to point out several of

these points of simirity and difference since they become relevant to the role

of language in education.

Like many other varieties of English where, for Most speakers, English is
1

not a native language, there is considerable divergence from the mainstream
-.

standard English variety. This, of course, is reflected in the structural

detail that we have discussed in the previous chapters. Impressionistically, we

would conclude that the amount of divergence from standard English norms found

in this variety is, at this,point, probably greater than that found in most

other bilingual situations in the United States. This high level' of divergence

is probably due to both social and linguistic reasons. Socially, the abrupt

influx of refugees who did not anticipate living in the United States led to a

community largely unprepared for the transition into an English-dominant

society. Linguistically, the structural difference between the source and
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target languages givesise to linguistic hurdles not matched for groups whose

language backgrounds nvolve languages that are structurally more similar. The

social and linguist' circumstances, then, lead to a situation in which we would.

expect divergence in the,English variety to be maximized.

While the level of linguistic-divergence from the standard English

mainstream. norm ,certa my matches or exceeds that - found for_ most other bilingual, .1

Ior non - mainstream. corm nities-fOr many recently arriving speakers, there is an

important difference jat the direction of the dtfferenceA. The,divergence is

typical of that found for second language learners of English, but it does not

contain -the most socially marked stigmatized features associated with nonstan-

dard English. For example, we pointed iut (Chapter Seven) how speakers in this

community avoid the use of the lexical item ain't and hale a low incidence of

multiple negation compared with most non-mainstream varieties. This charac-

teristic is in sharp relief to other communities where the ancestral language is

not English (Wolfram 1974a). Thus, we have a picture in which divergence is

substantive but stigMatized shibboleths are limited. Several reasons may be
0

cited to account for this situation. One reason Is the exposure to formal
..

instruction in English which is typical of most community members. Given the.
natureAf the in-migration, the demands for training in English were heightened

and most speakers in our corpus have, at one time or another, been exposed to

some formal instruction in ESL. Naturally, classroom instruction would

encourage a standard variety of English as a model. But exposure to training in

standard English does not appear to be an adequate basis in itself for avoiding

the stigmatized shibboleths of the language. Other groups have had a similar

kind of exposure, but have still managed to acquire some of these stigmatized

features (Wolfram et al 1979).

23 1
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At this point', we must turn. to community values, in particular the impor.4

tance-ascribed to conventional educational achievement, as supportive of

standard English development. In our earlier discussion of the community

(Chapter Three), we. highlighted the emphasis upon educational and economic suc-

cess. In this context, language forms may take on symbolic significance, and .

those forma associated with non-mainstream groups would be avoided. Although
2
2

normative, nativeAd.ke proficiency may be very difficult to acquire, it is not

particularly difficult to avoid a select set of stigmatized features, and this

is what seems, to have been done by most members of the community we have

studied,.

.
It must also be noted that the community has not been influenced to a large

extent by surrounding non mainstream speaking groups. Stich'contact might

readily lead to the development of a nonstandard version of English (Wolfram

1974a3 Wolfram et al 1979), but there is obviously little influence from these

varieties. This observation, of course, is in line with the general edonomic

and educational values that characterize the community. Contact outside the

community seems largely focused upon mainstream. groups, who would naturally

reinforce the standard variety of English. Given the various forces in opera-

tion, then, the observed nature of divergence in English is certainly under-

4.,
standable. As we shall see, consideration of this type become important when

examining the underlying assumptions that might guide the development of'educa-
,

tional strategies.
i.

As with other bilingual and native-English non-mainstream communities

within the United States, the ,educational Achievement level related to English

can be expected to be low. Certainly, the collection of writing samples

gathered as a part of this study reinforces the notion that "language problems"

will arise in language-centered educational tasks. This is hardly surprising,
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given the language background of t ecommunity. What is noteworthy, however, is

the fact that language problems' do not correlate with low achievement levels in

other academic areas. This is quite unlike many other bilingual communities,

where low achieveMent in English language tasks, is matched by low achievement

levels in virtually all academic content areas. For other communities, the

"language7ftoblem7 is but one manifestation of general academic alienation. For

such situations, inclOding both non-mainstream native speaking varieties of

English and bilingual language situations, it has often been questioned whether

language differences are ascentral cause of general academic failure (e.g.

Laffey and Shuy 1973; Whiteman 1980). For the Vietnamese community, this

question is not appropriate. The fact of the matters that all indications

point to high eduational achieVement by miter's of this 'community despite

important language divergce. This observation should not, however, be taken

to mean that language differences cannot lead to geneial educational problems

for some student, or even that it is not a significant h

youth. As wip noted earlier, many Vietnamese youth choose to speCialize in

for Vietnamese

scientific disciplines to minimize the effect of their English language problems. .

on their studies. The observation does indicate, however, that language dif-

fexences cannot be isolated as a singula'r raison d'etre for low academic.

achievement. Whatever linguistic hurdles may exist, they have not prohibited

more general academic success.

Finally, we should mention something about how the English language is

viewed within the .ommunity, since community attitudes about language may affect

the educational process in a significant way. Proficiency in the English

language. is. viewed as an important tool to ensure economic and social success in

American society. Furthermore, limitations in English are seen as A hindrance

to achieving these goalt. This view has been expressed by practically all the
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subjects in this study, as they have stressed the need to adjust to a new

cultural context. Many of the subjectsicite language as the, biggest obstacle to
Naa,

overcome for refugees, maintaining that occupational and social restrictions

may be severe if it is not overcome. Proficiency in English thus seems univer-
1

sally valuird in the community, although many subjects; at the same time, express

the cancexii that should not replace indigenous Vietnamese culture,

including the Vietnamese language. English language proficiency is viewed quite

pragmatically, and it is seen as consonant with values endemic to the community.

Furthermore, maintenance of English proficiency is not viewed as reflective of

the inherent conflict between cultures. As several subjects mentioned, they

want to have "the best of both cultures ". In some respects, the underlying
r

values in the community seem tio'provide an ideal basis fdr developing educe-
.

tional strategy. Nonetheless, major hurdles in language-related tasks temain,

and we must now turn our attention to several of these issues.

Spoken Eneksh

For many bilingual communities .the issue of teaching spoken English is

controversial because of its deeper sOciolinid1;01 sigiiificalice. Given the

sociolinguistiCConsiderations we justust discussed, the issue of teaching

English does not appear to be nearly as controversial in the Vietnamese com--

munity. In fact, the socidlinguistic situation appears to be ideal in some ways

for teaching English. Many community members are highly.motivated to learn

.and there is value associated with attaining proficiency. Yet, for

reasons discussed earlier, the proficiency level of English for many community

members is still quite limited. In light of this observation, we can return to

the question of how a successful program for teaching spoken English might be

planned. In the following discussion, we shhlytesent some considerations that

should be taken into account in teaching English in this context. Our intent is
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not to.suggest particular met ods and materials, but to highlight those prin-

cipled that derive from this articular sociolinguistic study.

Ai a starting, point, it seems necessary-to consider'the wide range of pro-

ficiency levels that "Iky be encountered. in any ESL situation geared toward the

.

Vietnamese 'community. 'r.oficiencyAlevie range from native -like control of

English found amoung younger speakers who came tiot. the-United States in the early

stages of language ling and were exposed to English in a range of contexts,

to older speakers who are at a point where there .is limited exposure to English

and limited social and economic gain to be derived from learning English (e.g.

elderly -grandparents). The disparity in proficiency levels is particularly

glaring in some situations and does not always correlate directly with con-
,

venient, objective 'indicators such as length of residency- in the United States.

Factors suchas age at the ,time of entry into the country, current educational

and economic status, socio-economic aspirations, group reference values and

social interaction outside of the community are among those factors'that "must be

taken into account when considering proficiency levels. The need for accurate

preliminary diagnosis in assessing proficiency levels and ESL instruction that

is set up in accordance with such assessment thus seem to be important matters
.-_,..

to be kept in mind'when establishing an effective ESL program.

On the other ide of the issue are some younger community members who may

lose their facility in Vietnamese fairly readily with extended exposure to

English. We have encountered several situations in our study in which children

who have been here 4-7 years have great difficulty in speaking with monolingual

Vietnamese grandparents. This type of situation is just emerging as a problem
.r

within the community, so that programs to maintain and teach Vietnamese have

been established in\everal instances to counter this situation. While it is

too early to report on the success of such program in actually maintaining

4j
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.Vietriamese, it is imp rtant for ESL programs to be sensitive to this concern.

There-seems to be no reason why a program f4 acquiring proficiency in English

cannot 'be matched with a program to maintain (arid, in some cages, acquire)

Vietnamese in an authentic bilingual context (Nguyen 1979). The failure to

recognize the desire to maintain the Viethamese language holds the potential for

eventual :"language backlash", as community members may came_ to view the English

languag program as detrimental to their maintenance of the indigenous culture,

including language.

A second consideration that mudt be kept in mind is the need to stress`

intelligibility in English as an initial priority in teaching English. This

principle is a relatively conventional one set forth in most ESL programs, but

the way in which itworks itself out in the Vietnamese community may be somewhat

different from what has been assumed in the last decade of ESL programming.

During the last decade, "the emphasis in most ESL programs has clearly been

geared towards the larger levels of language, includinglanguage use, com-

municative competence, and discourse. The assumption has been that these

aspects of language are more essential in basic communication than details of

phonology oz the placement of, redundant morphosyntactic detail. For To40,

language situations thikcertainly may be the case and we do not mean to

disparage this orientation. we cannot simply assume that phonological

detaill should be assigned secondary or noncbnsequential status for native

Vietnamese speakers because of a negligible affect on intelligibility. In fact,

the structural dissimilarity of Vietnamese and English phonologies seems /to
0

justify giving Phonology substantive initial concern. In ours speech samples, we

have come across a number of instances in which the cumulative effect of phono-

logical transfer renders the speech virtually unintelligible despite the

apparent adequacy of the communicative act and syntactic construction.
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'Naturally,. not all phonological transfer will have the same effect on

intelligibility and priorities will have to be established in terliis of

sequencing; In this regard, we would suggest that features,such as syllable-

final consonant loss and syllable initial cluster reduction would have a greater

effect on intelligibility than features such as stopping for the interdecital

fricatives : and post-vocalic r-lessness-. Thefun-ctional load between contrasting

7its, 6e generality of the items affected by the process, and the potential

for homophony are among the_factors that have to be -considered in prioritizing

phonological featprea with respect to their effect on intelligibility'. At this

stage, We. simply advocate the consideration of phonologlical transfer as an

important variable affecting intelligibility, with, an understanding that a

hierarchy of effect' will have Id be established.

the establishment of realistic norms of spoken

English for the community. These norpA"will take into account both the

appiopriate models.of the surrounding, relevant, English- speaking community and

the emerging variety of VE that might b.established.as an ongoing entity. We

41 have for example, seen that the relevant surrounding variety of,English is a

7 4

sta and one rather than a non-standard one, so that 4: traditional focus on

learning standard English is appropriate in this context. At the same time,

,there are several candidates for continuing substratal influence on an emerging

variety of VE. In Chapter Seven we mentioned the syllable-final cluster redbc-

tion and vestigial cases of unmarked tense as possible features ear be maintained

in the next generations. If so, they may be more resistant to instruction in

the ESL classroom. .These kinds of factors have to be taken into account in terms

of estab4shing realistic norms for English in,an ESL context, We,are not

suggesting that teachers distort their own speech to model appropriate norms,

but they should be sensitive to the relevant norms' for the community in terms of

the production of students. 242
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'Finally, We stress the importance-of teaching patterns of English usage as

opposed-to isolated items. This principle is a fairly conventional one that

presumably has guided the teaching of ESL for several decades now. However, we

reiterate it here because of some of the datarevealed in our study. There are

several indications that rote learning of forms is taking precedence over the

learning of regular patterns. For example, subjects typically have acquired the

irregular forms of the plural while..they have only partially acquired the regu-

lar forms of plural. Similarly, particular irregular verbs may be marked for

tense while the regular forms lag behind in their acquisition. To a certain

extent, me expect this phenomenon as normal sequencing in acquisition since rote

learning of isolated items often precedes the learning of general rules.

However, the goal of any ESL program must be geared toward acquiring the regular

rules of English, and pedogogical attention to.,these should be commensurate with

achieving the level of habituation required for their. application'. The acquisi-
.

tion of particular lexical items should not be interpreted to mean that a

general rule has been acquired. Indeed, overgeneralization of regular to irre-

gular forms would be. more indicative that the general rule is being acquired

than lkarning an isolated irregular form. At any rate, the importance of the
. .

: . . :

acquisition of general rules must remain a priority.

We may summarize our observations by saying that the sociolinguistic

situation we 'have investigated here has important implications for the teaching

of spoken'En lish. Some of these principles reinforce well-worn doctrines of

ESL while others suggest that some of these doctrines need to lee interpreted in
-

a slightly different light given the sociolingusitic context of the Vietnamese

community. In .either case, however, our 'discussion should demonstrate the

'

importance of sociolinguistic data as a preliminary to pedagogical con-
,

siderations in ESL.
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.Written'English ,

As;apart of this study, we collected a fairly extensive sample of writing

by subjects in the Vietnamese community. In all we have writing samples from

39 different subjects. All of these samples are,from school children ranging

from fourth through 10th grade, and for many of them there are several.essays in

the sample. .The comments that we make in this section are taken from an analy-

sis of these writing. samples.

There is naturally.a great deal that we might say4about writing. and'

language, but our focus here is upon the spec.ial writing problems that derive

from languag* divergence in a bilingual context. As Huynh puts it:

As'a matter of fact, the nature and the process of
writing remains the same,for writers of English of
any language backgroud. However, important differences
exist in the learning situation because of the difference
in the cultural and linguistic background of the learners.
Most American children learn to write at school between the
ages of five and, seven. By this time, they have acquired

a fairly well-developed command of the spoken language
By contrast, learners who are not native speakers of English
may not have reached this level of proficiency in oral

language skills when they start learning to write in

"1184416N\ English. (Huynh 1982:78-79)

Obviously, we would expect to find liMied Erigiksh proficiency to be reflected
k

in written as Wen as spoken language;*.bui-the extent to which it is revealed in

relation to other..problems and the particular manifestation of such transfer is

of particular significance.

Perhaps the most effective way of highlighting the dlmensions of language

divergence in writing is through the discussion of several representative

samples from our coxpus. For this purpose, we first examine a story written by

one of our 11-year old subjects who is" currently in fifth grade. He has reliped
416

in the United States for two years, where he has attended a public, monolingual
%

English school whiCh has incorporated ESL classes into its curriculum to accom-

mb a e recently arriving refugees. In the writing sample, we have underlined
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all those instances which' conventionally would be marked as writing errors:
II

However, we have differentiated the errors the basis of those we interpret to

be related to the spoken language divergence of the student (marked a) and those

that do not appear to be related to the student's spoken variety of English

(marked b).-. Since .there are several instances in which both sources of error

might be present,, we have marked these, cases with. both a and b.

5

Lost in a Storm

As I was playing on my grandfather's
la '2b

_farm a blizzard suddenly appeared. and

'I was so scared and I called grand-
3a,b 4b Sb 6b

father's and He said what is it
8a

there is an blizzard outside and my

9a,b.

grandfather's got a big stick and hit
10b Ila 12b

him. and the lizzardJan away and

one night when I. went to sleep a wolf

7a

say .to him

10 came to my barn and stole some of my
13a 14b 15a

. cow and one morning I walkup and
16a 17a

one of my cow were missing and I called "
18b 19b 20b 21b

my grandfather's and He said what is it

22b . 23a

and one night we make a hole and there
24a 25a , 26b

15 is many fire under tie hole and the p

t 27a, 28a . 29b

sand were on the hole and we went to ,
,

30b

sleep and The wolf came to our barn and
31a 32a 33b 34a

when he step on the hole He fall down

'35a 36a 37b 38a 39b 40a

Band burn him and he die We live
41a

20 happily after.

ti
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Our analysis of the composition shows substantive numbers of both types of

errorg.. Of the 41 underlined errors; 23 cases are related to spoken language

divergence and 21 errors fall into the other category. (Recall, that we have,

marked several items as representing both kinds of problems.) Althougk another

analyst might come up with a slightly different ratio based on several cases

which -are- open tb,speculation, we are fairly confident o the overall reliabi-

lity of our classification here. The errors not related to spoken language

divergence reflect classic mechanical problems related to,wri ing, such'is punt-
,,

etuation (e.g. 5, 6, 39, etc.) and capitalization (4, 10, 30, tc.) among others.

There are also some discourse paragraphing problems (12,22) which seem to be

fairly common for all writers at this stage in learning the written medium. It

is hardly peculiarlo speakers' for whom English is.a secOnd language.

A number of the problems stemming from spoken language divergence, however,

appear related to the structural feature discussed in Chapters Four, Five, and

Six, although not alwayPin a direct way. Among the prominent structures

reflecting spoken language divergence are tense unmarking on regular

)
( 1,35,38,40) and irregular (7,23,24,34) verbs, plural suffix absence (13,16),

and nonstandard verb agreement (17,24,27). In the case of'verb agreement, it
........ .. ..

should be noted that there are several instances of apparent "hypercorrection"

(17,27), in which plural status is ascribed to a construction when it is not

called for in English. There is also a kind of hypercorrection with the

N
possessive 's in writing, which may be reflective of the fact that this

possessive suffix is often absent in spoken languagp. In this case, the proper

placement of possessive 's on grandfather's (line 1) is followed by the place-

ment of 's on all other non-possessive uses of grandfather (3,9, and 18) in the

Story. This kind of hypercorrection is not particularly surprising given the
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*formal. constraints on the writing tak\,combined with many speakers uncertainty

about'varioub English morphsyntactic forms.

While the writer intent seems to be fairly clear in 1,ny instances, there

are several cases where it is difficult to predict the intended form because of

competing sources of divergence. FoF example, in a construction such as there

is many fire (lines 14-15), it is difficult to determine .whethspi it is divergent
yr

from there is much fire -or there are many fires, since verb agreement differ-
,

ences, and plural marker differences are all potential candidates as the. basis

°f or divergence. Such cases are the exception rather than the rule in this

essay, but we must realistically acknowledge the fact that several different

sources of. divergence may be operative on a given construction at the same time,

so that a single-source explanation is not always possible.

Although, a number of the major grammatical structures discussed in Chapter

Four are reflected in the divergence of this essay, we have identified only two

instances (apart from phonological convergenip with grammatical structures)

reflecting phonological divergence, and both of these care somewhat speculative.

One is the case of blizzard/lizard (1,8, and 11). In this instance, the overall
e-

theme of the story (Lost in a Storm) and the initial sentences of the story lead
,

the reader to believe that the writer intended the item.blizzard. However, the

subsequent development of the story seems to indicate that the animal lizard is

the focus of the essay. Given the status of word initial clusters in the spoken

gv
variety, including the fact that intrusive stops are occasionally inserted

before liquid's (see Chapter Five), we can see how these two items might merge

phonologically. This phonological similarity then might lead to lexical con-

fusion or "pseudo-homophony".

The other instance of phonological divergence is the case of walkup. The

context of the story seems to indicate that the writer intended the item woke

2
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up, but in this instance, a minimal word pair (wok] 'walk' and [wok] 'woke'

could'be rendered as identical because of phonological transfer from the first

language vowel system. Grammatical divergence in this essay seems to be pre-

dominant vis-a-vis phonological divergence, but the few instances we.attribute

to phonology- may lead to considerable confusion in undtrstaniding the writer's

story.-

4
Our second illustrative writing example is taken from a 15byear old subject

in the 9th grade who has resided in the United States for one year. The passage
Nib

was written as a book report in connection with a school assignment. Although

it is somewhat lengthy, it is worth including in its entirety here as a,repre-

sentative example. As we did with our previous sample, we have underlined each

"error" and classified it on the basis of whether we.interpret it to be poten-

tially related to spoken language (a) or not (b).

1

5

\Gone with the Wind

by Margaret.Mitchell

"Gone with .the wind" is an exciting

la

love story, has written by Margaret Mitchell.
2a

This story has begun on a bright April afternoon

3a
of 1861, in Atlanta, Georgi.

4a

The main charater in this story was

Scarlett O'Hara. She was one

5a
Aristocrat of French descent.ir

of the Coast

Her father was

Gerald O'Hara, the owner of Tara.
'6a

19 Tara is a plantation which has a length of
7

more than 200 miles. And the important cha aters

in this story are Melly Hamilton, Charle
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Hamilton, Rhett, Ellen O'Hara, Ashley Wilkes an

much more.

8a

uch

15 Scarrlett O'Hara was a beautiful,
9a

charmy girl. But she was also an unfortunate
10a

girl. This story. has written about her during

the civil war between Southerners and the Yankeei".

Ila.
Scarlett was fallen in love with Aihley Wilkes,

12a 13a

20 but he was going to married his cousin which is

Melly Hamilton. Scarlett became miserable from
14a

that time. After a few years, she's married
15a 16a

Charles H milton, and hope this will make
.. :

her forget about Ashley Wilkes. After two months

25 of living with Charles, she had.a baby, and
17a 18a

Charles's dead in title war, by the pneumonia.

19b 20a

But anyway she's still always loved Ashley in

21b 22b

secrete and noone could understand.
23a

During this 0..iar time, all "ladies' lived

24b 25a'

30 very"lOnely. Melly (Charles's sister) always stay
26a

with Scarlett and comfort her., Melly was a
26b

very nice little 'girl. She had a shaped-face

with black eyes, pointed of chin and square
27a

of jaw. She loved Scarlett so much. But cause

28a

35 Of love, Scarlett always wish that Melly

29a
would dead so she could have Ashley, and

30a
/ Melly has never known that

31a '! 32a

Year after year, cause'of money, miserable,

% 21 33a
love, Scarlett had been remarried. The man

t. t

$26
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34a

40 was Rhett, who she was not only didn't
35a 36a

want to married but also had an active contempt.
37b

Though she married Rhett, but always still rembered
38a

Ashley. She love him very mukh. But he would never answer her.
..19a

When the war was over, and Ashley's

40b 41a

45 coming back. Melly has been miscarriage and

42a

dead. And now everyone was Miserable.
43a 44a

Before Scarlett wish that Melly would die so she

45a
can have Ashley,. now Ashley was coming back

50

and Melly was dead, but she didn't want him

anymore.
'4'69 47b

Everything was reveal, and Rhett knew everything,

48a

now is the time he understand about his wife. At last he decided
49b

to go back to his own place of birth and forget' everything.

50a
He try to find his own new life* and people whom

51a 52b

55 he'S,never known before. He would enjoy hunting
53a 54a

and fishing in the rest of hia'life:.thii happened make
55a

Scarlett crazy.

At last Scarlett felt so guilty:
56a 57a

She thought the only man he love.was Rhett. But

58a 59a

60 now is too late for her to say that when she
60a

already lost Rhett, the man who love her so much
61a 62a 63a

and she has never answer himby the nice words. She

64a
has always run,along with the man who never

65a
love her.

65
IP" After reading the story, I thought it

was so sad, but I liked it. It helped me
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66b 67a

learn. a lot of new words, which I haven't know
68a

before. It helped me to practice in reading.
--7

This was the most' interesting
Riv

70 It took me'a long time to sit
694 , 70b

read. Sometimes I laught and

story I've ever read.

there and

sometimes cried.
.1.

sr

In this instance, only 12 of the 70 underlined errors are attributabl ,

0

reasons other than spoken language divergence. Again, some of the charac-

terstic structures are represented; such as unmarked tense for regular (e.g,

25, 28,38, 44) and irregular (e.g. 48, 16) verbs, with a predominance of

unmarking on regular forms. This, of course, is reflective of patterns we

obserVed-. for tense unmarking in spoken language (cf. .Chapter Six). But we also

see a number of problems. resulting from attempts to use auxiliaries, including

the perfect (e.g. 2, 67) and passive (11, 12). There are a number of instances

in which the imperfect learning of auxiliaries apparently results in perfect

forms used for passives.(10) and vice versa (11); there are also hypercorrect

perfect uses where a simple pasi would be adequate, in English discourse (e.g. 2)
..... .. .

...

The sometimes.er,Katic insertion of auxiliary.forms and the auxiliary hyper-
-..

correction seems to be perfectly understandable in terms of imited English pio

ficiency and the formal constraints of the writing situation. Some of the

problems found'in clause subordination (cf. Chapter Four) are also indicated

(34, 35) as well as adverbial extension (e.g. before in 43) and a number of

instances of prepositional extension (3, 18, 53). (We did not detail these in

Chapter Four becaus f their lexical rather than grammatical peculidrities, but

these are characteri ically highlighted in second language studies of English.)

In some respects, th general patterns are quite like those found in our other

sample writing passage, but some of the specific manifestations are, of course,

different.
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Again, the incidence of straightforward, phonological divergence reflected

seems-to be restricted by comparison with grammatical manifestations we have

uncovered. The only instances that may be reflective of phonological transfer

in writing (other than those where.phonolpgy converge with grammar) are items

such as charater for character (4,7), where.the absence of medial c might be

reflective of cluster reduCtion word-internallyikt],.'and cause (27,31), which

may be reflective of unstressed syllable deletion (also common in casual spoken

standard English). A possible instance of phonological transfer is the'form

charmy for charming (9), but we cannot be certain here that this is reflection

of phonological final consonant absence, of a derivational suffix difference.

The.upshot of our brief investigation of this written sample is, that linguistic

divergence is the primary problem. In some respects, the written book review is

quite remarkable, considering the fact that the speaker'has only resided in the

United States for a year and has apparently only started learning and writing

English since her arrival.

We must be cautious in drawing conclusions on the basis of, two samples pre-

sented here, but these examples seem to be quite representative of the other

writing samples we have collected. And naturally, we must be cautious of the

bias created because of the non-random way in which our writing samples were

collected. Nonetheless, some trends appear to be emerging. For oneiwe are

surprised that there is not more phonological transfer indicated, given the

significance of phonological divergence in the variety as a whole. We are also

surprised at the relatively low incidence of the problems not related to

language divergence, particularly given the fact that written English is such an

incipient process for so .many of the writers. Ou'r observation here is of peda-

gogici14mportance, but it is also of sociolinguistic significance. We may

1

hypothesize that the emphasis on academic achievemnt would be particularly
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amenable to those aspects of writing most readily acquired through rote

learning. For English, the arbitrary writing mechanics and spelling

(partiCu4rly the.way it iS-ofteil taught as a rote rather than a phonologically

patterned task) would fit.this category of learning. More deeply habituated

patterns, such as marphosyntactic marking and ense sequencing within larger

discourse- units,: mould be much more difficult to--master in the writing system.

And these are the areas -most likely to be perpetuated in the writing problems of

the samples considered here.

Although our examination of language divergence and writing have not been

exhaustive here, it is obvious that the study of linguistic divergence in spoken

language serves as an important foundation -for the examination of written

-language. Descriptive linguistic detail such as that contained in Chapters

Four through Six is essential to understanding how spoken language may and may

not affect written language. It provides a basis for determining the dypemic

process in which spoken language affects writing both directly and indirectly.

Naturally, we are still limited in some of our descriptive detail and there are

other ways in which the spoken language may affect writing. We are particularly
: .

aware of the potential for spoken influence on the larger levels of language

organization, such as different discourse styles (Schafer 1980). There is

obvious need to broaden our descriptive detail at this point in order to

understand these larger units of language organization along with the morpho-

syntactic and phonological detail.

Our investigation of written and spoken language divergence also points out

the need to base our conclusions on empirical rather than predictive detail.

Some of the influences of spoken language on written language that we might have

predicted did occur in our writing samples, but others did not. Furthermore,

there are other aspects of indirect trasfer such as hypercorrection which
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could not necessarily.be predicted. The need for an empirical basis for exa-
,

mining ESL writing problems is thus reinforced in this' study, as spoken language
ti

and written, ,language data go hand-in-hand.

Finally, we have shown that broader sociolinguistic data must also be con-

sidered as -essential to the understanding of written language phenomena. We

have hypothesized. that some dimensions of the nature. of the. writing divergence

are best understood by considering deeper social values and attitudes ap they

may work themselves out. in a language learning situation. Such information is

not only important for understanding why particular configurations of writing

problems, occur; it is also important for determining the development of pedago-

gical strategies for writing instruction. If nothing else, this study has shown

that descriptive analysis of language divergence and.sociolinguistic studies of

language, use and attitudes cannot be considered ancillary adjuncts of pedagogi-

cal concerns. Indeed, pedagogical issues are irrevocably interwoven with

linguistic and sociolinguistic concerns. To separate them is a disservice to

the community involved and the educational process as it affeCts the community.

A
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Adult Questionnaire

I. Current Life

APPENDIX A

1. Do you have any children? (ages, sex, etc.)

2. How do you spend a typical day now? What are some of the things

you have to do?

3. Do you like to watch TV? What are some of your favorite TV

programs? Can you tell me about one of the recent ones you saw? What

happened? What TV shows do your children like to watch? Can you tell me

about them?

4. Do you like music? What kind of music do you like? Why? Do

you have a favorite singer or group? What are they like? Can you tell me
about the music that your children listen to?

5. Do you have al et of relatives living around here? Do you get

together for holidays Ha: Tet? Can you remember one of these times that

was particularly fun? What happened?

6. (if ESL student)- Are there special things that happen in your

Englishcklasses that you really like?

7. Are your best friends mostly American or mostly Vietnamese? Was

it hard to get tq know Americans? Why? How did you do it?

8. Are your neighbors Americans or Vietnamese (or other Asians, etc.)?

Do you know them very well? Which ,ones? What kinds of things do you do

together?

9. What kind of groups (religious, community, etc.) do you belong

to? What kind of activities do they have?

10. What kinds of jobs would you like your children to b; able to

have? Education?

\Life in Vietnam

1. When did you leave Vietnam? Can you tell me about your life

there?

2. What kind of school did you go to in Vietnam? How was it

different from schools in America? What did you boys wear? What did the

girls wear? What subjects did you study? What were your teachers like?

3. Describe the city or town you lived in.

4. What kind of work did you do in Vietnam? What kind of work did

your family members do?
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5. Do you remember ever getting lost as a chlad? What happened?

How about brothers or sisters who got lost? Did any of your children ever
get lost? Have you gotten lost since you've been here? What happened?
Has anyone else in your family gotten lost since Ley've been here?

6. Do you know any good Vietnamese stories or folktales? Can you

tell me one? What stories do you tell your childxen?

7. Can you tell me about leaving Vietnam? Did you spend any time
in a refugee camp? Where? Can you describe it?

At/

III. Comparisons/speculations

1. Would you go back to Vietnam if you could? Why/why not?

2. Do you think that American teenagers are respectful towards their

parents? Are you afraid that your children will act less respectful towards
you if they have American friends? In what ways? Do your friends talk much

about this ?. What do they say?

3. How do the different members of your family feel about living

here?

4. What kinds of food do you eat at home? Did you find it hard to

get used to American food?

5. What do you do in your home to try to maintain Vietnamese culture?
What kinds of things do you teach your children about Vietnamese culture?

IV. Language Usage

1. What languages do you speak? How well?

2. What languages have yoil studied in school? How long? Where?

(including refugee camps)

3. Who lives in your house? What language(s) do they speak? How

well? What language do you speak with each one of them most of the time?

4. Whercdo you prefer to speak English? Why? When do you prefer

to speak Vietnamese? Why?

5. Do you think you speak English exactly like the Americans you

know? If not, how is your English different from theirs?

6. Do you think your English sounds like your children's

English? If not, how is your English different from theirs?

7. Do.eg-anyone you know worry that Vietnamese refugee children will

stop speaking and using Vietnamese? What do they do about it? What do-_,

they say?
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8. Do you read Vietnamese? Do you read books or magazines in

Vietnamebe? Do you write letters to people. in Vietnam? Do yOu spend much

. time reading or writing Vietnamese?

9. Do you want your children to continue to speak Vietnamese?

What do you do to encourage them to speak Vietnamese?

C.)
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10

Adolescent Questionnaire

I. Life in Vietnam

1. How old were you when you left Vietnam? Do you remember much
about your life there?

2. _What kind of school did you go to in Vietnam? How was it
different from schools in Atherica? What did you wear? What subjects did
you study? What were.yoUr teachers like?

3. Describe the city or town you lived in.

4. What work did your parents do? %

5. Do you remember ever getting lost as a child? What happened?

How about brothers or sisters who got lost. Have you ever gotten lost

since you've been in the U.S.?

6. Do you know any good Vietnamese stories or folktales? Can you tell

me one?

7. Tell me about your escape from Vietnam. Did you spend any time

in a refugee camp? Where? What was it like?

II. , Current Life

1. How do you spend a typical day now? What are some of the things

you have,to do?

2. ,Do you like to watch TV? What are some of your favorite TV

programs? Can .you tell me about one of the recen ones- you saw? What

happened?

19.

you have

4.

together

that was

Do you like music? What kind of music do you like? Why?

a favorite singer or group? 'What are they like?

Do you have a lot of relatives living around here? Do you get

for holidays like Tet? Can you remember one of these get-togethers

particularly fun? What happened?

5. Do you have special chores that yoere supposed to do around home?

What are they? What happens if you don't do them?

6. Are there special things that happen in school
like?

that you really

7. Are your best friends mostly American or mostly Vietnamese? Was

it hard to get to know Americans at school? Why? How did you do it?

8. Are your neighbors mostly Americans ormostly Vietnamese?
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9. 'Do yOu belong to any religious or community groups?

-10. What kind of job/education would you like to get in the future?

III. Comparisons/Speculations

1. Would you go back to Vietnam if you could? Why/why not?

Mk 2. Some people say that Vietnamese teenagers '.are not as respectful
to their.parents here in the U.S. as they were in Vietnam.. What do you think?

3. How do the different members of your family feel about living
here?

4. What kinds of food do you eat at home? Did you find it hard to
get used to American food?

5. Do you like the weather hereobetter than the weather in Vietnam?
Why?

6. What do your parents do in your home to try to maintain Vietnamese

culture? Do you try to follow Vietnam'kse customs?

IV. Language Usage

1. What languages do you speak? How well?

2. What languages have you studied in school? How long? Where?

(including refugee camps)

3. Who lives in your house? What language(s) do they speak? How

well? What language do you speak with each 'One- of them-most of the time?

4. When 'do you prefer to speak InkliSh? Why? When do you prefer

to speak Vietnamese? Why?

5. Do you think you speak English exactly like the Americans you

know? If not, how is your English different from theirs?

6. Do you think your English sounds like your parents'
English? If not, how is your English different from theirs?

7. Does anyone you know worry about Vietnamese refugee kids keeping

up their Vietnamese? What do they do? What do they say?

8. Do you read Vietnamese? Do you read books or megazines in

Vietnamese? Do you write letee'fs to people in Vietnam? DO 'you spend much

time reading or.writ4ng Vietnamese?

9. Do you want to continue to speak Vietnamese? Do your parents

want you to? What do they do to encourage you?

.
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F = fieldworker
S = subject

F:

S:

F:

S:

Appendix B
Sample Interview:

Subject Number 84

16 year old male high school student
length of time In U.S.: 2 years

How old were you when you left Vietnam?

I left Vietnam when I was fourteen years old.

What-do you remember about where you lived and stuff. What was it like

where you were living?

Before I lived in Saigon. The main capital of Vietnam. And, after 1975,
the Vietnamese Cominunist they came to took South Vietnam. And then I

came back to the farm of my grandmother, and I lived there for almost one

year. And, they continued to,...you know, because my uncles and my

fatherS, they were the Vietnamese soldier. And theft, they search for my

father and my uncles. Cause my uncles was the soldier for American. And

then we left that city, we came down to the city, that's its name, a
small city named And then they lived there for almost three

years and I didn't came to school. I have tojielp my parents with fhat
work on the farm and to grow the rice, something like that, and, we lived
there for almost three years and had some problem, because they still

search for my father. And we had to find a way.to escape from the
Vietnamese Communist, but we don't have the money. And, my father, he

has to contact with my grandfather because my grandfather have the boat
I

and he was the fishing. On the way he search for the way to escape
from Vietnamese Communist and my uncle was caught by the Vietnamese
Communist, for three months. And after they, you know, give my uncle

freedom. And we find a way to leave the, Vietnam,-to came to another
country have the freedom, you know. We find freedom. And, on the way

we left Vietnam with 72 people on the boat with 10 meters. 10 meters,

the long is 10 meters...

F: Right.

S: ...and the wide.is, I thought,,maybe two and a half meters. With-74

people, and just all the people in my family is 32 people. With 40

people, you know, they saw us try escaping and then they follow us--if

we won't let them go with us they will tell with the Vietnamese Communist

to come to catch us.

F: Oh, so you have to take them with you then?

S: .Uh-huh

nough

wit saw

. And for five day and five nights on the sea,
water to drink, food to eat. After, five days

the boat of the thiefs'tiedup. And they come
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S: know that is a thiefs. We didn't know that. And, after they help 'us to

get on the boat and after one or two hours, they gave us food to eat and
after that they search for gold,* Yeah, and they take all of the gold of
the people go 41 my boat, and they show us the way to go to Malaysia.
And we went to Malaysia for around, one day and one night, and we came
to Malaysia. We saw the island. It's too many, too .many people there.
About, I thought 42,000 people. On the, the island,'about one-and-half
miles. And we saw very crowded people there. And we.get there, and we
live there. We don't have food, enough food to eat everyday. We have .

to go up to the forest, to cut down-the tree to make the tent to live there.
Almost a year.

F: Uh -huh. In Malaysia?

S: Yeah; in Malaysia, in the island, it's almost a year. We have the
organization of American to come to, you know, ask us about something in
Vietnam and was my father was in Vietnam, and my father tell him he was
a soldier, something'like that. They let us to left Malaysia to come to,
you know, left the island to came to the main capital of Malaysia is
Kuala Lumpur. And we live there for, about three or four months. You

know, we got to travel because my uncles, he went to Switzerland and he
sponsor my family to go to 'Switzerland and after that; and between
America and Switzerland, I don't know what's wrong with them, they put all
of the Switzerland that my father want to go to in Switzerland and American,
and they ask my father why my father don't want to go to America. Why he
want to go to Switzerland. And my father says because we have the 1

relative in Switzerland and we want to live together, something like Oat.
They says there in Switzerland they cannot come to the concentration '
camp to ask us about that, and we live there three months and the American
people they call on us to come up there and then, they says now if my\
father want to go to America right, they would let us go, because the
organization of Switzerland, they not accept us to go to Switzerland.
Then we came here, right. Ve came'here. :I remember; that is the
organization of, YMCA, you know? YMCA--that's the sponsor, and, I don't
know, something like that. Her nathe'ig,'uh, tree-,--T-H-R-, yeah,

something like that. And we came here, right, with no people, nobody
come to take us home or go to the house of the organization that they
sponsor us, and they rent the house for us to live there. Nobody come
td' the airport to meet us and we stay there for more than three hours.
And I didn't know how to speak any English. My father and all my family
they didn't know how to speak English, too, And, we stay there for three
hours. And, we didn't know about it and we have the box. The box--that's
just some of the paper about the Vietnamese secrecy like that and we
show to the man who worked in the airport and he called the taxi come
to take us go down to the main office of the YMCA. And we came there
right but we don't have the money to pay for the driver. And he still
argue with us why I don't have to pay the money for him. And we said,

we just came to'America and we didn't know how to speak English, you
know. Makes my father so mad about that, but he cannot say anything,
with him. And we stay there fpr about one-and-half hours. And, a man

come YMCA, he came to and he pay the money and take us home. And leave

us live in the house that he rent for the Vietnhmese refugee, that just
came from America to live there. That's in the house is, 14 people and

my family is seven peoplet,rlght. And, that's plus together is 21 people

living in that house.
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F: Where is that house?

S: The house is in Arlington. The house in Arlington, and we live there

just only three days. Three days my father, you know, he still get sleep

because it's half way up the hour, something like that. The lad, come

to ask my father and she- wanted my father to go to work. And my father

he didn't know how to speak English and he say, how can he work. And she

says, that's okay, they don't care about the English and only three days

and my father have to go to work. You see, my father have to go to work

with no English. He came to work there and theady fent for us the.

house to live here. I live here.almost two years.

: Uh-huh. So you've been there every since that time.

'S: Right. I live here right, and my father to work with him with the salary

for each hour is three dollar and thirty-five cents.

F: Where does he work?

S: I thought he works for the chemical factories, something like that. And,

after he worked there for three months and he got some problem with the

chemical came td his eye, right, and he had to go to the hospital.. After

that, and, the doctor write for him the note and then he cannot go to

work, you know, he have to stay home and rest for one more or two more

weeks, something like that. But after my father get well and he came

back to, work and the man who was the husband of the lady, you know, who

come to ask my father to go to work. He is that manager in that factory.

And my father told him about that, you know, but he came to and he told

the boss, it's my father lazy and he stay home, he didn't want to go to

work. And, the boss layoff my father, get-fire my father. See, get-fire

my father and he didn't pay one week for my father work there. And my

father stay home and we--how can we live now 7-s9d we came to the church

and we qew the lady who work for the church came to my house, and, you

know, help us and, something like that. And, me and my father came to the
-

career center, where the social worker work there. And to ask them and we

have seen some Vietnamese people, they came out and ask-us some like that.

And they call the Red Cross, you know, come to my house and to give my

family food to eat. And for about two weeks, right, two weeks. And we

have application for the welfare. And we live here and then the YMCA

they didn't come back to my house anymore. And, I have to go to find the

school to go to myself. Me and my father, you know, came to fitind this

school but'we didn't know the way to go. We lost the way. Wikh five hours

on the street and we go around and like that. And we saw the taxi, and

we come to him and we saw, you know. I very lucky because I have the

address, you know, address somebody write for me. I gave to him and he

know that and he took us go home and he take us, limm-mmm five dollars for

that, and after, to apply for this, for the school semester they, you

know, took me to come to the School to apply for to go to school. And

I came to school and study. I tried study so hard, study so hard to

help my family, and my father tried so hard to find a job to work because

he didn't want to stay home. If he stay home we don't have enough money

to live. And my dad and my mom go to work for
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F: Minmmm. Where's that?

S: At Tyson Corner. BecauSe my mother she, was a tailor'and'tor father he was

a auto mechanic for twenty years. But he came and he worked, you know,

because he doesn't know how to" speak English. And he cannot deal with

his job and he have to change his job. And he, now he work for, a bookshop.

you know, and my mom is still a,tailor and the church came to help us

and to give us the , and to leave something to us and to help us
to go to church and they still help my father_ and my grandparents to study

English, you know. And my.father, now he change his job' and he work

for a ; and-mTmom work there too. Now they work for eight dollars

for an hour.

F: Uh-hth, well that's much better. Good. Have your parents been able to

take any courses in English at all or are they just learning sort of as

they go along?

S: Yes, they have taken two course for English, but they didn't know how,

you know because they worry about it--my relative in Vietnam and to go

to work to get money for the children in the house td live, and they

cannot remember and they cannot go to study anymore. They have still

go to work..

F: Yeah. Do they work during the day or during the evening or how? What's

their situation?

S: They work during the day. From nine o'clock until five-thirty. Maybe

they work over weekend too, becauie they want to have the money for us

because my family have seven people.

F: Uh-huh. Five children and ...

S: Yeah. Five children and my parents.

r: Yeah, yeah, that's a lot. So, how far is 1t where they work, it's

Tysons Corner from here still?

S: Before they work at Tysons Corner, ut now they move the job, they work

at the not far from away to my house. Just only fifteen minutes.

F: Oh, good. Well, that's much better. hat's much better. How do you

think your parents feel about-living Were now?

S: They thinks, they live here, that's it's, you know, the new life for them,

right. And they, they live here, but, you know, we like to live here but

my parents, not, because they remember the relative in Vietnam and they

didn't know how to speak English. kid, here, they don't have friend- -

and that's thing for them. For the people they go to work with, American

people, they cannot speak and listen to them. If they got some 'trouble

with them, what do they do with them.

Yeah yeah. Are there any Vietnamese where they work or are they all

Americans?
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S: Before they work, have just only American people, but now they work with

my uncles.

F: Mmrr-mmm. Is that your uncle that was in Switzerlarid or is he still in

Switzerland?

S: No. You know, when we came to Malaysia and my two uncles, they have their

family, right. In their family they, got, one got three children and both

of them got ten people in their family! And, they want to go to America

with us but the American, you know, the,ry not accept' because a lot of

people in the family, from thirty-two people._ We have to separate. My

uncle,' he didn't got two legs because Olen the war over he got the'bomb,
you know, he sit on the bomb. Boom,lIke this and crush his leg. And,

the Switzerland came to, you know',0-- ask 114.m something and they took him

to Switzerland with ten People/there. And we got twenty-two people
came to America.

F: Oh, I see. / o you bade one uncle here and one uncle in Switzerland?

S: No. I got two uncles in Switzerland.

F:. Two uncles in Switzerland.

$.1

S: .My grandparents, they got twelve children. And my mother is the oldest

children in the family. '

F: OhrI see,I see. So you've got a lot of aunts and uncles. How do they

like living in Switzerland? Do you know, do you hear, from them much?

S: Yes. Last summer, my uncle he came here. And he told us about Switzerland.

He told us the life in America is better than in any country they came to,
because Switzerland is a beautiful country, right, but have'to import food,

rice, and something else from another country came to that country.4..And
he says during the winter we have to .pay the.taxes during the winter, and

during the summer we have to pay the taxes for the summer. And.the

license driver is $3,000, for a license driver. Said it's veryIlard to

get a car. w

F: Yeah, yeah. Does he have a car or...?

No. He didn't have a car, he came to Switzerland for threeyears. He

didn't have a car.

F: What's he doing in Switzerland is he, He's got a -job?

S: He work' for the factory to make the watch. A

F: Is there a large Vietnamese` community where he lives?. re there alot of

Vietnamese in the area of Switzerland?

4

S: NO4 just only 10,000 Vietnamese peoN_e and-they divide in all of the countries.

And, my uncles, one live in area that's speak, uh Fr ch'and one live in

another country, speaks German.

'F: Oh, that's hard then.
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S: They want to came here to live.

F: Yeah, are they gonna try to move? Can they do that?

lel

S: They wait for my family,_ you knOw, to ask for the church to sponsor them
came to live here. .

F: Do, your parents have many friends at church, are they..

-S; Just only American. American People in the church.

F: Oh, which church are you....
S:

Sr

F: Oh, so its not the, uh, I was thinking the church that they go to.

S: No, I thought he is Catholic Church, we Baptist...

F:1 How did you go to that church? Did you used to go to a Baptist Church
or did you go since you've come here?

S: We, in Vietnam we didn't have any religion. And after we'came to, you
know, we left Vietnam, on the way we go, right, and we pray to God to
help us and to save us to came to land with no problem. You know, after

1 three days and we saw a lot of sharks. You know. Yeah. And, during
:4 the tide go up, you know, they follow our. boat. That's very, and much

we pray to God and he help us to come to Malaysia with no problem. After
that, my family believe in Jesus and we came to America and we find a
church'to go. We usually came to church every Sunday, to service.

F: Uh-huh. Are there any other Vietnamese there at all--or--that go to that
church?

S: I thought one or two family.

F: Uh-huh. Yeah, because there are a number around that, a number around
the church that live near the church. 'Okay. How do you like school here?
What do you think of the church in the United States?

S: Well, the school, I like so much. I like so much, but we got some troale
with some people in that school. Look, like my country, too. Rome good

people and some bad people. When I first came to the school and I started
there and just a few Vietnamese people. A lot of them nice, most people,
but some people do very bad'thing. They took all of my gym clothes; my
books, and I go home I don't have the money to buy It. Ask for my mother
and during that time my parents, they didn't go to work and we don't have
the money to buy another clothes. And I have to wait for thiee months.
I got zero all the time in the class..

F: Ohhh. 'Cause you didn't have the .,.staff for it?

S: ...The clothes to

F: Ohhh. And they didn't understand that.
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S: Well, the teacher say I have to buy it. I don't have money. Just buy.

the first time and they took all of my, no, I have to buy the soft suit,
the short, and the sock, plus, more than eight dollars. And, we have

three, oh, no four children. Four, you know, my family have four children

to go to school. My sister, because she sick. She got seizure and said

to4 stay home.

F: How are your, do you have brothers and sisters or...

9: I got the older sister is 21 years old. And my younger sister is 14 years

old. And my brother, younger brother is 13 years old and the one is 12

years old.

F:. So you're kinda' in the middle there. What's your oldest sister do./ Is

she still, in school or...?

S: She still going to school, but sometime she have to stay home because
she got the seizure and she cannot go to school, you know. I saw when

I took'her, came to the hospital, they took het blood and I saw- all they

took too mug'. Ju'st only ten day took for, three, you know 'some blood,

they took for her blood. .

F: Yeah. To test-..

S: Yeah. Test every ten days.

F: Oh, goodness, every ten days they do that?

S: 'yeah.

F: Have they been doing that a long time or just recently?

S: About two months ago, you know. They took every ten days, and they

gave her a new kind of medicine totake everyday and she got to go to

sleep everyday, like that, and sometime she fall down.

F: Yeah, yeah. What do they y? Do they hope that they can try to cure4

that?

S: Yeah. They try to stop that seizure. FAnd they gave my sister two

medicine to drink and she leave and she fell down. Because the

medicine I thought the medicine make her gets in trouble. Sleep .so

muchend she cannot go to school.

F: I wanted to ask you about the school here versus your school in Vietnam,'

and what the differences arelyou think?

S: Yeah, it's a lot of different in my country, you know. The rule in the

school is very, very hard, but in American they are so easy. The

student came to Vietnamese school'the same ,uniform, and don't have to

smoke, drink, or have the girl friend, boyfriend. Look.like,giacan.

do'that. That's American, I saw. A lot of neople, They kids on the

hall, you know, something like that.. They smoke a lot.
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F: They couldn't do t at in Vietnam, huh? Do they Smoke in the high school
now?

.4

e
S: Mmm-mmm.

F: No. Outside or...?

F: Mmm-mmm...How bout the subjeCts that you studied in Vietnam? What kind

of things were you studying. Wait) you hadn't gone to school for a few
years before you left, huh? What about before the Communist came, were
the subjects that you studied then different from what you study now, or
about the same?

S: Yeah, it di&compare with American as we same, because we study history --
not English. Not Englith, 'right. And, math, science; like American.

'Ake American. But we just, we got only four hours for a day. And the
AmecTcan' got seven hours.

° F: .Yeah,,l'ong.day, huh?

S: Yeah. We study midi Saturday., To go Monday until Saturday. We got

only one 'day from Sundays weekend.

F: Right. Do you like, having a two day weekend?
or

S: Yeah. Yeah,-it-make me, you know, so glad to have two days to get some

sleep,' to get full sleep. .,

F:' Do you stay, up late to study?' Now?

S: Mmmm, uh-huh. Everyday came to school at 6:30, right. Okay. Iwalk
here'and came to school about half an hour. I came to school at seven,

I study until 2:00. I came home at 2:30 and I have to do my work intil

10.:00. I have to do my work until-10:00.

Do you start classes at seven or...

S: Ye4hy uh,

F: Wow, that'S earlyf

t
S: Sometime it 'make me so crazy because I don't understand about a lot of

English words and some slang,the words in U.S4,,,History, I don't understand.

Make me so crazy. have to find_ the dictionary, but some words I cannot

find.
4

F: Yeah. Do you think that's .'the hardest subject, U.,S. History, to take

for you now?

S: 'Yes. U.S. History and biology. Those are the hardest.
A

F: What doyou like, the best?

)S:', Math, You know, \I study math. I like salon

\

i .

.L.'.
,

,

\ i. , _to ...1
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F: What would like to do, do you think, after you finish school?

S: I thought I plan to college and then my plan is study for electronics
engineering:.

F: Where would you like-to go to college, do you know yet?

S: My church chose for me a college,

F: Are you involved in any of the clubs at school or any activities that
there are in high school?

S: Yes,.Vietnamese Club, and I play volleyball.

F: How long have you been playing volleyball?

S: One-half years.
.10

a

F: Do a lot f Vietnamese students play volleyball or is it mostly Americans

or are ther othpr, what kind of people make up the volleyball team?

§: Oh, a lot of Vi namese, and Spanish, and some American, you know,

come together an play.

F: Did you play volleyball in your country?

S: Not yet. Because I just thirteen years old.

F: Oh, but was that a sport that people did?

te

S: Oh, yeah, yeah. That's a sport and the main sport is soccer.

The main sport is soccer.

F: The main sport is soccer. Do you play soccer now? No?

S: Not yet. So busy.

F: Yeah, Too much, huh?

S: Just play, volleyball, during Tuesday and Thursday and Saturday. I

came to church, I help the church to give out the clothes and something

else for the people who just came to ,America.

F: Do. they have a place there at the church to do this.

S: Yes. Yes, dvery Saturday I work at 9:00 until 12. L work there for

every Saturday.

F: And that's the church in

S: Yes.

.F: Uh-huh. Oh, well that's good, I didn't know that they, they had that

there.
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S: I work there about, almosta year. Yeah, I work there. Just volunteer
to work. It's some people there, there's some old ladies in the churcho
you know, we came to help them to carry the heavy box of the clothes in
it, and go upstair, you know, because they too'old. They cannot carry
theheavy box go there.

F: Sure. Do a lot of people come each Saturday.

S: Yes. More than 40 people.

Really?

S: Yes, every Saturday. More than 40 people that came. A lots of
iiCambod ans and Laotian.

F: Are there still a lot of Vietnamese that are coming, say that have just
come this year in your high school or near thechurchthere that you
know -are newly arriving?

z-

S: Oh, they came every month and every ydars.

F: Still...

S: Yeah, still came. Plus, I thought about 'six months ago, just a few
Vietnamese people came to this

F: Do you think there are more Cambodians and Laotians comingror is it just
that more of'thedrgo to the church to pick up the clothes? I just
wondered. I don't know myself. _

S: Oh. I thought allot of, yeah, Cambodians and Laotian. And some African)
African peole..

F: Ethlopians,,J.guess.

S: Mmm-mmm. They came here.

F: How bout the Vietnamese Club. What do you do in the Vietnamese Club

S: We have a meeting, some, week we have once for meeting. Or some two
weeks Or three weeks, something like, that. We have talk about

the education, aboutthe subject in the school. If it's so hard and
we can't communicate with the teacher to have the Vietnamese teacher to
teach us about it, some subject we don't understand and so hard for
us to do. And, they help us alot, to do the work in the school that
we don't understand, and help us to explain us, and you knoW, some
trouble we got in at the school, to help the new people, came to school
too.

F: po the teachers spend time after school with the students or in between

S: Yes. Yes, they.slay there tinti1,' thought, 4 :30
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F: Well that's good. They can get the help that they need. Is

there something setup so that the students who've been here

F: longer can help the new ones that dire coming?

S: Last year we have. No. Before a years from last year. A lot of

American people they came here from 1975. They still hate the new
people came here to live.

F: They do? They don't like them?

S: Yeah:

F: How come? You know, somebody else told me that, too. -I. didn't know why.

S: Yeah, you knoW, I don't know why, you know, they just like to play with
American people. And, we got some trouble. And, we ask them: are you

Vietnamese people. We so glad to neet the Vietnamese people, but they
says they are not Vittnamese peopl .. They are Spanish or Laotian and

other people. Not, they not say t ey are Vietnamese people.'

F: But they really were.

S: Yeah. They really were.

F: Is that still a problem?

S: Yeah. In the school children. Still a problem. They didn't like to have

the new student came to school.

F: Do you know why. They've just settled in here or they...

S: I thought maybe therolust like American people because since they are
small they came to American and they live and, you know, their temper

look like American people. They look just like we do, people, you

know like their temper. They do not like the Vietnamese custom anymore.

They changethe custom.

F:, Yeah. Thatrs.a shame cause that makes tension. Let me see, what else.

Do you like to watch T.V.?

S: Yeah.

F: What kind of things do' you like to watch on TV.?

S: About the FBI or the war,.I like to watch. And, I like to watch wrestling.

F: Wrestling?

S: Yeah, sports. I like to watch that.

F: What's your favorite sport to watch?

Volleyball and soccer!

F: Do you have a favorite soccer tea

0

S: -Yeah.
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"E: Which. one? What soccer team do you like?

S: Doyou mean, when I watch the T.V.?

F: To watch yeah.

S: Yeah, I like the German.

F: They one?

S: The German team. German. Yeah, that's a good team.

F: Did you watch the World Soccer Championships when Italy won?

S: Yeah, yeah, Italy. That. is so lucky for Italy!

F: It sure was.

S: Every year is from German, right? And, let me seeGerman-7one time.is

no German in Yeah, that's German too. That's still, they still

got the cup from the world soccer. I don't-know about this time,

Italy is so lucky..

F: Yeah. They were probably just,as surprised as everybody else was. How

about music, do you like to listen to music?

S: Yeah.

F: What kind of music do you like.

S: Just country music.

F: Country music. Do you have a favorite group or singer?

S: I join to choir in the church. I sing for the' church every Sunday night.

F: That's good. Do you have practice once a week?

t.

S: Yes, we have practice every Sunday at 5:30. Practice 3 to 5. And, about

18 people. Just the children.

F: What kind of o'ther,things do you Rio at church. Does the church have

other activities like dinners or...

S: Yeah, Sunday got the dinner and, you know, every holiday they have

in the church and I have to come to service. Do the free service. I

like to help the old people to clean the house and to wash their window

during the winter.

F: In the church, you mean or...

S: No. For the house. Last week we came to the farm with the American

pastor, and to do him a faVor' s to cut the wood for him to ready for

the winter. To, you know, ha firewood in the winter.

2'74'
F: Right. Where is the farm?
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S: I don't know the name of that country, but it's far away from here,

bout two hours.

F: Is it his farm or does the church own part of it?

S: His farm, his farm. He live there with his wife and his son was dead
there when he jumping and he fell down and broken his neck.

F: Climbing the mountain or something?

S: He play some sport and I don't know how you call, that look like the

bed, but when you jump...

F: Oh. Trampoline.

9: Oh, tramnolines, right. Right.

F: Oh, my, that's a shame.

S: He broken his neck.

F: Yeah. And your family--does your family go to the dinners and stuff

that the church has?

S: Yeah. Came too.' ,We enjoy. And we, now we become a Christian. We

baptized from last year.

F: Good. How bout your best friends? Are your best friends at school
A

mostly Vietnamese or mostly Americans or other?

S: A lots of Vietnamese. And I got just favorites, three Americans.
It's two girls in my church that came to school with me, and during

the typing. And my English, I got only one boy it's Americana I like

a lot. Oh, three-four. I got four. One is in math class. He

handicap,

F: American or...

S: Yeah. Yeah, American. He handicap. I help him slot to do the work

with Algebra III. Yeah, me and him together.

F: Did you think it was hard to get to know Americans. To make friends with

Americans?

S: Yeah. It is hard..

F: What kind of things did you do to get to know them?

S: Just came to church is the first thing. And, well, there's the easy

thing is that you know hoc,/ to smoke and drink; It's easy to make friends

with them.

F: Yeah.

S: I don't want to. I went to church, and I got friend in the church.

F: Okay. Do you think you'd ever go back to Vietnam if you could?
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S: I thought when my country became freedom -- become freedom,

back to my country:

F: Do you have a lot of relatives that still live?

. S: Sure. Yes. A lot.

F: Yeah, sure, cause your grandparents had how many, twelve?

S: Yeah. She got twelve children.

F: So a lot of them are still there. Are your grandparentg still alive?

Do they stay in Viet Nam?

S: Yes, they stil
father, right, he
was the Vietnames

ve, When my. grandfather, this is the father of my

as dead by the Vietnamese Communist. They thOught he

soldier and then they drown him underwater, and kill

him dead. Now I, got some, one grandmother live'there with my uncles.

F: In Switzerland,or...

S: No, In Vietnab.

F: Oh, Vietnam.
What do you think of American teenagers? Do you think they're respectful

towards their parents? or, how do you think they act towards heir parents?

S: Yes. Some of them. They be very, very nice to their parents. Some of

them not. I have seen two or' four American teenagers left their house and

came to live with another people, didn't want to livewith their parents
because they drink and they smoke and their parents told them to stop it

but they not. They left the house to go live with another people.

F:

S:

F:

S:

F:

S:

F:

In high school? These were petiole in high school?

Yeah.

That's young.

And I have seen, you know, when I have taken the license test, for driver,

and I have,seen the girl. And here with her mother and fighting her. ThAt

time to--they left the room for the test, for the license test...

So, you never do that with your parents, huh?

No, I didn't...

Dq you think some of the Vietnamese teenagers that have come over, are

they starting to do that or do they still obey and respect their parents

like they did in Vietnam?

In my custom, the children must obey their parents. -If.they told you that

thing wrong--but you had to do that for them,-because they, you know, look

like the king, right, who.told his soldier to do this this, that thiS wrong.

' But you still do that. Never to argue with your own parents.

2°119
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F: .What kind of things do you do in your home to keep up Vietnamese customs?

Or,traditions, or ways of....

When we left homes we have to tell with our parents, and we want to go
somewhere else, have to tell them. And, no, if I want to work, right,

I have to ask my parent first, to let me go to work, or not. Because

they sometime I go to work and I have the money, right, it make me to
like money a lot and I cannot go to school. That will miss my school.

F: Are.you going-to work at all now, do you mean; or you have,

S: No, No. Have to stay home and study because my parents told me try to

study. When Vietnamese became freedom I have to came then to help my

country.

F: Right, right. Yeah, you have plenty of years to work.. Don't<silsh into

it:

S: The people in my church, they didliOt want me go to work.' They want me to

go to school.

F: Yeah, best to study, I think. Okay, I wanna ask you the questions here:

What different languages do you speak? Vietnamese and English:

dor

S: 'I just speak Viietnamese and English. That's it.

F: Okay. Do you speak any Chinese at all?

S: Uh-uh! Real Vietnamese. 5A2

F: Real Vietnamese, okay. Are you sure?)

S: Sure. He, too. He, too. He's real Vietnamese.

F: Real Vietnamese. Do you think the people that sneak Chinese and then

speak Vietnamese don't speak real Vietnamese? Is that what people say?

S: Yeah, yeah. Some people. If you see the people, the list name is

Nguyen--N-G-U-Y-E-N-7and the last name is T-R-A-N and L-E--that is

real Vietnamese people. I know, their last name. Not talking about,

Chinese, they came to Vietnam and they live there, they, know how to speak

Vietnamese. And they'had the money, after 1975, they give Vietnamese

Communist money to build for them the boat to let them go very freely.

F: The Chinese. The Chinese living there? Oh, really: So they were

treated better than...

S: Yeah. Better than us. They came to America, you'know. We have the

name. That's the Vietnamese,. real. Just almost Chinese. It's very, very

few Vietnamese people. We don't have money to pay for them, just because

the Vietnamese, real Vietnamese, they have the boat. And they call their

relative and then go. Just the Chinese, you knOw. They call their friends

and somebody else to make the boat and to pay for Vietnamese Communist.

Then they left Vietnamese sp pasily.

2c) 0
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F: Oh, I didn't know about that. So Vietnamese and English and that's it, huh.
How- long did you study English first of all?

S: Two years.

F: Two years, okay. Did you study at all, English at all when7you were in
the camps in Malaysia?

S: Uh-uh. That's so hard for me to get to study English, because in Malaysia
I live.in the:island, right. It cost me to study English, I have to pa'y
the money for them.

F: Oh, really. They make you pay:

S: Yeah, I have to pay. I don't have the money to pay. Just all most
Chinese people they study it. I have to--have to go to the forest to
cut the wood and help the workmen to sell for them and to get the money
to buy the tent to make the house to liveeveryday.

F: Okay. Did you study any French or anything in high school. ,Did you study

that?

S: Uh-4.

F: Okay. In Vietnam you studied your language how many years? How many

years did you go to school.

S: I went to school when I was six years old. Seven, eight, nine, ten. When

I finish in.schbol in Vietnam, it's fifth grade.

F: Okay. How bout in your home, do you always speak Vietnamese or sometimes
speak English?

S: Yeah. We speak Vietnamese.

.F: How bout with your younger brothers and sisters, do they ever speak English

to each other?

S: Yeah, sometime.

F: Sometithes they do? How old are they again, the younger ones?

S: The youngest one is twelve years old.

F: Twelve year's old. Okay, so they do sometimes. When do you like to speak,

are there times when you would like to speak English better, I meant like

to speak English more and times you like to speak Vietnamese more?

S: When we came to the church, we like to speak English special to make the
American to understand us because some, when we speak Vietnamese and they

thought that's we tell say something had about them. We have to speak

English. At home, I have to speak Vietnamese td let my parents to under-

stand us.

2S-1.
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A

F: Right, right. How bout with your Vietnamese friends, do you always speak

Vietnamese?

S: ;Yes, we speak Vietnamese-like him.

Do you ever speak English together?

S:' Sometime:

F: When--what kind of things do you use English for?

S: When we talk with a friend, American friend or some, the words that we

don't understand. That's word we don't know the meaning., We just

speak English then.

F: If you're studying together, do you ever use English when, you'recstudying?

S: Yes.

F: Cause you talk about the subjects in school. But usuaily Ws Vietnamese.
)

S: Yeah, usually Vietnamese.

F: Okay. Do you think that your English, sounds ju.st'lpc.e your American

friends' English, or do you think it sounds diffevent?

S: I don't think because some, I speak like American, some lot, and some of

the hard word, and some/have the, tdo rainy definition. Sometime'it

make me n t... Now,.English, right, it go the high and then low and

high and ow and then', it go just the same way. It's straight.

F: So it'd be different. Okay. Do you read books or magazines or newspapers

in VietnameSe now?

S: No. I just read the American book.

F: Do you write letters in Vietnamese?

S: Yeah. I write letter to send to my friend in California. In Vietnamese.

F: So you've kept up your writing in Vietnamese. Okay. How bout, one

more thing. 'Do your parents ever worry about your youngerbrothers

and sisters...

S: Yeah.

...stopping or not learning-Vietnamese.

S: Yeah. They worry about that.

F: What kinds of things do they say?
-"

-*;S: They tell them to speak Vietnamese everyday and to write tter to send

to 'my grandmom. in Vietnam.

259 2S2
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F: So they encourage them to write. Can they write all the

S: They can write but some grammar is...they have some problem faith the

grammar.

F: Okay, that's all...if I could ask you to read something aloud could you

do that?

S: You want.me to read it for you?

F: Yeah, if you would.

S: [reads reading passage aloudY

C'
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LIST OF SUBJECTS

Aye Sex

APPENDIX C

Length of Residence Languages Known in Addition

to Vietnamese and-Englishin United.Statese
.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

,9 ,

10

` 11'

12
13

14

15
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17

18

19
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21

22
23

24.

25

26

27
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29

'30

31

32
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'39-
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47

48
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`4'

.

.

_Ne

13

, 10

11

13

12

12.

11

11

/1

11
10,

12

11

11

11
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11

'12

11

50

-q.
'24
28,
45

17

24

20

16

15

._.
16

11

37_.

12

10

17
15

, 17

23

15

13

10

11

16

11

16

17

17

15

16

15

F

,.::::p

F

M
M
M

M
F

M
. M -

M
F

M
F

M
M
F

M
.._ M'

* M-

M---

M
M
M
M
M
-V

M
M
M
.F

F

F

F

F
M.

1'

F

.M

V

F
- IN

i

F

' F

F.

V

. M
F

F

'

. 7 years.

2 Years
2 years
7 years
.7 years
1 year

3 years,'
2 years

3 years,

2 years
1 year

2 years
1 year

2 -years.

1 year ,.

3 years

2 years,
3.xears

.7 years
7 years
-6 years
2 years
2 years
3 years
2 years
1 year
3 years
3 years
7 years

7 years
7 years
7 years ,

3 years
3 years
2 years
3 years
2 years

4
3 years

.

2 yeas
2 yqars
2 years
7 years
7 years
7 years
1 year
2 years
1 year
2 years
7 years

6 years
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.

.
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.

,

,

.
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-

:

.
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none .

none

none
none .

none
none

_Chinese
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none '4°

Chinese
none

.
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none
none

none
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none
none
Apne
French
French
Chinese

'French.

Chinese
French
Thai

,

-- ,-

,

,
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.
-
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,
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.
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.
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0

.
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.
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-
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.

a
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.
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:

2S4.

none
French
French
none

.
French

Thai
None.

French
none
Thai
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
none
French

,

French
none

;none
none
none
French
none

,
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51
.

52

'53

54

55

56

57

58

59
60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

6

70

71

72

73

74%

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82-

83

84

85

86

87

88
89

90
91

92

93

16

19

17

17

17

12

12

24

17

18

18. s, M
48 ° eM
36

20

22

33

40

15

19

10

1

17

37

39

15

20

24

33

40
2.0

21

18 F

20.
16

16

21 .M

26

22

23

40

36

10

40

Sex

Length-of Residence
in United States

6 years
2.years

7 years

7 years
7 years

7 years

7 years
2 years

7 years

7 years
3. years

1 year 2"

7 years 1,°

7 years' .

7 yeafg--1
2 years

1 year
1 year

7 years

7 years
2 years
2 years

2 years

7 years
7 yeari
7 years
7 years

years
7 years

7 years

3 years
2 years
2.years

2 years
2 years

1 year
1 year
7 years

7 years
2 years

2 years.

.7 years

3 years
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)

Languages Known in Addition
to Vietnamese and English

tr

none
none
none
French
French
none
none
French
French
French
none

3

.French,

14 French, Spanish
none
none
French
none
French
none
none
none
none

e -

French
French
none
French
none
none
none

none
French
none
none
none
none
Chinese
none
French, Latin
none
French
French.

Spanigh
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